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INTRODUCTION 

Gryphilw' Drama ist dar heroische Versuch des am tiefsten 
ringenden, grUbelnden Dichters des Jahrhunderts zur 
Ubervlindung von Unbestfuldigkeit und Verganglichkeit, von 
Not und Tod. l 

In this study ';/e shall examine the \'lays in which the 

heroic figures of Andreas Gryphius overcome their fear of the 

instability and impermanence of life~ Through these figures 

Gryphius gives dramatic expression to questions that aroused 

his interest; how to come to grips vii th the fact of· God and how 

to reconcile God with the misery of life on earth; ho\.,r to lead 

a life pleasing to God and to oneself, and how to achieve heaven. 

vJe shall examine the \:Jays in \'lhich these prOblems are worked out 

in the various dramas and the nature of the answers that Gryphius 

offers. This introduction will discuss how he ,.,ras led to find 

in the martyr drruna a suitable vehicle for the expression of 

Gryphi us, a na ti ve of Silesia, vias \.,rri ting wi thin 

the frame\'lork of the Silesian "Kunstdrarna,,2; as we shall have 

recourse later in this paper to discuss specific features of form 

IE. L~~ding9 Das scb.~i~~~~~~~~~t~~em~, (Copenhagen: 
E&ase & So::s 9 19L;-O) p.lO-. 

Berocl-:.: ct Bcxoclcdrant ~ OJ.: &(.::r.~ ._"~ .. -, ':" 

Liter:',::::.::c:1er Kunst-l!J:.d Ku}·~.:· . ",_:.,\:;.~.:. •. :,. 
LeipziE;- :'--:,::cJ.ar::, J.956) , I,-io:51.--·~ "' 

1 

::. • ___ .~ 4> .. _r ... 

.... . ~ -.. ~ .... ..,._. ,- ,~..-- ... =.~ ,--- .~ 

~ --- ,,~::~~-~ ~~'- \:-;.~' ... ~:~.~ ~'-~; 
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a..'1d content that are typical of this genre, \'1e shall confine 

our remarks at this point to its general features. 

Silesia 1:JaS the centre of a cultural region Vlhich 

maybe called lIostmitteldeutschll;3 it Vias an area containing 

countless small principalities held by territorial princes 

exercising little economic or political influence outside their 

borders but who were g-.canted absolute po\'1er and authority within 

them; they Vlere solid, thrifty and religiously active. The 

beginning, in 16179 of the "fruchtbringende Gesellschaften", \oJhose 

members came from the educated aristocracy and the "Beamtenschaft", 

encouraged the growth of a new culture and the development of its 

literature; the court officials were usually university graduates, 

widely travelled men acquainted with the aristocracy, who constituted 

an educated pUblic for the theatre. 

The "lri ter and his public shared an interest in the 

sources of German and classical antiquity, in historical and con-

temporary tales of variety and colour, and in exotic peoples and 

places; Flemming states that the new literature 1:/aS, "keine 

a-bstruse Gelehrsamkeitsmache, noch isolierte Spielerei weniger 

Wissender, sondern'ausgesprochene Bildungsliteratur ll •
4 

3.,-- 'd .:i.;.~., p.10 • 
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The common theme of this literature 1I1as the reality of 

fal1 9 decay and death. The quick changes of fortune of the Thirty 

Years \var encouraged a pessimistic vim.; of life. In his poem 

"Tranen des Vaterlandes / anno 1636" Gryphius tells of the horrors 

of the war, and the resulting social chaos: 

Die thti.t"me stehn in glut, die Kirch ist umgekehret, 
Das rathhaus 1iegt im graus~ die starcken sind zerhaun, 
Die jungfern sind geschgnd't, und wo wir hin nur schaun t 

Ist feuer, pest und tod, der hertz und geist durchfHhret.5 

All things were sUbject to change and the justification for these 

sudden turns of fortune Was a mystery; it was considered tragiC 

that an important ruler could fall from his lofty position, and 

doubly so if it were seemingly without reason. Gryphius grappled 

with this prOblem as will 'become evident in this study. 

This social structure within which he lived and worked 

and the grovJth within it of a definite literature contributed to 

the form and content of his dramas and led to the development of a 

6 'vleltauffassung' , an examination of which v/ill help understand 

why the particular genre of the martyr drama should have attracted him. 

5Andreas Gryphius, Vlerke? ed. H. Palm (Hildesheim: 
Georg Olm 9 1961), 1II9 113. 

6 cf. A. Strutz, Andreas G::-yph.ius: Piif: Heltan2ch~:::nl-YJ;!l 
!:..~nes..~·~_~chen Baroq}\:dic1!:!::.Z:~:':'~ (~L:~~_.:~.;')::.c::o::;~s.:; XI. ~ HorGen/ 
Zuric:'1: ~:Unster Presse, 1931) ~ 



In the seventeenth century a tension existed betvleen the 

still widespread mediaeval conception of earthly existence as 

essentially a preparation for life after death and a more modern 

affirmation of life here on earth; Catharina von Georgien, 

for example, illustrates the conflict of heavenly love, in the 

person of the heroine Catharina,and worldly love, in the person 

of the tyrant Abas. Gryphius supports emphatically Catharina's 

'\veltverachtung' and in the presentation of his heroine offers an 

answer to the question of how one should act on earth to gain a 

place in heaven. This hope of a reward of heavenly love existed 

side by side with a fear of God's judgement, an awareness of 

mortal guilt and a consciousness of affirmative and consequently 

punishable thoughts about life. 

Gryphius was by nature sUbject to introspective brooding; 

he was more concerned with observations and analysis than with 

positive action; the following lines from the sonnet "Einsamkeitfl 

testify to this feature: 

Hier, fern von dem pallast, weit von des pBbels lUsten, 
Betracht ich, wie der mensch in eitelkeit vergeh', 
Hie auf nicht festem grund' all unser hoffen steh l , 

Hie die vor abend schnli;thn, die vor dem tag uns grussten. 7 

7Andreas Gryphius, \verke, III, 0E.. eli., p.133. 
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His poem ilNenschliches elende ll ShOl'lS him again in a melancholy 

mood, bordering on hopeless pessimism: 

VIas sind \;lir menschen doch! ein wohnhaus grimmer schmertzen, 
Ein ball des falschen 61Ucks, ein irrlicht dieser zeit, 
Ein schauplatz herber angst, besetzt mit scharffem Eeid, 

Einbald verschmeltzter schnee und abgebrannte kertzen. 

Gryphius "believed in the unalterable necessity of a 

personal fate; in order to gain heaven one had to lead a life 

pleasing to God, and it \vas exactly the troubling question of how 

life should be lived ideally that Gryphius illustrates in his 

dramas; Gryphius 9 God seems to be the la\'l-maker and judge. 

This dependence for salvation upon a life pleasing to God places 

great responsibility on the shoulders of the individual. The ideal 

attitude to life, he seems to suggest, should not consist of activity 

and creativity, but rather a submissive forbearance of the sorrO\vs 

God may send; trOUbles are present to try man's virtue and to turn 

him to God. Gryphius' writings reflect his own continual struggle 

to achieve strength of belief in reliance upon God's will; his 

beliefs \vere not of sufficient strength to allow him to accept the 

Protestant creed naively and \vithout doUbt, but they were still 

stronger than his questioning intellect.9 

8Ibid., p. 1030 

9Strutz, 
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Therefore 9 Gryphius strongly rejected the VJorld and his 

experience of human bondage and imperfection, and looked to a 

transcendental freedom and perfection. These lines from the 

poem IIEwige freude der auserwghlten" illustrate this point: 

\'!elt 9 ade! glUck zu 9 mein trost! gute nacht tod, angst und schmertz! 
Ich find alles, alles lern ich, alles schau ich herr! in dire 
Ich zuschmeltz in lauter wonne 9 Jesu! Josu, meine zier!IO 

In life Gryphius sees no sense of creation, only eternal change and 

the la\., of decay. For G.ryphius God does not seem to be creative, 

but rather eternally at rest and unconditionally immutable, whereas 

man's fortunes are in a continual state of flux. Gryphius is 

acutely aware of the suddenness of change, as consideration of the 

following lines from his poem !tEs ist alles eitelll reveal: 

Due 

auf 

siehst, \'lOhin du siehst, nur eitelkeit auf erden. 
V.Jas dieser heute -baut, reisst jener morgen ein; 
Ho ietzundt stgdte stehn, wird eine wiese seyn, 11 
der ein schgfers-kind wird spielen mit den herden. 

Certainly in his dramas he focuses attention upon moments of fall 

and sudden death, and as will be indicated in this consideration 

of the martyr dram d., Gryphius continually emphasises the 'vanitas' 

image, the emptiness behind appearance. 

p.102. 
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The idea of the development of mankind and the optimistic 

belief in human progress t chare.cteristic of the HAufklEl.rungll , 

seem alien to Gryphius. His pessimistic views of life on earth 

find their expression, as indicated above, in poems of despair, 

but he never loses his faith in God, as consideration of the "Evlige 

freude der auservJEl.hlten" and the last few lines of the above-

mentioned poem show: 

Ach, vias ist alles diss, vIas \,Jir vor kostlich achten, 
Als schlechte nichtigkeit~ als schatten, staub und wind, 
Als eine wiesen-blum 9 die man nicht vlieder find It! 

Noch vlil, was evlig ist, kein einig mensch betrachten. 12 

Much of this paper will be devoted to a consideration of 

the values Gryphius advocated and whose adoption he recommends through 

his heroic martyr figures, who symbolize a preparation for eternal 

life; life becomes a prologue of ascetic existence before death, 

which is the precondition of perfection. The immense spiritual 
fI 

potentiality of man is acknowledged in one of his poems, "Uber 

die himmels-kugeltt : 

Schau hier des himmels bild! Diss hat ein mensch erdacht, 
Dor doch auf arden sass. 0 Ubergrosse sinnen, 
Die mehr, denn iemand schaut, durch forschen nur ge\vinnen! 
Soll diss nicht himmlisch seyn, WaS seIber himrriel macht!13 

12,. 0d .;.0.:L. 

l3r-bid., p.4l5 
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These idea.s of Gryphius t , such as "Eitelkeit der \'Jelt", 

and the attitude that the only true reality is in God and in life 

after death, corresponded to those \'/hich found expression in the 

traditional martyr drama: as shall be indicated, Gryphius found 

in the martyr figure a suitable vehicle for the illustration of those 

ideas he thought necessary for man to be assured of eternal life. 

It is therefore relevant at this point to consider the background 

of the martyr drama,14 and especially the Latin IIJesuitendramen", 

which "lere themselves usually of this genre. 

The Dorotheen-Spiele of the middle of the fourteenth century 

demonstrate the naked framework of the form of the martyr drama; 

in them the supernatural forces of good and evil, in shapes com-

prehensible to the imagination of the audience, vie with each 

other; evil gains a physical victory, and good the all-important 

spiritual conquest; the two ideas of good and evil are represented 

by a good and a -bad person who incorporate 'the good' and 'the 

evil' in their most pronounced form; evil attempts to conquer 

good as if its victory lay in the natural order of things and in 

order to inflict pain; death, however, is 1r/elcome to the good as 

it ensures spiritual victory. The Katherinen-Spiel, of roughly 

the same date, is an early martyr drama, concise in form and grave 

in mood. 

1!.}Lundine, 0E- cit. - source fo:;: L".::ch of this information. 
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The St. Georg-Spiel of the fifteenth century is descended 

from the Geor?;slied~ in which the martyr theme assumed the form of 

an epic; this "Lied" vIas probably composed for the dedication of 

the IIGeorgskirche ll on the island of Reichenau on Lake Constance 

in the year 896 and is thought to be the oldest German "Legendendichtung"; 

it is a hymn of praise to St. George. It ShovlS George's virtues 

courage and steadfastness - and the physical victory of evil over 

good only after repeated attempts; the later IISpiel l1 features the 

dragon motif much more prominently than in the earlier "Lied", and 

is crude and brutal. 

In the drama of the Baroque age more elements of realism 

are introduced; there are also often more martyrs in one drama, 

four in Hallman'S Sophia and eight in Caussin's Felicitas, for 

example; it is not possible to distinguish the 'good' characters 

from each other as they are manifestations of the idea of 'the 

good', but, as Lunding points out~5 in Baroque drama a certain 

. secularisation takes place and the I evil' characters, v/hose role 

is of secondary importance,become more differentiated and there 

are often contrasting groups of 'evil' characters within the one 

play; by this process of secularisation, "Fremdk8rper ll are 

151 °d ~., p.17. 
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introduced into the martyr drama, such as the 'Liebe' motif9 

v.lhich presents the feelings of the human. heart, or the 

lStaatsmotif' 9 which, as rulers and princes vlere the sUbjects 

of those dramas, could be fitted into the original framework 

without any undue strain becoming apparent. To balance this 

increasing interest in the dramatic possibilities of creating 

more interesting levil' characters, a group of 'good' but less 

striking characters, reinforcing the martyr theme, are introduced, 

either as converts, or cowards (by way of contrast to the martyr 

figures) or, in the form of spirits, as verbal supporters of the 

ideal. The representational function of the evil chracters, and 

the use of contrasting figures supporting the ideal are features 

present in Gryphius t martyr dramas, as will be pointed out: 

Papinianus' family, for example, with the exception of his son, 

bring Papinianus' virtues into relief by their ovm all too 

understandable human cowardice; Laetus and Bassianus, in 

Papinianlls, are very different 'evil' characters; the various 

spirits in Carolus Stuardus speru( in support of the king. 

The martyr drama had considerable appeal for the Baroque 

dramatist; Haugwitz's Maria Stuart is a martyr drama; Hallmann's 

Sophia, Liberata and Paulina, of which the last two are lost, can 

also be placed side by side with Gryphius' contribution to the genre. 
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The Baroque dramatist brought to the mediaeval form a piety 

leading to escapism, a renewed transcendentalism 1 and an 

attempt at an anthropomorphic concept of 'the eternal'. 

It was difficult to reconcile the traditional humanism of the 

literature of the Renaissance \</ith this dramatic genre. Although, 

for example, since the beginning of the seventeenth century, 

hundreds of martyr dramas had been written, the Jesuit 

instructional books on poetics were still recommending that 

the so-called Aristotelian concept of human guilt should be 

present in the hero, whereas in fact the martyr figures were 

endowed with superhuman greatness, integrity and purity_ 

Tarquino Galluzzi in his Comentarii tres de tragoedia et comoedia, 

written in 1621, states that the hero must bear some element of 

guilt; Alexandrus Donatus in his Ars Poetica of 1633 is the 

first to permit an innocent hero. The two conflicting points 

of view are represented in the martyr drama; as Lunding says: 

II d~halb tritt das mittelalter1iche Spiel in der Verkleidung 

des humanistisch-gelehrten Dramas auf. trl6 The martyr drama, 

to take another example, assumes the five act form, for which 

there is certainly no inner necessity as the focus is on the 

one all-important scene, the actual martyrdoffiQ 

p.24. 
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~<!e have so far considered Gryphius v own 1I;"lel tanschauung", 

his social and cultural background, and the tradition of the 

martyr drama as various factors which contributed to his finding 

the martyr drama a suitable vehicle for dramatic expression of 

his personal ideas and problems. Gryphius ' extensive reading 

and travels also helped in this direction; therefore, one should 

consider the influence of the Latin "Jesuit en-drama II on his m",n 

composition. 

Several of the youthful works of Gryphius point to an 

acquaintance with and interest in the martyr dramas which constitute 

the majority of works of the Jesuit dramatists. His two early 

Herod epics, Herodis Furiae, et Rachelis lachrymae (1633/4) and 

Dei Vindicis Imperatus et Herodis Interitus (1634/5) are both learned 

Latin compositions which use a favourite material of the sQven

teenth century for \vhich there are models in the Jesuit dramas. 

Between 1634 and 1637 Gryphius had translated the martyr dra~a 

Heylige Felicitas by the Jesuit Nicholaus Caussin, which was 

written in 1620; and in Leyden,between 1637 and 1638, he wrote 

a Latin poem in epic form, Olivetum, in which Judas and Christ 

oppose each other; Christ becomes a martyr of heroic stature, 

and heaven and hell are contrasted at its conclusion; it is pertinent 

to a discussion of Gryphi~martyr dramas to note, as Newald states, 
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tha t in this Vlork " ••• der strahlende und triumphierende Himmel 

Vlird erst richtig erkannt, \'fenn man ihm die Schrecken der 

Helle enteegensetzt.,,17 

It is evident then that Gryphius VIas familiar "lith the 

Latin IfJesuitendrama".18 His own martyr dramas may be regarded 

as Protestant "GegenstUcke", written in German. Gryphius' choice 

of material for his dramas introduced new lines of development 

into German drama; in the sixteenth century German dramatists 

had confined themselves to mainly biblical material, but Gryphius, 

following the example of the Jesuit dramatists, chose his material 

from both ancient and modern history. Jesuit dramatists had used 

the "FelicitasTI and "Leo Armenius" material several times, and the 

historical source Vlorks of such authors as Cedrenus and Zonaras, 

the Byzantine historians, and Baronius and Cambden, were used by 

the Jesuit dr~1atists and Gryphius.19 I think that Harring 

takes perhaps to excess the influence of the Jesuit dramatists 

upon the works of Gryphius: it is true, as Harring proves, that 

the use of epilogue and prologue, allegorical figures, chorus, the 

didactic tendency, the 'Verganglichkeit' motif, and the passivity 

of the hero, are all features which both share, but Gryphius was 

'7 ... R. Newald, Gcschichte del' d.0utschen I.iteratur vc;). den 
Anftlngen l)is zur qeg.~nVlart, ed. de Boor, N;;i';;ZrZ--(;;ti:;Cc:. ;l:iTtnchen: 
Beck, 1951), V, p o 282. 

18 ~ 'I H . A d G' . d d D a c-'-. '/. arr~ng, n reas ry~;h-'_"s un as rama .ar 
Jesuiten, in Hermaea, (Halle:-r9'Oir:-V:~--'---' 

19Ibid., ppo14 - 17. 
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no plagiarist and he fashioned his O\'ln drama, chracterised, as 

we shall see, by 1 for example, striking use of the German 

language, increasing dramatic tension and art of presentation, 

forceful heroes and clearly defined villains, and a keen interest 

in the affairs of state. I think some influence must be admitted, 

but this is understandable as both were writing martyr dramas within 

a framework that followed established form and, by its very nature, 

allowed little variation: it Vlould be most unexpected if Gryphius 

were not familiar with the works of the Jesuit dramatists, but 

he was conscious of his independence; if his form of dramatic 

expression corresponded to that of the "Jesuitentheater", it was 

because he also v/anted to focus attention on the transcendental 

and found the martyr drama as they had used it before him sui ta'ble 

for its expression. Perhaps also, as Harring suggests,20 Gryphius 

chose material in this tradition so as not to incur the displeasure 

of the local Catholic administration; he certainly never portrays 

an obviously German Protestant martyr figure, although Catharina's 

Christianity is of a definitely Protestant nature, as we shall 

see. 

Having considered Grypbiusvfa~iliarity with the Latin 

IIJesuitendramall of both native and foreign writers, it is now 

p.27 
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important to assess the impact of foreign literature upon 

Germany in the seventeenth century, and upon Gryphius in 

particular, especially as so many critics have pointed to the 

21 
influence of the Dutch drrunatist Vondel upon Gryphius t dramas. 

Pott22 suggests that the disastrous conditions resulting 

from the Thirty Years War had made it impossible for participation 

in the appreciation of native culture to be any longer feasible; 

the German writers had lost contact with the native tradition so 

necessary for normal development, and for models, out of necessity, 

they had to look abroad. In neighbouring Holland, according to 

fie.mming, "fanden sie reges, selbst.!:!l1diges geistiges Leben, ein 

Nationaltheater und eine bedeutende dramatische Literatur. 1I23 

At this time Holland was enjoying a great era of prosperity and 

had become the European center of learning and free thinking; 

Germany "'las particularly open to Dutch influence as the two 

countries had a common racial and linguistic background, DutCh 

literature held an intermediary position between the classical 

heritage and Germany, and Holland enjoyed a popular native tradition. 

21_. . t 
Jiarr~ng , op C~ •• " 

R. A. Kollewijn, Uber den Einfluss des holl.!:!ndischen Dramas 
auf Andreas Gryphius (Heilbronn, 1887: Leipzig, 1880). 

P. Stachel, "Seneca und das deutsche Renaissancedrama im 
16. und 17. Jahrhundcrt" , PcS.J·~G;'}tr2._ XVII C19CJ6). 

\'1. Flemming, IIVoncio":f\"s :i!!:Lnfluss aui die Trauerspeile des 
Andreas Gryphius" , Neu'Philolo~, XIV (1929) 107 ff. 

22C. K. Pott, "Holland-Gcrma..'1 Literary Relations 0:' the 
17th CentD:'~y: Vonde1 and Grypr.iu;;;;11 y iL:.:_:~'·, -:.Lvn (1948) 9 127-138. 

23 vI. Flemming, Das schlesische .~2stdrama, p. 21. 
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1~e German man of letters travelled to Holland, often 

to t!le University of Leyden, to study! and so the influence of 
., 

Dutch literature 'Nas considerable; the "Sprachgesellschaften" which 

\<Iere formed in Germc:.ny in order to purify the language were indebted 

to that type of society flourishing in Holland; Opitz pointed to 

the Dutch to demonstrate the poetic powers of a German tongue 

and his theoretical vlorks derive in part from such Dutch scholars 

S 1 · d H' . 24 as ca ~ger an e~ns~us. The intellectual climate of Holland 

was similar to that of Germany and German writers were at that 

time conversant with Dutch literature. In this respect the 

"Hollandische KomC3dianten" may be mentioned;25 these troupes 

were very influential in Germany about the middle of the century 

and they performed works of a generally higher artistic level than 

the "Englische KomBdianten"; many of the plays· they presented 

were written in verse, they were the first troupes to employ 

actresses, the Dutch language was similar to LO\<l German and there-

fore comprehensible at least in part to the audiences; their 

repertoire was very Itlide and included works by Vondel. Gryphius 

may have been familiar \<lith Dutch literature before he went to 

Holland, but there is no doubt that he encountered the works of 

Vondel during his visits to Holland. 

24Ibid., pp. 55-6. 

25cf • Pott, lac. cito 
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Vondel had created a new classical tradition in Holland, 

\'Iit~ the dramas of Seneca as its backbone. He combined this 

enthusiasm for the ancient classical form with a Germanic spirit; 

Renaissance hope and confidence in man's potentialities were 

tempered by a realization of ultimate limitations; for example, 

Vondel's Lucifer (1654) illustrates the tragic discordance between 

pride and humility and affords a realization that human potentialities 

are ultimately finite; Vondel believed in ultimate redemption, but 

also, like Gryphius, held a predominantly tragic view of life. 

Gryphius, as noted already, had a typical Baroque inclin~ 

ation to melancholy; his affirmation of God followed upon a stoical 

abandonment of happiness for this life on earth. His means of 

dramatic expression, however, were limited "by the lack of the form 

and language of a developed standard of literature; he had few 

German models to follow, and it would seem that Vande 1 and he 

shared a similar spiritual outlook; he was attracted by what Vondel 

could give him. He travelled in Holland, studied in Leyden and 

saw performances of Vondel's works, e.g. Gijsbrecht van Amstel, in 

Amsterdam. 

Critics have stressed the influence of Vondel upon 

Gryphius' work. Kollewijn (1880) was the first to 'discover' this 

influence and point to parallel scenes and verbal correspondences 

in the \'/orks of the two drruJat:::'s·~8. S~achel (1907) examines 

o. 
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Gryphius i background aYJ.d his growth as an independent artist, 

noting that he and Vondel are at different stages of development; 

he weaves a mosaic of Dutch, French and classical 'influences' 

into Gryphius ' dramas. Harring (1908) takes the parallels to 

excess, as if Gryphius had built up all his dramas by plagiarising 

from all the previous martyr dramas ever written. Flemming (1928) 

disagrees with Stachel and outlines a development in Gryphius' 

dramatic composition; he allows that in Leo Armenius and 

Catharina von Georgien Gryphius has 'borrowed' and 'arranged' 

elements from Vondel, but contends that the two later dramas, 

Carolus Stuardus and Papinianus, sho'd an increasing independence 

and indicate the birth of a new, original art form. Flemming 

draws parallels between Vondel's Maer.;hden and Maria Stuart and 

Gryphius' Catharina von Georgien, for example. 26 He notes that 

there is no acknowledgement of Vondel in the "Vorrede" or the 

I'Kurtze anmerkungen" to Catharina von Georgian; he points out that, 

although the theme in both Maeghden and Catharina von Georgien is 

the conflict bebleen divine love the worldly desire and although 

both tyrants are changed by their love, there is a marked differ-

ence in the psychological treatment of the two tyrants; Vondel's 

Attila loses the power to act deCisively and becomes the "Spielball" 

26Flemming, Das schlesische Kunstdrama, pp. 118-19~ 112-~3. 
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of his advisors, whereas Gryphius' Abas does act decisively.27 

I t1:link, however, Flemming perhaps takes the parallelism a little 

too far \'lith his comparison of the leave-taking scenes and the final 

acts of Catharina von Georgie~ and Vandel's Maria Stuarti similar-

ities do exist, but both dramas are martyr dramas, written in a 

rigid form, and both relate the martyrdom of nOble queens dying in 

a foreign country_ Schiller's Maria Stuart comforts her ladies-

in-waiting in much the same way as Vondelvs Haria and Gryphius' 

Catharina comfort their ladies before they go to their death, but 

it vlould be wrong to suggest that Schiller borrowed the scene 

from Vondel or Gryphius. 

It must be admitted, however, that Gryphius was very much 

aVlare of the great Dutch dramatist. He began his own translation 

and adaptation of the Gibeoniter material as he was dissatisfied 

with Vondel's treatment. Despite the similarities in spiritual 

outlook, there were differences in experience \vhich manifested 

themselves in the treatment of the material. Vondel was attracted 

by its picturesque quality, \.,rhereas Gryphius was an l1deendichter", 

and Vondells dramas are less exuberant in expression than Gryphius 1 

271 'd ~., p.113. 
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VlOrl-::.S V which have a monumental quality. Vondel lived in a 

country at peace, his life vias less problematic and he could 

trust in God more readily than Gryphius who lived in a country 
, 

split asunder by "Jarring armies and religious factions. These 

differences become apparent in the different mood of the works of 

the two dramatists. 

Gryphius had also taken the figure of Bartel in his 

comedy Die geliebte Dornrose from Vondel' s De Leeunvlendalers, 28 

. but I think it is true to say that the influence of Vondel on 

Gryphius and the extent of his borrowings has been overplayed and 

that there is no evidence of general plagiarism~ even in the two 

early dramas, Leo Armenius and Catharina von Georgien. The 

use of spectacular scenes and the Gryphian hero's stoical attitude 

to life may be traced to Seneca's influence, and the Alexandrine 

verse form and the observation of the three unities to the influence 

of French classical drama, particularly Corneille (whose dramas 

Gryphius may have seen during his stay in Paris), but in this regard 

Gryphius' own words at the conclusion of the "Vorrede" to his first 

drama, Leo Armeniu8, are quite significant: 

Das haus ist zwar nicht gross, doch kenn't es mich allein; 
Es kostet fremde nichts, es ist nul' rein und mein. 29 

It is this first drama of Gryphius to which we shall now turn. 

28Lunding, .£p. cit., p.50. 

29Andreas Gryphius, \verk~, ed. H. Palm (Hildesheim: 
Georg 01m 1 1961), II, 16. 



CHAPTER I 

After completion of his studies at Leyden and t"JO years 

of travel in Holland, France and Italy, Gryphius returned in 

1646 to Strassburg, ,..,here he began his first drama, Leo Armenius 

oder Ft!rsten.~Q It was very probably inspired by a performance 

of a drama of the same title that the author saw in Rome and 

which \>las It/ritten by the English Jesuit Joseph Simon. 1 The 

first pUblication of Gryphius' drama It/as in the year 1650, as 

is indicated in the poem of dedication2 to Wilhelm Schlegel, 

the father of one of Gryphius t travelling companions. 

Although in the 'Vorredeo Gryphius acknowledges no 

classical models for his drama and claims it as an original work 

(1I ••• Leo ••• da er nicht von dem Sophocles oder dem Seneca 

auffgesetzet, doch unser ist. II )3, he does reveal in this 9Vorrede', 

in the °Erkl~rung etlicher dunckeln arter' at the end of the drama, 

and in the tInhalt des trauerspiels t that he is inde"bted for his 

1 ef. \v. Flemming, Andreas Gryphius und die BUhne (Halle: 1921) 
p.287. ff. 

2Andreas Gryphius, Werke, ed. H. Palm (Hildesheim: 
Georg Olm, 1961), II, 13. 

p.16 .. 
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source material to the \.,rorks of the historians Joa..J.nes Zonaras 

and Georgios Cedrenus on the history of the Byzantine Emperors.
4 

Gryphius V first drama may, because of certain features, 

be called the first of his martyr dramas; these features, falling 

as they do within the scope of this paper, will be discussed in 

this chapter. 

GryphiusO ideas on dramatic \l1riting are stated for the 

first time in the vVorrede v to Leo Armenius 1 and it is important 

to consider the views outlined which appear relevant to Gryphius G 

conception of the intent and scope of dramatic writing in general, 

a..,d his O\tn composition in particularo The tragic principle 

which Gryphius announces is contrary to that of the ancients; 

he will not present the fatal consequences of acts committed in 

passion and ignorance of these consequences, but, more generally, 

the GEiteli{eit der Welt V as reflected in the fate of his heroes. 

As one critic says: "das Bild der UnbestHndigkeit dar menschlichen 

Dinge in einer Person)die una Hhnlich ist, zu zeigen, das ist sain 

tragisches Prinzip.n5 The first sentence of the °Vorrede' announces 

Grypbius V intention: 

Gross gUns tiger leser. 
Iudem unser gantzas vater land sich nunmehr in seine eigene 
aachen verscharret und in einen sehauplatz der eiteli{eit 
vel'wandeltbin ieh gefl:l.ssi.'m v dil," die verganglichkeit 
1:1;)usehliche:r Sa.CLC:l i;:: geGen'd:i:l't:I.geril tud etlich folgenden 
t:~aue:rspielen V01'~u.£";;.·el1cl~6 

L~ 
'Ibid.? pp. 14. 17. 129.ff. 

5~~~ing, £E. cit., p.lO. 

6;~~:.\. .. ),),S Gryphius, vJ~rJ~€!., II, 2J2. cJ.J;;., p.14. 
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So the bleakness of GermanyVs circumstances and the displays 

of vanity around him compel him to present in his dramas the 

transience of all things mortal~ 

Gryphius goes on to say that he does have more pleasfu~t 

material in mind to offer the reader, but he \'Iill not preserrc 

such material for the follo\'Jing reason: IV" ... weil mil." noch dieses 

mahl et\oJas andel'S vorzubringen so vlenig geliebet als erlaubet",,7 

This would seem to indicate that the grave conditions in Germany 

demanded a serious treatment in GryphiusO opinion 9 and would also 

seem to contain an acknowledgement of the dramatic conventions 

of the age which demanded the presentation of dramas of high 

seriousness. That tragedy involved high personages in violent 

actions was one of the current ideas~ dating from the Renaissance, 

which had been taken over by Opitz from, for instance, Scaliger, 

the Dutch critic, and issued in his Buch von del' deutschen 

Poetery (1624). It was also almost impOSSible in the seventeenth 

century to publish anything not in theological terms; theological 

\'lriters vlere opposed, for example, to fiction, which they con-

sidered blasphemous 9 and the way around these Objections was for 

the \v.riters of fiction to teach moral lessons in their worl~. 

As ';/e shall see, the dramatic impulse of Gryphius v dramas is the 

711 ·d ll.! ~., p .. ,'. 
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Christian moral, which is given visible form. The last word 

of the above quote (" ••• erlaubet.~II) surely signifies a moral 

obligation which Gryphius felt to'v-Jards his public .. 

The instructional effect of dl~cUi1a is valued by Gryphius; 

he takes his example from the preference of the ancients for 

\lTriting tragedies for purifying effect: 

Die al ten gleich\'/ol haben diese art zu schreiben nicht so 
gar geringe gehalten, sondern als ein bequemes mittel 
menschliche gemUther von allerhand unartigen und schHdlichen 
neigungen zu saubern, gerUr~et9 •• _8 

This is a clear ackno1.'Iledgement of the authori-cy of the ancients 

in drama, and Sh01;/S Gryphius still under the influence of the 

Greek and Roman traditions; the report of Armenius v murder? 

for example, is in true classical fashion. To reinforce the 

moral-didactic intention, the very title of the drama? Leo 

Armenius odeI' FiITsten-Mord 9 suggests the message and also points 

to the representational function of the hero. In his dramas 

Gryphius is not content simply to present characters and allow 

the readers or audience to form their Oloin conclusions; he 

wishes to instruct and correct, and his min vie\'/point is very 

much in evidence .. 

The drama illustrates then the "Unbestfuldigkeit del' 

menschlichen Dinge", the rise and fall of human fortune, w'hich 
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is an eve~-recurring theme in all Iris dramas; but? as already 

mentioned~ only part of his concept of tragedy is announced in 

Leo Armen:Lus. -- -~ 
As Gryphius states in the introduction to his 

next tragedy~ Catharir.~ von G~orgien9 the heroine is an out-

standing example of resoluteness, of "unaussprechlicher 

bestandigkeit ll •
9 As 1;le shall see, Armenius lacks the strength 

and firmness of character of the later martyr figures and so 

does not fall into the usual patterno Only at the very end, 

faced by death, does he show a nObility and courage lacking upto 

then. This steadfastness in the face of death is a feature which 

will be examined in SUbsequent chapters. 

At this point it is interesting to note that for Gryphius 

the hero would seem to be not necessarily the character standing 

at the centre of whatever action there is, but, rather, he is 

the character who suffers, the suffering hero, after whom the 

drama is titled. This is borne out in this and subsequent 

dramas; Armenius, and not the plotter and usurper Balbus, is 

IIdie leidende Person"lO \'lho faces a horrible death with courage, 

and is, therefore, the figure of most importance to Grypbius; 

consequently the drama bears his name. Palm, I would suggest, 

has a false conception of G~yphiust dramatic principles when 

----<-
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he asserts that the drama should really be titled fll'1ichael 

Balbus" on the grounds that Armenius, the titular hel'o, bears 

no tragic guilt, as neither passion nor vigorous action cause his 

downfall. but rather his own \'Jeak (but perfectly understandable) 

• J.. h" . f 0 • 1 11 acqU1.escence ,,0 loS "'1. e s 1:11.S les. This certainly constitutes 

no reason for Gryphius to retitle th~ dra~a9 especially when 

he attaches so much importance to the passive sufferer. 

Before turning to the question of Armenius v character, 

let us first consider briefly the plot. The army General 

Michael Balbus, who had helped his youthful friend and companion 

Leo Armenius ascend to the throne of the Byzantine Empire, 

believes that Armenius has not re\'Jarded him enough and that he 

feels no longer grateful; he is ambitious for the throne him-

self. His intrigues have come to the notice of Armenius, who 

seeks to admonish bim through his counsellor, Exabolius. Michael 

will not be warned and is unexpectedly arrested, protesting his 

innocence and cursing imperial ingratitude. He is condemned to 

death by his old friend, because of the threat to the throne. 

Because it is Christmas Eve, Armenius' \<1ife Theodosia intervenes 

and protests that Leo cannot possibly receive the holy sacrament 
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next day \'lith the blood of Balbus still fresh on his hands" 

At this? Armenius defers the final decision, but with an uneasy 

feeling that danger threatens" 

Balbus looks for lilays of escape. The Emperor, distraught 

with fear and misgivings, visits Balbus 9 cell at night. Balbus 

threatens his co-plotters, through the medium of his jailer, that 

he \vill reveal to Armenius the names of them all if he is not 

rescued. They disguise themselves as choristers, conceal lileapons 

under their gO\,lns and mingle with the priests entering the church 

where Armenius is to take the sacrament. They butcher him as he 

is kneeling before the altar, and release Balbus, who is 

declared Emperor .. 

The plot follolilS historical sources closely except in 

two respects. The historical Leo V (the Armenian), A.D. 813-20, 

was a good, able~ firm ruler, against whom rebellion was 

inexcusable; Balbus' rebellion vIas simply a result of his 

personal ambition. This hesitation to execute Balbus at Christ-

mas was the fatal mistw{e of Armenius' reign, and it is significant 

that GrJ~hius takes the action at this critical point and depicts 

a man \'/ho is hesitant and indecisive. Secondly, Armenius was a 

firm iconoclast, a pious Christian, who, in this instance, allowed 

religious considerations and respect for his wife 9s beliefs to come 
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before the dictates of the affairs of state, and suffered for it. 

The conflict between the demands of the state and personal consider-

ations here has fatal consequences; what is vlorthy of note, however, 

is that, although Armenius is a Christian and dies courageously 

at the foot of the cross on the church altar, the Christian message 

of the two next dramas by Gryphius is brought out hardly at all 

in this one. We see then Gryphius at an early stage of develop-

ment, before he has come to offer his Christian hope of salvation 

as the ansv/er to the problems of earthly existenca ~ 

The question of Armenius v character, one which should be 

discussed in some de'~ail, no\'I arises, in order to decide vlhether, 

as Schulz-Burkhardt maintains 9
l2 

Armenius is a martyr in a special 

sense, a martyr to his o\-ln vleakness 9 and not in the Christian 

sense, as in the later dramas. Leo Armenius has as its plot 

the "Hofintrige" of Balbus; because of the political motives 

involved in this "Staatsaktion", one must first consider the 

political views of the author, as manifested in this drama, 

especially those on statecraft, the position of the ruler tov/ards 

his SUbjects, and the prOblem of regicide. These and similar 

questions will be discussed in greater detail later, particularly 
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in the chapter on Carolus StuardU6, but it is interesting to 

note Gryphius' attitudes early in his career as revealed in 

this drama. 

It is no surprise that Gryphius should be an advocate of 

monarchistic absolutism. In his youth he lodged for some years 

in the house of Georg von Sch8nborn~ whose \'Jork Politicorum 

libri septe~ (1610) defended the divine right of kings and their 

abolute power in the state. Gryphius read deeply in Sch8nborn's 

library and formed a lasting connection with his house. At 

Leyden he kne\,1 vlell the lavlyer Claudius Sa]rJa sius ~ another defender 

of absolutism and a fanatical opponent of the sovereignty of the 

people. Gryphius follo\'led the events of the revolution of 1642 

in England from across the Cp~nnel, and this first drama, on one 

level, is concerned vIi th the prOblem of the 0 Wi del's tandsrecht '. of 

the people. In Paris, in 1644, he was living in an absolutist 

state; he saw Charles I at Angers and recorded the experience in 

a sonnet; he vIas also able to study in Richel:ieu's library. In 

Strassburg, \vhere he began this present drama, he counted amongst 

his closest friends the la\"yer Gregor Biccius and the historian 

Bacler, both bitter opponents of the sovereignty of the people, 

and advocates of a 'FUrstenabsolutismus o•
13 This sort of back-

groll."ld "'!Quld lead one to expect that the usurper Balbus 'vlould be 

i -;~ 

-..-' cf. H. SzyrockL D~;,:o ~'h":1,r!:e Gr~nly,:lyS (N0",E) :>1:;~ __ t~;;'!:">3 ZPX' 
~.£::}:?:' .. ~ :~";j~~_&S2)~f19 IX; ~B~el:ii~l-: ~··~li-~.:~~··.;.j~:" -~~' :J~·:;~::~i·~~~;-'1~95·<j)~·-

,~. Hildebrandt, Die. S·l;att.~'xr~:':§.~;::~l~r:'$._der schlesische,n 
Baro9J:('-:; ,. ~::':.ker 1m Rahmen 1hrez: Zeii (:;:;3_3S., Rostock, 1939). 
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seen in a more unfavourable light than the Emperor, and this is 

the case. 

An aura of godliness surrounds the monarch, as is illustrated 

at the beginning of the drama; Exabolius says to Balbus in Act I: 

"Del' himmel seIber \'/acht VOl' die gekr8nten haare / Und steht dem 

14-scepter bey."; and as expressed in "Die Reihen" a little 

later: "Gott hltlt ob den, die er selbst gCJtter nennto u15 

Because of his privileged positionbettveen God and the rest of 

mankind, a ruler is quite justified in sweeping aside all those 

with plans contrary to his own. He must always be confident and 

believe in his own power; as Armenius says in a monologue in 

Act II: "So donnert, \>/enn man euch nach cron und scepter steht 9/ 

16 Ihr, die ihr unter gott, doch Uber menschen geht!1t Even if 

the monarch's decisions are blatantly wrong, his subjects can 

have no authority over him, for only God has the right to depose 

a ruler. In the last act this is the accusation that Armenius' 

wife Theodosia levels at the conspirators: "Ein fUrst fHllt dem 

allein, del' in den tvolcken \'/acht. / Del' in den thron uns setzt, 

kann aus dem thron uns bannen. ,,17 Gryphius himself became 

15 
1b:l:.~., 1119 53. 

16~ 'd 
.!:bJ. 'f 11~ 421-2~ 

v, 287-8. 
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deeply involved in the whole question of regicide, and his 

his own position with regard to the execution of Charles I of 

England, an action that had sparked off controversy allover 

Europe. 

To return to the position of the monarch in Gryphius' 

drama, it would seem that the circumstances surrounding the 

Byzantine Emperor, as they are illustrated by Gryphius, corresponded. 

generally speaking, to those of the ruler of his O\>/n time. The 

past presented on the stage was imagined to be as tragic in 

essence as the wretched present time, and comparisons were drawn. 

The following extract from the 'Vorrede' to Leo Armenius is 

relevant to this point: 

in del' neuen welt ist diese pest so v/enig als bey uns neue, 
unter dem schein des gottesdienstes (\.,ie Michael und seine 
bundgenossen) ungeheure fiord und bubenstUck ins werk zu 
richten.18 

This would indicate that Gryphius felt there \.,rere parallels between 

this IlHofintrige" at the court of Leo Armenius in Constantinople 

in 820 and the sort of intrigue practised in the small courts 
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in his OW11 time g It would, however~ be incorrect to assume that 

Grypl1ius definitely had an actual contemporary incident in mind. 

The figure of the monarch becomes potentially tragiC in 

so far as he is a man~ fitted with all the outer attributes of a 

God, and yet of course a rnortalbeing, in his humanity basically 

no different from the SUbjects \.,.ho \vorship him. He has to bear 

the burden of being both man and God, and it is not surprising 

that Armenius in this play, and Bassianus in E~inianus, for 

example, display a marked melancholia. In Baroque drama there 

develop two types of ruler, two extremes so characteristic of 

baroque style and thought: there is on the one hand the tyrant, 

who accepts no bounds to his control and absolute authority, and 

who attempts to master his nobler, more human feelings to preserve 

this pO\1er, Chach Abas in Catharina von Georgien, for example, or 

Hugo Peter and Cromvlell in Carolus Stuardus, v/ho, although not 

of royal birth, are as devoted to the maintenance of personal 

power as Abasj on the other hand there is the ruler who finds 

the burden of kingship hard to bear and who succumbs through his 

own \ieakness, Armenius for example. Bassianus in Papinianus 

is a truly melancholic figure, \o,Iho manages with difficulty to 

maintain his control, but at the price of a guilty conscience. 
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vlith reference to Arl1lenius' position, Schulz-Burckhardt has this 

to say: 

der Monarch aber, der nicht im Stande ist 7 die unvmschrHnkte 
G0\'Jalt im Sinne des Absolutismus zu nUt zen, vermag sioh 
ill. seiner hohen Stellung nicht zu behaupten. Er wird der 
passive Held des Drc;,mes, der "Hart yrer" , der unter dem Druck 
einer Aufgabe leidet, die zu sch\'Jer fUr seine Schultern ist. 
Das bedeutet aber fUr e~ .. en Monarchen der Zeit den sicheren 
Untergang, da er fUr sell""!.€! Person gerade einer \oJesentlichen 
Forder~~g, den Schein seiner Macht zu wahren, nicht gerecht 
\oJird. 19 

Armenius dies then because he cannot meet the essential need of the 

monarch of the time to preserve his authority at all costs. The 

heroes of the dramas to be discussed later also lose their worldly 

authority and power, but the circumst?llces, as we shall see, are 

very different. 

At this time works such as "II Principe II of Machiavelli 

and those of Jean Bodin and Thomas HObbes were influencing the 

political thought of Gryphius t age. According to their political 

doctrine of expediency, the absolute ruler should place less 

emphasis upon the duties and responsibilities of ruling and more 

upon its privileges and rights; ruling \.,ras a 'Machtfrage', and 

Machiavelli's theory had no place for moral or human values; it 

19schulz-Burkhardt, op. cit., p.18 
~_ .'W 
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was conce:-ned with actual pm-leI' and the maintenance of authority; 

the monarch must at all costs also give his sUbjects no cause to 

wish to depose him. A good example of this sort of political 

thinking comes in Gryphius O last drama, Papinianus, by which 

time, as we shall see, he had become a bitter opponent of 

political expediency; the Emperor Bassianus has his advisor 

Laetus executed in order to prevent his own name from being 

blackened in connection with hi;.; murder of his brother and 

co-regent Geta; the murder was an action which Laetus had 

suggested but which the Emperor himself had committed~ Bassianus 

realizes his own guilt and yet defends his actions on the grounds 

of expediency; the means justify the end, which is the maintenance 

of his control: 

••• die hohe seel hat €lin viel weiter zielq 
Sie "leiss wol, 'vas das rechtbey schlechtem p8bel wi1. 
Sie '1eiss, dass der, dem land und reich zu dienste stehen, 
Nicht stets k8nn auf derbahn gemeiner brauche gehen. 20 

He even allows his most trusted advisor Papinianus to go to his 

death rather than permit his hold on the throne to be vleakened. 

He reveals himself as a tyrant, but he retains the throne and 

the p0\·rer, and this in Bassianus 0 eyes, is the prime consideration. 

20 
~inianu~, IV, 21-L~ .. 
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Armenius, in a similar position, also desires the death 

of an enemy, Michael Balbus, but his lack of ruthlessness, his 

understandable sympathy 1flith his \oJife's request, and his fear of 

Balbus' supporters undermine his determination to have Balbus 

killed straightway. His hesit.ation and fear of poSSible social 

unrest are evident from replies he makes to his counsellor's 

advice to have Balbus executed immediately: "Sein anha.'lg ist 

zu groSS.II; "HiI' \·,tlrden vieler P..a.ss und feindschaft auf uns laden."; 

21 "DeI' grosse, wUste \-lald wird durch den schlag bewegt .. II Armenius 

hesitates and his indecision costs him his life and the throne. 

Yet even in these few remarks it is noticeable that Armenius does 

not hesitate to kill on moral grounds. On the contrary, he 

hesitates for fear t~t the consequences of such an act may affect 

his 01f/n popularity in an adverse fashiona 

Armenius can be said to be a martyr to his own \.,.ea.lmess, 

a fatal flaw that brings him low, but in this respect he is very 

different from the fig~es of the later dramas. They are '1eidende 

Personen'9 but do not possess any fatal flaw, except that their 

values are more idealistic than those of people around them. 

211 A . eo rmen~us, I, 178; 180· , 186. 



They choose their 0lJ'll death (even Stuardus makes his death his 

own), and they, unlike Armenius, go to their death with moral 

and essentially religious convictions to give them strength. 

Their certainty of eternal glory allO\·/s them to suffer their fate 

patiently and steadfastly, and for their pains they are rewarded 

with peace and happiness in eternity. 

Gryphius v Armenius is vleaker than the historical figure 

so as to emphasise the tVerg~glichl~eitV and 9Fallh~hev themes. 

He moans that the burdens of kingship are too heavy to carry and 

compares his lot with that of the common man: 

o Kummer =reiches leben! 
VIer wird mit hUtern mellr~ t'lir oder 0Jl.' tmigeben? 
EX' bebt VOl'" seiner noth, wir selbst VOl" unserm schwerdt. 
Ist dieses scepter gold wohl solcher sorgen werth? 22 

He trusts others too easily; in return Balbus uses his influence 

to undermine Armenius' position and to plot against him. As an 

Emperor in a position of great authority and hence the object of 

considerable envy, he should not permit his ltleaknesses to ShO\>I. 

Also, of course, as Emperor he is especially SUbject to the 
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Vl.1echsel der dinge t ; the "Reihen der h8flinge" express this 

thought at the end of Act II in lines of great beauty: 

E\'!ig VIanckelbares glUcke 2 
Siehst du keine zepter ~~? 
1st denn nichts, das deinem stricke 
Auf der vlelt entgehen kan! 23 

The ruler, even v/hile feeling relatively secure, cannot escape 

this dread of the fall from the throne; this consideration would 

seem to determine his actions to a considerable degree, Armenius, 

certainly, is painfully aware of the torments and uncertainties 

of his own position as Emperor: 

Has 1st ein printz doch mehr als ein gekr8nter knecht 9 

Den ieden augenblick was hoch, was tieff was schlecht, 
Was machtig, trotzt und hBnt, den stets von beyden seiten 
Neid, UL"1treu, argvlohn, hass, schmertz, angst und furcht bestreiten?24 

Farther on, Exabolius observes: IIDer fUrsJc kan nichts vermeiden; / 

Er fUhlt die gantze last~1I25 Yet, despite the burdens of high 

office, the monarch would still not willingly abdicate from a 

position which gave him such liberty and unbridled power over others. 

23Ib o d __ 3._, , II, 625-8. 

241 °d .J2.;L., , I, 153-6. 

25Ibid" I, 380-1. 
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Balbus expresses this sentiment in Act I: "Man schatzt die scepter 

schwer, doch legt sie, der es klagt~ / Nicht ungezwungen hin.,,26 

A condemnation of the murder of Armenius is apparent, and 

the expression of Gryphius I viet-Is on kingship and regicide is 

particularly clear. In sUbsequent chapters it \oJill be demonstrated 

that Grypbius' martyr figures adhere to values v/hich they prize 

much bigher than the maintenance of personal power, and in this 

respect they are very different from Armenius. His courageous 

facing of death, also tha'l; of Balbus, points to the vlay the 

characters will develop in the later dramas. Armenius, is, 

hOl,oleVer, no unmitigated tyrant; he lacks the necessary single-

mindedness and self-confidence and displays a very human feeling 

for his \'life Theodosia. But in the figure of Balbus we can see 

the potential tyrant comparable to Abas, or the villain equal to 

Hugo Peter and Laetus. 

The circumstances of Armenius' death also present an 

interesting parallel to the later martyr dramas. We have already 

remarked that the possibilities of Christian martyrdom in this 

drama are not brought out by Gryphius, and the piety of Armenius 

2~I __ b4_<!_, I 418 9 .... , - . 
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and his vdfe is hardly mentioned. The \</hole work leaves an 

impression of gloom unrelieved by the Christian message of 

salvation, and, as \..,e shall see, i Fortuna v is here the divine 

force controlling man's destiny. The Christ analogy presented 

here in the report of Armenius' death will be discussed more 

fully later, but, as this is the first instance, it is relevant 

to note that Gryphius introduced into Leo Armenius a theme which 

he had found in his sources, the works of Cedrenus and Zonaras. 

As the conspirators attack Armenius, he is taking the holy 

sacrament in church; they stab him, and as he falls his own 

blood falls onto a replica of the Cross which Jesus had stained 

with his o\'m blood. He calls upon the conspirators not to violate 

the sanctity of the high altar, and as he dies he kisses the cross. 

His piety and humility are brought out in the words he addresses to 

his murderers: 

Denckt, rufft er, an das le"ben, 
Das sich fUr eurer seel an dieser last gegeben! 
Befleckt des herren blut 9 das diesen stamm gefHrbt, 
Mit sUnder-"blut doch nicht! 27 

~le messenger's report of his de~th suggests a noble and courageous 

end, reminiscent of the true martyr figures in the later dramas. 
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The messenger reports as follo\,IS: 

10h hab es selbst geseh..l1, vlie er das creutze kUsste 9 

Auf das sain korper sanck, und mit dem kuss verschied, 
Vlie man die leich umrie.ss v \·lie man durch iedes glied 
Die stu.'llpffen dolchen ZHo.ng, '-'lie Jesus letzte gaben 9 

Sein theures fleisch und blut, so matte seele laben, 
Die ein verschmachtend hertz in letzter angst erfrischt, 
Mit kayserlichem blut, (0 greuel!) sind vermischto 28 

The fact of his innocence of great injustice, his holding and 

kissing the cross as he dies, and his lack of fear suggest the death 

of a Christian martyr, and point towards the fuller development 

of a very definite Christ analogy, particularly in Carolus Stuardus. 

Armenius dies as a Christian, courageous and pure, but there is 

no explicit parallel to the death of Christ. The purity of his 

death does, however, indicate Gryphius' feelings on the sanctity 

of the ruler by divine right, and it brands regicide as a 

monstrous v unnatural crime. A noble death compensates for a 

weak life? and Armenius asserts himself in death. 

Apart from the form of the drama and the nobility of 

the hero's death, there are occasional indications elsewhere in 

this early work that Gryphius was familiar already with martyr 

dramas of other writers, Corneille, for example. In the 'Vorrede', 
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defending his belief that serious drama can be effective "sondeI' 

liebe und t>ulerey,,29
9 he sta.tes, x'eferring, it \<1Ould seem to 

Corneillets Polyeucte: 

dass \."ir diese den alten unbekandte meynung noch nicht 
zu glauben gesonnen und desselben werck schlechten ruhms 
wiirdig achten, welcher unlttngst einen heiligen mar-carer zu 
dem kampff gefU.l.'1ret und demsel·ben ll/ider den grund del" wahr
heit eine ehefrau zugeordnet, welche schier mehr mi·c ihrem 
bulen, als del" gefangene mit dem richter zu tun findet und 
durchmitwtirckung ihres vat ern eher braut als wittbe wird. 30 

These lines again acknowledge the authority of the ancients and 

speak against a love-intrigue in a serious drama. So as not to 

lose the favour of his readers and audience, he will, however, 

include some love interest in the next drama, Catharina von Georgian, 

the theme of which he annOUl.1.ces already, that of fibe\'lehrten 

bestfuldigkeitn•31 His scathing remarks upon love in serious 

drama make it clear why his love-drama Cardenio und Celinda 

(1649) falls out of the scope of this paper. 

Already facets of Gryphius' martyr figures are present in 

the characters in Leo Armenius. Armenius is not the only one to face 

death with courage; at the time of his arrest, Balbus, never 

doubting that right is on his side, asserts his spiritual freedom 

30r -d 
~., p. 15-6. 
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and innocence in words reminiscent of the heroes of Gryphitw' 

later works:. 

Schlagt! bindet~ ich bin frey. Druckt! martert! renckt und reisst! 
Ich wil diss (stilnd ich gleich in lichtem schv/efel) melden: 
Dass diss del' tu.gend lohn und letzte danck del' helden~ 32 

Also, in Act II, as the judges are considering possible results if 

Balbus does not confess his treason under torture y the "VIII richter" 

imagines Balbus could behave very much like a Catharina or a 

Stuardus: 

\-11e? v/enn er allen grimm der martel' tiberwUnde 
Und steiff und unverzagt auf trotzem sch\·reigen stimde? 
Denckt, was das auf sich hab! 33 

These ideas of courage and steadfastness in the face of imminent 

death will come into prominence in the later works. 

Before proceeding to discuss the first of these, it is 

important to remark upon the 'lVeltanschauung' that Leo Arrnenius 

reflects. It is of course impossible to prove conclusively to 

what extent Gryphius selected and arranged source material to 

accord with a pre-conceived point of view or whether the source 

32Leo Armen:i.E.2., I, 506-8 .. 



material (to which a Baroque dramatist \lOuld adhere quite strictly 

for the sake of the highly-valued historical authenticity) imposed 

its own pattern upon the dramatist. To answer this question 

would entail a study beyond the scope of this paper~ but a com-

parison between sources and drama would show in this case that 

Gryphius arranged and invented very little, and the tale would 

seem to have attracted Gryphius in itself. Proceeding from this, 

I think it is fair to say that there is a difference in the 'Weltan-

schauung' of Leo Armenius and of the later dramas, and also, to a 

lesser degree, between these dramas themselves. The differences 

'IJill emerge in the course of this paper. 

The presence of the 'Vanitas' theme in Leo Armenius has 

already been noted, but the allegorical figures of the later dramas 

are not to be found. Armenius, the central figure, does not re-

present the stoical-Christian attitude to life as do the later 

heroes. Christian hope of salvation is absent, the atmosphere 

of the drama is oppressive and gloomy, in fact 'Fortuna' would 

seem to control the destinies of the protagonists. Lunding 

has claimed for the drama the title " ••• vielmehr nicht nur das 

erste, sondern auch das sch8nste, tiefste, reinste Schicksaldrama 

der deutschen Literatur.,,34 One certainly gains the impression 



that the characters have little control of events, actions and 

their consequences. The many premonitions and warnings of 

events to come again reveal the influence of the ancients on 

Gryphius' early drama. Theodosia may be said to bear some 

element of guilt for the fatal turn of events in so far as she 

plays on Armenius' love for her to persuade him, against his 

o\,/n better judgement, to postpone Balbus' execution. She also 

points to the power of 'Fortuna' after her husband has been 

murdered; to Balbus she states that the cycle of 'Fortuna' 

cannot be halted, and the wheel may turn full circle: 

Erheb die neben dich, so lli~ser blut gef~rbet7 
Die grosser ehr und glUck durch unsern fall geerbet! 
Erheb, was meyneyd mehr als redligkeit geliebt! 
Was sich in fUrsten-mord so meisterlich geUbt! 
Was machtig, kirch und hot und kercker zu erbrechen! 
Und wetz ein schwerdt, das dir noch wird die brust durchstechen! 

Armenius' fall \'/ould seem to be almost inevitable, given his \ ... eakness 

of character which is fatal in his position as absolute ruler, and 

so dOUbly vulnerable to the workings of 'Fortuna'. It is cruelly 

ironical that Armenius is murdered on the very night on which he 

himself wanted to shed no blood, but only worship. There is no 

light or gleam of hope in this depressing atmosphere - suffering 

on earth, t-;he 'Vanitas' theme, the power of a fickle 'Fortuna' are 

35 
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all worked out and stressed in this drama. The suffering of 

the heroes in the other dramas cru. be borne as they actively 

desire a quick death and can foresee their elevation to eternal 

peace and happiness. For the characters in Leo Armenj.us there 

is no such hope, and life is purposeless. We shall see how 

this mood of pessimism is replaced by a more positive and 

affirmative mood in the next drama, Catharina von Georgien. 



CHAPTER II 

Grossgimstiger leser ~ 
Die von mil" Bffters begehrte Catharine tritt nunmehr auf 

den schauplatz unsers vaterlandes und stellet dir dar in 
ihrem leib' und leiden ein in dieser zeit kaum erhUretes 
beyspiel unaussprechlicher bestMndigkeit. 1 

These first lines of Gryphius f introduction to Catharina von Georgien 

indicate that the heroine of his second drama will be an example of 

the highest virtues and a person of exceptional stature; it is 

important for an understanding of Gryphius' intentions in the 

composition of this drama to discuss briefly his own observations 

as stated in this 'Vorredev~ 

Gryphius lists the temptations Catharina will face and the 

suffering she will endure and outlines the course and results of a 

struggle vlhich will be wholly internal: 

die efire, tod und liebe ringen in ihrem herzten um den preiss, 
welchen die liebe, nicht zwar die irdische und nichtige, 
sondern die heilige, ewige erh&lt, der tod abel" darreichet 
und versichert. 2 

1 Andreas Gryphius,Werke, II, 0PD cit., p. 1430 

~·6 



The reward is that of salvation; \"lOrldly love is as nothing 

(nichtige) set against the love of God; death can offer and 

assure this eternal love. Gryphius ' next words indicate his 

belief in the presence of Godos love within man and point to 

the nature of Catharina's sacrifice, which for Gryphius symbolizes 

the glory of God on this earth: "So krHfftig ist der in dem 

schwHchsten werkZeuge, dessen ehre diese kSnigin mit ihrem 

blutausstreichet".3 He feels he lacks the skill to handle such 

an exalted theme: 

Diss e~n~ge beklage ich, dass meine feder zu schwach, so hohe 
gedult, so hertzhaffte best!indigkeit, so fertigen schluss, 
das e\1ige dem verganglichen vorzuziehen nach wUrden heraus
zustreichen. 4 

These lines also indicate that Catharina will be a character very 

different from the hero of his first drama; patience, steadfastness 

and power of decision indicate a strength of character which was 

lacking in Armenius. The reference to her readiness to die for 

God reveals her as a woman of great faith; the heroine announced 

here by Gryphius may be expected to reveal a character with a set 

of Christian values more marked than those of Armenius. 
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After some discussion of the dates of composition and 

pUblication, Gryphius reveals, in an aside, that he vie1rlS 

Catharina's execution not as a tragic occurrence but as an 

affirmation of the glory of God: 

mit ihrem sterben ehret v ••• )n5. 

"C d" .•• J.ese, die Christus gottheit 

Finally, he aclillo ... ,ledges the 

imperfection of the work, asks the reader to pardon him this 

introduction and to turn a1;/ay with him now from the world of 

impermanence to contemplate that of eternity: It ••• und wende 

dein gesicht mit mil" von dem, was vergl:lnglich, auf die e1r/igherrschende 

Ei'IIGKEITP,6 The introduction makes it clear that Gryphius' 

intention is to preach a return of God; his dramas, therefore, 

become sermons which admonish and encourage; in Catharina von 

Georgian piety, patriotism and chastity will be glorified; in 

this connection the major themes of 'Verganglichl<eit' and 'Bestandigkeit' 

are annolli~ced in the introduction and again forcefully repeated 

in the prologue to Act I; these two themes will be the SUbject of 

discussion later in this chapter. 

The themes presented in this introduction are developed 

in the course of the play; the spectacle presents the horrible 

fate of the just woman, unrewarded on earth~ whose immovable faith 



and determination win her revlards in heaven and divine revenge 

upon her tormenter. The victory is essentially a spiritual 

victory over the forces of this world. Catharina von Georgien 

is the only martyr drama by Gryphius in which the heroine dies 

as a Christian martyr, strictly for her faith; in a broader sense, 

as \"ill be indicated in sUbsequent chapters, both Papinianus and 

Carolus Stuardus are also martyr figures - even in defeat and 

death they remain proud and victorious, whereas the villains, 

victors in appearance only~suffer eventual defeat. One critic, 

Heselhaus, notes this spiritual victory and sees its roots in 

this emphasis on eternal values: 

del" barocke Ma.rtyrer ist nicht nur del" Blutzeuge des Himmels, 
soncJ.ern mehr noch del" Zeuge fUr die Standhaftigkeit des 
menschlichen Gemutes, Itlenn es einmal vom Ewigen, UnvergHng
lichen und GBttlichen ergriffen ist." 7 

Catharina is a telling example of the 'Blutzeuge des Himmels', 

whereas Papinianus and Stuardus are examples of witnesses 9flir 

die Standhaftigkeit des menschlichen GemUtes'; the non-Christian 

Papinianus dies for his belief in righteousness, and Stuardus 

dies as a martyr to his concept of God-willed kings. 

Leo Armenius had illustrated the course of history, the 

"Vergllilglichkeit del" \rJeltrt at work at the court of a Byzantine 

7C• Heselhaus, "Andreas G:::-yphius: Catharina vo;:~ vc)r::-;ion", 
in D;,s d0':: ~;,sche Drama, ed. von ~:i0,,':' (~~:.::;s;:;lc.c:;::; E:::';:":~'1 :";50) 
I G~:~-;;)'~~:;O), 3~ 
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Emperor; Catharj.na vo:q Ge..s:rgieJ! positively demonstrates the 

strength of faith and reason in an almost contemporary setting. 

Another difference worthy of note for this study is that whereas 

Leo Armenius had been in a position to act positively and energetically, 

but had allowed his hold on the throne to slip through indecision~ 

Catharina cannot and 1:Iil1 not take active steps to defend herself; 

the struggle between Abas and herself is very much a conflict of 

values and ideas within and between themselves. Catharina reveals 

no real weakness or hesitation when confronted by the persuasive 

guile of both Abas and his advisor Imanculi, and she is not 

constructed in the mould of Armenius; he was both tyrant and 

martyr, whereas she is only the martyr figure, a nOble princess 

imprisoned. Before discussing in some detail the important 

features of the construction of this, his first full martyr drama, 

I should first like to examine briefly Gryphius t sources for 

Catharina von Georgien, and note the distinctive use he made of 

them. 

Gryphius selected the material for his dramas from both 

ancient and modern history, and even from contemporary times in 

the case of Carolus Stuardus. In this respect he had no pre-

decessor among the German writers of his day_ Catharina vo;}. 

Georgi~n has as its sUbject an incident almost of the present 
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time, for the Catharina of history vias executed in 1624. Gryphius 

himself mont ions no sources, neither in the 'Vorrede' nor in the 

9Kurtze anmerckungen'~ 8 Palm taLl{s of a French source, "des 

ritters Chardin persian und ostindische reisebeschreibung", but 

on further consideration it seems impossible that Gryphius could 

have been familiar with Chardin's travelogue: Chardin was born 

in 1643, made tvlO trips to the East, one in 1666-7 and the second 

in 1673-79, and his travelog~e ~as not translated into German 

until 1697;10 Gryphius completed Catharina von Georgien in 

11 1650 and it 1tlaS first PUblished in 1657, so he could not 

12 possibly have read Chardin.. Heselhaus suggests that Gryphius 

knew the material from the "Histoires tragiques de notre tempsll 

of Sieur des S. Lazare (Paris, 1635). Kappler13 mentions yet 

another source; he states that in 1628, four years after Cat~~ina's 

execution? there appeared in Venice a monograph on Chach Abas by 

Pietro della DaIle: in 1627 this same author had pUblished an 

article on political conditions in Georgia. I{appler suggests 

9H• Kappler, Del" l2.arO.2l£~.j~,~,~21J.iChts~e~itf bei An<k,ea~ 
qryph..i.us (!ranl:,i'1.l.rter~t~e11en nnd Fo£schgnEen zur $~~niscqen ulli!, 
romanisch,en_Phi101£gie, XIII; Fl"anl~fu:c'.;/i'k.:l.~:~: Dicster\<Jeg, 1936), pp .. 40-1. 

lC~ . 
Andreas GryphJ.us, ~t:!l!:~.s 

cit., p.38. 
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tha t Gryp:-lius had read both these articles while he vIas in Rome, 

where della DaIle died in 1652. He also maintains that in 

della DaIle's papers purely political considerations motivate 

Abas' decision to execute Catharina 7 and that no love intrigue is 

mentioned. Kappler believes there is another source and states 

that Chardin mentions one also. Certainly the evidence suggests 

that Gryphius' source material told a story of a purely political 

nature. A short consideration of the plot of Catharina voq 

Georgien will illustrate how Gryphius has added to this basis. 

G~~phius shifts the emphasis from a political motivation 

for Catharina's death to the 'Sinnengier' of Abas, the Shah of 

Persia, who is holding Catbarina, Princess of Georgia, prisoner 

at his court; political considerations on Abas' part cry for 

her release, but Abas is desperately in love with Catharina and 

his attempts to persuade her to become his Queen constitute a test 

of the Princess' firm decision not to betray her country, her 

dead husband, and, more important, her God; her martyr-like 

attitude becomes increasingly apparent in Act IV when Abas sends 

her an ultimatum: the choice is bet\'Jeen marriage and death. 

Neighbouring Russia would like Catharina to be free to rule her 

own country so that the "balance of pO\'ler bet1,>/een Turkey, Russia 
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and Persia may be maintained; Abas agrees initially to the 

request of the Russian ambassador in order to pacify the Czar and 

keep the peace. Later he changes his mind and in the course of 

a decisive monologue (Act 1119 scene II) political considerations 

are forgotten and he is over\'lhelmed by his passion for the 

Princess; from this point on the true martyr tragedy takes its 

course. Imanculi presents Catharina \'lith the e Heiratsantrag' 

in Act IV; she outlines to him her faith and belief in a divine 

order; in the follo\·,ing prayer she thanks God and asks for his 

support in her coming trials. Her death follollls at the start of 

Act V9 and the Russiru1 ambassador departs, threatening Persia 

with war. Abas is wracked by remorse and tormented by a love 

now impossible to 1l/in. Finally, he is threatened by the vengeance 

of God and his doom is forecast. Here then is a brief outline 

of the action of Catharina von Georgien. Let us now look at the 

nature of the I1Liebe" theme and examine hO\" it is worked out in 

the structure of the drama. 

Gryphius, as already noted above, carefully avoids making 

Catharina's death the necessary result of political expediency. 

Abas' passionate feelings for Catharina produce a dramatic 

conflict between worldly love and the divine love that Catharina 

experiences. Catharina's love of God 9 her country and her dead 



husband is unshakable, and rather than betray them she gladly 

suffers m~rt~rdom. Her choice is made from the start and there 

is little internal conflict as in the struggle within Abas? 

who is faced with two courses of action: he can either follow 

the voice of his desire for Catharina and hence incur the anger 

of the Czar, or he can hold to his word and lose Catharina. The 

nObility of her character touches him, yet the thought of life 

without her makes him despair. Like Leo Armenius, Abas is an 

absolute ruler, accustomed to blind obedience from his subjects; 

Catharina Obeys a divine master and he cannot therefore bend her 

will. As Armenius was subject to human \.,reakness 9 so the tyrant 

Abas is susceptible to ht~an love; as indicated previously, his 

love is an essential element for working out the martyr theme. 

One can best see how Gryphius develops this theme by 

examining the structure of the play. The martyr drama proper 

would seem to extend from Abas t ultimatum in Act III to the 

execution at the beginning of Act V. Heselhaus states that 

elements of the "StaatstragBdie" (Maria Stuart theme) and the 

"TugendtrMgodie" (Virginia theme) are present in the drama in so 

far as Catharina is presented not only as a bride of Christ 

(certainly the most important aspect in Gryphius' eyes, for this 
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theme has the fullest treatment), but also as a Queen dying for 

IL} 
her country and a mother dying for her son. She is a ma::-tyr 

to chastity and patriotism as \'Iell as belief; her beliefs give 

her the strength to defend her virtue against the persuasions 

of Abas. Up to the third act the aspect of the drama that 

receives the main emphasis is the gro\l1th of Abas' love for Catharina 

into a poHer capable of destroying both. As his feelings become 

more desperate, a "Befreiungsaktion" running parallel to this 

"Leidenschaftsdrama" forces upon him the crisis that occurs at the 

end of ActrrI and the start of Act IV. 

Gryphius maintains a balance bet\'leen these tvlO opposing 

actions; both progress equally until the crisis is reached, as 

In Act I Demetrius and Procopius, secret 

ambassadors from Georgia, reveal to.Catharina the plight of their 

country ruLd assure her of an imminent release. Demetrius' last 

words to the Princess, as Salome enters to warn them of Abas' 

visit, herald the "Staatsaktion": "Doeh Reussen springt uns bey / 

Und VIiI auf diesen tag euch langer schffiertzen frey / Und ungekerckert 

sehn ••• ,,15 These words anticipate the intervention of the Russian 

14Heselhaus, op. ~it., p. 39. 



ambassador. Abas no\'! enters the Princess' rooms and attempts 

to persuade her to become his \'life, but she is quite unmoved by 

the force of his feelingso 

In Act II Abas confesses his love to an advisor, Seinelcan, 

and reveals the conflict within him between the opposing forces 

of love and "Staatsraison" Q He is touched by her nObility and 

strangely impressed that she should resist his pleadings and 

prefer to suffer physical discomfort. These words of Abas, at 

this point, anticipate the events to come: "Sie wUnscht eh flammen, 

pfahl und h8chste noth zu leiden, / Als dass sie ""JOlt ein haar 

von ihrer ehr' abschneideno u16 The success of the intervention 

of the Russian ambassador seems to indicate that Catharina will 

be released soon, but immediately after the ambassador's departure 

to tell Catharina the good news, Abas begins to regret a decision 

he now thinks was perhaps hasty: rtGeredet, eh bedacht und in 

der eil gesprochene ll17 His love for Catharina and conflicting 

political considerations fight for supremacy within him, fu"ld as 

the act ends, he is still undecided what action to take: his 

16Ibido9 lIt 109-10. 

17Ibid., II, 329. 
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last words hint at a decision soon to be made: "Doch lass uns 

etwas ruh! Uns f~llt was sonders ein. lIl8 

The third act increases this tension caused by the 

antagonism of two conflicting actions. The Russian ambassador 

visits Catharina and assures her she will soon be free. Mean-

while Abas, tortured by the conflicting emotions of passionate 

love and personal honour, decides to offer Catharina marriage or 

death. The act closes with the Princess 9 ladies-in-waiting 

mru<ing preparations for the journey home. 

A t the start of Act IV Catharina is ready to depar"c 9 

but she experiences a mood of melancholia and gloomily predicts 

misfortune. Imanculi approaches and informs her of the Shah's 

ultimatum, and with her decision not to accept Abas as husband, 

the stage is set for her martyrdom. To this point balance had 

been mainJ.;ained in each act betv-leen the growing strength of Abas' 

love for Catharina and the retarding element of the "Staatsaktion". 

Abas v rejection of this political consideration brings out force

fully the extent of his passion, and Catharinavs brave acceptance 

of her trials after her hopes of returning home had been raised 

underlines her courage and strength of character. As Heselhaus 
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states, the two "Aktionen" are necessary for her martyrdom: 

they contj.~ibute to the "Steigerung del' Standhaftiglcei t del' 

Nlirtyrinll •
19 

Although it seems apparent that the true martyr tragedy 

begins only at the end of Act 1119 it is also evident that 

Catharina has shown herself prepared from the very beginning for 

the possibility of death. In Act I she proudly explains to 

Demetrius that she has never failed her duties as princess and 

mother~and during her long imprisonment has become resigaed to 

possible death: rrSol uns der tod hier finden9 / Der tod, der 

sttindlich uns durch lange marter plagt / Und vor dem sterben l{ranckt, 

20 :hier sind \'IIir9 seine magd~11 At the end of the same act? this 

exchange between Catharina and Abas demonstrates her defiance and 

acceptance of death: 

Chach Abas: 
Catharina: 

Abas: 
Cath. : 
Abas: 

Cath.: 
Abas: 

Cath. : 
Abas: 

Die nach dem Tode sieht, entsetzt sich, wenn er rufft. 
Nicht diese, die entsatz sucht in der todtengrufft. 
\vie? Messer Uber uns? n 

Nein! Uber diese brUste. 
ZMumt euren tollen grimm! 

Zaumt eure bBse lUste! 
\.Jir haben vor den tro'cz wol mittel an del' hand. 
Brauch flamme., pfahl und stahl! 21 

Man bricht wohl diamant. 

19 458-60. 
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And in Act IV, just before Imanculi arrives to inform her of the 

ultimatum? she feels that some disaster is about to befall her: 

ignorant of the form it will take, she nevertheless declares 

herself ready to die if it be God's 1;Iill: "Hab ich fUr kirch und 

land denn nicht genung ge\,/agt / Und \,/ills'c due meine leich, 

22 hier bin ich, deine magd!" After hearing the Shah's ulti-

matum and listening to ImanculiQs attempts to overcome her 

objections to marriage \Vi th Abas, it 1IIOuld seem from these 1tlords 

that death is v/elcome, almost intended: 

Imanculi: Princessin! sie verzeih! ich thu diss \>lerck geZ\·lUllgen. 23 
Catharina: ~'1ir merckens~ Es kommt an 9 \oJonach wir stets gerungen. 

and a few lines later: 

Imanculi:· Sie kan den tod auffschieben, 
Sie trl;igt ihr leben, heil und sterben in der hand. 

Catharina: 0 tad! gewfrndschter tod! 0 angenehrnes pfand! 24 

In these last instances I think a hint of pride in her suffering 

may be detected. Martyrdom entails complete submission to the 

221 'd .JfL. , IV, 67-8" 

23I _ 'd 
~., IV, 229-30. 

24 , 
f.1?:1.d •• , IV, 23[,r-9_ 
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will of God, and although Catharina believes that God is 

directing her destiny, she certainly possesses none of the 

humility of the martyr figures of popular belief such as 

Christ, but rather displays a flamboyance and self-assertion 

in keeping with the manner of Baroque drama. Stuardus' 

humility is a noticeable characteristic, for the analogy with 

Christ is, as we shall see, emphasised more in ~arolv~ Stuardus 

than in the other martyr dramas, but the very articulate, self-

conscious expression of the "Ichsteigerung" of Catharina and 

Papini anus , Catharina especiaJ.ly 9 points to a deviation from 

traditional martyr figureso 

In connection with Catharinavs readiness to die or 

suffer any fate God has decided, it is important to mention the 

v dream' motif, traditional in the Renaissance drama, with \.,rhich 

Gryphius was fam11iar. 25 The supernatural in the form of ghosts, 

prophetic dreams or premonitions of impending misfortunes were 

usual ingredients in Renaissance tragedy. Catharina's premonition 

that Abas will not release her has already been mentioned: 

Chach wird die freyhei t uns so t.,rolfeil nicht verkauffen. 
i-lie dass die thr!tnen uns von beyden wangen lauffen? 
I:lelch t eine fremde burd, ach~ ftlllt auf diesebrust! 
~J8.S drUckt den trUben geist und dlliupfft die neue lust? 
Die "lehmuth ist ge'-liss ein vorspiel neuer schmertzen. 26 

to"!':;1.::~ds T:; .. ; ;j'l .. :':?:~ ~.~-:' .. ·~~ ... ~~~.:·2~~h; ._. __ .:.:: ~.~,;."',-.::-. 

r.:~t:---;£:':.1~~f£e. :-:~:':s!:~.,1~~·j!l:·~~:~:.}~;.:"2~ YJ::CI (P)~ .. :;~_,:~.~ ..... .t~._ •• r .-." __ ~-/ 
t;'·:" , __ 

. ..;: ~ ... 
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The dream that Catharina has at the start of the play is very 

pertinent to this point, as it gives in symbolic outline the 

course of the entire tragedy and limes the expected freedom 

from prison Vlith the spiritual freedom she will achieve in 

martyrdom. Salome, her attendal.1t, brings her a rose, in 

itself a symbol of the IIVerganglichkeit der Welt", as Catharina 

knoVls: IlDie edlen rosen leben / So kurtze zeit und sind mit 

dornen doch umgeben!1I27 She compares the fate of the fading 

rose with her own position as a ruler: "So, wie die rose liegt, 

musst auch mein scepter brechen; / Die dornen fUhl ich noeh, 

die unauffh8rlich stechen,,1128 She is reminded of a dream she 

had the previous night; she had dreamt that she was returning 

home and about to ascend the throne when suddenly all the finery 

disappeared; the cro ... m pressed hard upon her head, and vlhen 

she reached to touch it, she fou.'1d it Vias a crown of thorns; 

the dream Vlould seem to prophesy her hopes of release, her martyr-

dom and her exchange of her earthly crown for the marty-.t:" s cro\.,ru. 

The Christ analogy will seem apparent: 

g ... und (wie mich dUnckt) ich flihlt, 
D~ss die besteinte cron, die mich vor dies em schmUckte, 
Diss mein geHngstet haupt mehr als gevltlhnlich drUckte, 
Biss mir das klare blut vonbeyden schlHffen lief! 
Und ich anstatt der cron nur rosen-list ergriff, 
Verdorrte rosen-~st, die als ein kranz g(HoJuudan 9 

Fest urn die stirn cec:z.uckt av.:? rueine:l hae..:'en st'-'mden.. 29 

~:? I~.::';.<:l· , I , 305-6. 

281}~;.::~1. 9 I, 3l7~8. 

29n~:·.·· .. , r ------. , I~ 332-8. 
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Some people had attempted to assist her, others to torment her, 

until one man particularly abused her. Her fear vanished and 

she found herself happier and in a more elevated position than 

ever before: 

Doch als die fu~rcht vergangen 9 

Fand ich mich, Salome! 0 mit lias lust Uffibfangen! 
\rieit schener, als \'lenn ich in hochster zierath gieng, 
Wait h8her, als da ich Gurgistans cron empfieng. 30 

Abas was lying at her feet in fear, indicating his subsequent 

defeat; the martyr dies and gains an invaluable spiritual 

victory, whereas Abas, the tyrant, still lives but is spirit-

ually defeated. 

Catharina does not interpret the dream at the time and 

it is not ~~til the end of Act IV that she remembers the dl~eam 

and sees a partial explanation; the full meaning is only clear 

later when she returns to torment Abas. The dream links the 

"Leidenschaftsdrama lt of the first three acts and the true 

"Hl::11"tyrertrag8di'e" in so far as it demonstrates that abandonment 

of eartluy love is necessary to win the love of God and the 

reward of eternal salvation. 



T:lis then shows how carefully Gryphius considered the 

structure of the play. As vlillbecome evident, the play is 

constructed in such a v/ay as to emphasise tltJQ dominant themes; 

the "Vergtlnglichl-ceit" theme and the "Bestlindigkeit" of Gryphius t 

martyr he:;:'oine. Let us now examine the first of these themes. 

For seventeenth century man 9 Fortu.>'la I was a hostile and 

capricious force, ffild perhaps the rise of political absolutism 

at this time may reflect an attempt to create order out of the 

political and social chaos. The court symbolized the reaL~ of 

'Fortuna'9 yet, as sho\>1n in Leo Armeniu~, all men v/ere at her 

mercy; Gryphius deals in his dramas \oJith precisely this problem 

of human beings helpless before incalculable forces. For 

seventeenth century man time was Eplit up into a series of 

'occasiones' in each of which the power of 'Fortuna' is apparent 

and in each of \."hich man must act and decide "between good and 

eviL. 31 For Gryphius, Eternity with God is the only true reality, 

as he mruces clear in the 'Vorrede' to this drama with his reference 

to "die e\·!igherrschende EWIGKEIT. 1132 The prologue to the drama, 

in which the figure of 'E\'!igkeit' speaks of the virtues of a 

heroine intent on winning the glories of the next world, and of 
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vanitie8 of this one, makes quite clear Gryphius t didactic intention. 

As eternity is the only true and lasting reality, attempts to live 

solely by '.1orldly values are doomed, open to the workings of 

capricious chance. In considering the 'Vanitas' theme it is 

necessary at this juncture to look at the prologue in some detail. 

The stage directions themselves indicate that the action 

will be exalted and bloody and also that the spectator will witness 

a struggle between good and evil: 

Dar schauplatz lieg~t voll leichen, bilder, cronen~ scepter, 
schvrerdter u.s. \10 Uber dem schauplatz 8ffnet sich del' himmel, 
un tel' dem schaupla tz die h811e. Die eV/igkei t kommet von 
dem himmel und bleibet auff dem sChauplatz stehen. 33 

The play on the stage bears some relation to everyday life: it is 

short and full of incident, but illusory and unimportant; death 

is the decisive moment, but eternity is the supreme and timeless 

9 occasio'. The figure of I E'tligkei t v states man's efforts are 

dreams and deceptions: 

Ih1' blinden~ Ach! ..,JO denckt ihr mich zu finden? 
Die ihr VOl" mich 9 ..,las brechen muss und sch1:Jinden 9 

Die ihr VOl' wa~xheit nichts als falsche tr~um erwischt 
Und bey den pfUtzen euch an statt del' quell erfrischt! 34 

33~ 'd ~.9 p. 



Thrones are ~~steady; even the victor may fall: 

Dem uberHinder aueh \'Jurd offt sein lober-krantz 
V0rwandelt in eypressen Mste; 
Er zag in seinem freuden feste 35 
Hit des triumphs geprIinge zu dem todten-tantz e 

Palaces crumble and fall, literary repute cannot bUy eternal fruae 7 

men I S efforts to achieve pOvler and riches are deceptive and point-

less in the light of eternity, and man has not discovered the real 

and eternal truths on earth: 

Doch glaubt diss auch darbeY9 
Dass auch diss, was ihr besitzet, euch noeh I'echt bekant nicht sey, 
Dass ihr, "'las e\·rig ist, hier noch nieht habt gefunden, 
Dass eueh nur eitelkeit und wahn\·litz angebunden! 36 

Life on earth is a IIthr1:1.nental" and "folterhaus", and the next 

fe\·] lines explain the stage as a symbol of life, suspended bet\veen 

heaven and helL The Protestant Gryphius believes the spectator 

has the free will to make a choice between good and evil: 

Riel" uber euch ist diss, \!JaS ewig lacht; 
Riel" unter euch, was ewig brelli1t und kracht. 
Diss ist mein reich~ VJehlt, was ihr wUnschet zu besitzen! 
\-/er allhier fehlt, dem wi I'd nichts auf del" erden niitzen. 37 

35Ibid• , I, 23-6 .. 

36.!.~~·d ~ s I9 61-4;> 

37T1,· -'l '::"~~Q' I9 71-L~~ 
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The exemplary nature of the heroine is emphasised, and the reader 

is encouraged to imitate her. It is interesting to note that 

Gryphius considers Catharina a model of behaviour" not only 

because she upholds her beliefs and affirms the glory of God; 

she is also a champion of her people; her piety and her patriotism 

run parallel, and she dies for her people as well as for the 

glory of God: 

Die \'10rthe fikstin folget mir 9 die schon ein h8her reich erblicket, 
Die in den banden frey, nicht il~disch auf der erd g 

Die stritt und litt fUr kirch und thron und heerd~ 
Ihr9 wo nach gleicher ehr der hohe sinn euch steht, 
Verlacht mit ihr, \"las hier vergeht! 
L~SBt so wie Bie daB werthe blut zu pfand 38 
Und lebt und sterbt getrost fUr gott und ehr und land! 

Her dying for her people is also analogous to Christ; as is 

evident already, this analogy does receive some empr~is in this 

play, but not in the same direct way as in Carolus Stuardus, as 

\ole shall see .. 

The prologue announces that the only true values are the 

eternal and the good, and that this tragedy will represent the 

transience and vanity of human life. Catharina lives and dies 

38Ibid • 9 I, 82-8 .. 
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accordinG to the high standards advocated by Gryphius in tr~e 

prologue. Heselhaus summarises her vim.,r of life succinctly: 

such a life II ~ •• heisst, v/ie del" !Jliirty-.cer das Gluck nicht in 

del" vergiinglichen I'felt, die Freiheit nUl' in sich, und die 

ldahrheit nul" im Glauben zu suchen .. 1139 

The "Verg!lJlglich.'k:.eit" and "Vanitas tl themes re-echo 

t.houghout the drama 9 in the reports of past events and the 

incidents that occur in the course of the drama. To start at the 

beginning, Salome 9s jOY9 for example 9 ~.d her hopes that her 

Queen will soon be released are replaced by feelings of misery and 

fear as Catharina suffers the pains of martycdom~ After her 

praises as prL.cess and as a patient prisoner have been sung by 

the Russi~~ ambassador and Salome, Catharina reveals that her 

life has been "eine endlose UnglUckskette", a story of murder~ 

war and treachery. At the end of Act I the "Reyhe del" 

gefangenen jungfrauen" announces that comfort may only be found 

in God, and that in contrast, the world is of little importance; 

Ein gott-verlo'bter geist verleurt nichts y wenn die welt 
Gleich libel" hauffen fiillt. 
Er hat sein reich insich und herrschet, wenn die crone 
Von dem besteinten haar gerissen. 40 
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The IlStaatsaktion" of the Russian ambassador works for Catharina.'s 

relec.se and so allows no opportunity for the introduction of the 

"Verganglichkei'c" theme at this juncture. Yet at the end of 

Act II the words of the "Reyhe der von chach Abas erwUrgeten 

fUrsten" prevent the spectator from falling into a state of fool-

ish optimism: 

Die leichte hand voll jahr9 
Die uns des himmels licht auf dieser erden schenket, 
Rennt nach der schwartzen bahr 7 41 
Diss leben wird in angst und tr~anen ganz ertrHncket. 

At the beginning of Act III Catharina 1 s accoU<"lt of the 

fate of Gurgistan is very much a repetition of the "Vorgeschichte" 

which had already been related at great length in Act I, but this 

second account reinforces the idea of this world as a IIfolterhaus". 

The last two acts present an actual catastrophe: the "Staatsaktion" 

is thwarted, Catharina is executed, innocent of any crime, and 

Abas is wracked with despair and fear. 

GL'yphius' tragiC vie\'/ of life does not manifest itself 

only in narration and event; it is also developed through the 

structure of the play. There is less actual movement and direct 



stage action than in Leo Armenips; reports and chara.cters V 

reactions to events befalling them are presentcd 1 yet the 

whole is arranged to create dramatic situations with sudden 

changes of direction. At the beginning, hopes are bright: 

the Georgian ambassadors report Gurgistan liberated and Catharina's 

son Tamaras safely on the throne, and the Russian arnbassador 

arrives to effect Catharina's release; on the reverse side, 

Abas' passion is mounting, and his attempts to persuade Catharina 

to marry him are becoming desperate. A turn of fortune in one 

direction is balanced by a following turn in the oppOSite direction; 

the Georg~an ambassadors predict release, Abas' love becomes more 

intense, the Russian ambassador obtains Catharinais release, Imanculi 

issues Abas' ultimatum to Catharina and hopes of saving her are 

finally dashed; Abas has his triumph 9 yet he breaks down and 

Catharina is the spiritual victor. Such an action reveals the 

tra..l1sience of all plans'j hopes and wishes on this earth. In 

Leo Armen:i.us blind fate had been seen to rule the characters; in 

Catharina von Georgie.1l "Fortuna" and fldas 'ewig wandelbare GlUck" 

wreak havoc with the fortunes of countries and individuals; but 9 

whereas in his first drama there had been no hope of salvation 

and Gryphius had merely hinted in the circumstances of Armenius t 

death at ~ pOSSible means of compensation and reward for the 
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sufferings of life on earth? the second dra~a offers a definite 

re\'Iard for earthly misery through the promise of eternal life; 

here is reward for an attitude of mind that values a good life 

and puts its trust in God. 

Gryphius t martyr heroes possess a firm? given character~ 

a purpose of soul upon which all external events have no effect~ 

For these characters, the action is all internal; the passions 

from within and the pressure from outside shock the individual 

into activity in self-defence, to maintain his ego. They are 

the embodiment of a rationally conditioned passivity and emotional 

activity_ In the consideration of the "Bestfuldigkeit" theme 

we shall have cause to refer to Gryphius V problem in presenting 

dramatically what is essentially an attitude of mind and to the 

solution at which he arrived. 

Gryphius himself acknowledges the difficulties of his 

task in the "Vorrede" and wonders whether his theme is too 

demanding; in itself it ''Iould seem inimical to dramatic portrayal, 

and certainly Catharinavs quality of mind is easier to comprehend 

as it is mirrored in the long reports of Acts I and II. Martyr-

dom is also an extreme test of "BestMndigkeit"; to make Catharina's 

character clear, a test has to be designed to make the potential 

martyr reconsider; in this respect Abas 9 courtship and her 
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refusal are introduced partly as a dramatic means of demon-

strating Catharina's steadfastness; the refusal is in keeping 

vii th the true constancy of a Christian martyr, as it is based 

primarily on religious grounds in so far as she will not abandon 

her Christian beliefs. Gryphius V solution to the problem is to 

give an account of the nature of the desired "Bestllndigkeit" in 

the IIReyhen" at the end of each act;. the monologues and the 

scenes of verbal conflict betvleen Catharina and Abas and Imanculi 

also reveal it in dramatic fashion. 

At this point one may briefly consider the historical 

foundation and development of the concept of "best.lIDdigkeit", 

its importance in the writing of German drama and its particular 

L~2 
attraction for Gryphius as reflected in his martyr figures. 

"Bestandigkeit" has its roots in the ethics of Stoicism of the 

Caesars and is reflected in the tragedies of Seneca, with which 

Gryphius was fruailiar; Seneca praised an attitude of mind 

apathetic to physical suffering and free from obsessive passions 

v/eakening the 'logos'; that is, .... 1Orldly considerations were 

valueless? and internal harmony was the ideal state. Connections 

can be dravm bet\"een Christianity and Stoicism, and Boethius, in 

h? 
·-'of. VI. i'Jelzig 9 "Constantia "...t."1db2.rock,) EestUm:iskeit ll

v 
Q:Y§., XXXV (196l)? 4~;_6~:3:~ 
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everything man suffered contributed to his "Heil". There are 

obvious differences between the two philosophies: the Christi~~ 

has hope of a future life, the Stoic none; the Cr~istian wel-

comes trials, the Stoic despises them. A very influential work 

by Lipsius, De constan~9 \vritten in 1583 and translated in l599~ 

reco~~ended a right and immovable strength of mind, neither 

lifted up nor pressed down by external or casual incidents, 

essentially as a relief in the chaotic social conditions of the 

day. "Best!i.ndigkeit" \"as a concept based on patience and 

regulated by "Das rechte Recht", an acceptance of God's ordinances, 

resignation to the divine will and a mastery of self. The 

domination of "Fortuna" \'/aS broken in this "Jay, and the strength 

to overcome prOblems came from within the individuaL Gryphius' 

last martyr figure 9 Papinianus, is a fine example of this attitude 

of mind. Opitz also advised his readers to achieve self-knowledge, 

insight into the illusory nature of the world and rejection of 

temporal thingso43 The product of this influential philosophical 

trend is, in Baroque drama, a hero without a tragic fla\of, whose 

downfall is caused by the general condition of mankind; he 
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objectively defends lofty and generally ackno~'Jledged ideals and 

seems almost inhuman in his strength and constancy; the spirit 

is defiant and independent of his physical state; he has "6ein 

reich in sich". Catr~rina suffers her tragic fate quite 

willingly and dies because of her moral purity; innocent of any 

crime herself, she pays with her death for human passions out of 

control of the 1110gosl1; a metaphysical aura surrounds her death, 

as if, like Christ 9 she \'lere paying \Vi th her purity for the sins 

of those v!ho are tainted. It is for these reasons that I prefer 

to call Gryphius' plays under discussion dramas rather than 

tragedies. 

She is herself a IISpiel del' Zeit", yet her downfall 

brings out in her the heroic spirit so necessary in Gryphius' 

eyes to combat the trials of life. This strength she possesses 

has two sources - reason and belief. She is confident that God 

is just and never doubts that he has some plan for her, nor that 

her martyrdom is the will of God. She also never questions 

the fact that a just order, directed by God, may be discerned 

in a \Vorld seemingly under the control of implacable fate. Her 

"bestMndigkeit" rests in vlhat she believes to be God's will, and 

she dies \,/i11ingly for her faith, honour and country; in her mind 



the goneral good is indistinguishable from the majesty of God. 

\·Jentzlaff-·Eggebert expresses succi::1.ctly the nature of the 

struggle between God and man: ilEa geht um die V/ahrung des 

gBttlichen Rechtes in den Staatsordungen der \velt. 1I44 Not 

only has the earthly concept of justice been hurt by the broken 

promise of the non-Christian absolute ruler, but a higher plan 

has also been disturbed. 

In the previous chapter on Leo Armenills Gryphius V concept 

of the position of the monarch in relation to his subjects and to 

God \'TaS discussed at some length; it is relevant at this juncture, 

in connection with the ItBestfuldigkeit" theme in Catharina....Y.Q!! 

Georgien 9 to re-consider this concep·!:;. In this way one may see 

h0\11 Abas abuses his position and how, in comparison, Catharina's 

bearing is praised. In Catharina von Georgizn Gryphius recognizes 

the formal power of the monarch, but implicitly stresses the monarch's 

need for self-discipline and his duty to recognize the SUbjects' 

right, \·Jilled by God, to hold personal beliefs. God stands 

above the prince, who has his power from Him, and through Him he 

becomes the "Sonne" to his SUbjects. God is "der herr en herr,,45 
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and "aller flirsten fUrst ll •
46 

The prince must not fail to hear 

the voice of his mm conscience, and it is only 1;lith great 

difficulty tPAt Abas can force himself to send Catharina the 

ultimatum. Catharina herself acknowledges the role of 

conscience when she refuses Abas' offer of marriage in Act IV: 

Man nep ..... '1.t t uns ktlnigin. Das sind \dr ja vorhin 
Und d8rffen, dass man uns solt V eine cron o auffsetzen, 47 
Nicht des ge\",issens recht, nicht gottes huld verletzen. 

In the same \'Jay~ in the last martyr drama~ Papinianus 9 the 

conscience of the martyr hero Papinianus \llill not allow him to 

commit an act contrary to its dictates, and the tyrant Bassianus 

is plagued by his conscience for a wrong act. Conscience is 

seen as a divine instrument of correction, the feeling inside 

man for what is right and \"rhat is 1(lrong. Abas is a criminal 

ruler who fashions la\'ls according to his whim: as he says to 

Catharina in Act I when he is attempting to overcome her 

resistD.nce to his offers: "\vas Abas schafft, muss recht, dafern 

48 es unrecht 9 werden." His lack of respect for the cosmic la ... ls 

occasions the revenge of heaven. Catharina recognizes this 

48Tb "d .:!:..l::.-. 9 I, 781<" • 



higher order, and for Gryphius she exemplifies the "bell1ehrte 

bestttndig;:eitf! of a noble character acknowledging the supremacy 

of God's order oyer the whim of a tyrant. 

Catharina demonstrates great patience and courage in 

facing death; she incorporates, as Wentzlaff-Eggebert states 

of Gryphius i heroes, "ein geschlossenes einiges Sein-ihrer Seele".49 

Her belief in Christ, truth and justice is a source of great 

strength? and she is an example of the highest Christian virtues; 

these values are announced by the "Reyhen" to heighten the 

"Liedensvorg!tnge"; the !lReyhe" at the end of Act I defines the 

na.ture of IIBestiindigkeit" and announces that the realm of the 

spirit is not subject to the same destruction as that of the body; 

the IlReyhe" at the end of Act III praises Catharinais firmness, 

her conquest of fear, her spiritual freedom and her confidence in 

the po .... 'er of her mind to overcome physical pain; the "Reyhen" 

of Act IV encourage "bestandigkeit" in martyrdom, and solve 

the conflict between love and death: 

Tod: Der liebt ohn alles falsch, wer biss zum tode liebt. 
Liebe: iver liebend stirbet, wird nicht durch den tad betrubt. 50 

49vlentzlaff-Eggebert, op. cit., p~13. 
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Her bearing towards the sufferings of her life has a religious 

basis, as is clear in the words of the "Reyhe": IlEin gott

verlobter geist ••• hat sein reich in sich~1I51 She stoutly maintains 

her right to hel~ freedom of will, and her ma:ctyrdom is itself the 

ultimate test of her beliefs and an escape from the \oJorld to the 

kingdom of God, as she joyfully explains to Salome: 

V!ir, Salome? sind frey! del' h1:ichste reisst die bande 
Des langen kerckers auf llild ftihrt uns aus dem lande? 
Da tod und marter herrscht, in das gewUnschte reich 
Del' ewig-steten lust. 52 

Catharina appears as a Protestant martyr, representing the 

Lutheran concept of inward freedom. Her monologue in Act IV 

reveals her to be not merely stoical, but definitely Christian; 

she prays to God lild repeats her readiness to suffer martyrdom; 

these are thoughts also in the prayer she utters after the 

revelation of the punishment awaiting her from the hands of 

Abas: 

(Ach heyland! ••• ) 
Beut du mir selbst die faust und hilff mir Uberwinden! 

Alleine bin ich viel zu schwachv 
Mit dir \ofil i~h durch angst und ach 

Den sieg, das licht, den weg zu dir, erl1:iser! finden. 53 

511 'd b~ ., I, 886-80 

52T 'd .::.!?:':..-. , IV, 305-8. 

53Ibi~. , IV, 293-6. 
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Her behaviour in the IIAbschiedsszene", confronted with the tears 

of her attendants? is a touching example of her Itbestlli1digkeit" 

and of how death may be faced? made strong by trust in God~ 

This impression is further fortified by the report of her courageous 

bearing under the brutal torture she undergoes prior to her 

execution. Her torments are analogous to those of Cl~ist~ and 

this parallel - martyr figure and Christ - is evident in 

Catharina von Georgi en, as it ... /as in Leo Armenius: the emphasis 

is greater in the present tragedy ':/ith its very definitely 

Christian martyr. Christ the martyr is as important to Gryphius 

as Christ the saviour. This Vimitatio Christi v , although not 

as forcefully stressed as in the next drama~ Carolus Stuardus, 

is apparent from the make-up of Catharina's character and the 

nature of her death. God-is working through her, and the result-

ing unity of heroine and saint \"rould seem to be essential to 

Gryphius f concept of the martyr figure. Ca tharina is ",elcoming 

the mystical union with" Christ when she says to Salome that her 

death will be no cause for despair: liEs ist nicht winselns zeit; 

glaubt, es ist jauchzens v/erth 9 / Dass unser brtlut v gam uns die 

marter-cron beschert!1I54 The manner of her death is similar to 

5" ~Ibid., IV~ 335-6. 
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that of Christ, and one of her ladies does drm'! the analogy: 

Serena: Man hiess die zarten band' und fUES' in fessel schliessen 
Ul1d zv!ang arm, leib und lillie mit kettcn an den pfahl. 

Jungfrau: Ihr konig schied am holtz aus diesem jammerthal. 55 

She asks God to stay by her in her hour of need, and as she dies 

she proclaims her victory: u\Vir haben uberwunden. / Wir haben 

durch den tad das leben selbst gefunden. / Ach Jesu komm!1I56 

A constant feature of Gryphius V mart~~ dramas is the 

contrast between the firm decision of the martyrs and the hesitancy 

and inconstancy of the figures surrounding them~ Catharina's 

fir~ess is very different from the indecision of Abas as to what 

action to tlli~e, and the constancy of her heavenly love contrasts 

with the marked changes in his affections for Catharina~ oscil-

lating as they do between love and hatred. Abas is not the weak 

tyrant in the mould of Leo Armenius; in fact he rivals Catharina's 

strength of mind with an obstinacy made desperate by his unrewarded 

love. His love is very different from the sort of love which 

Catharina experiences 9 and to conclude this section on "bestandig-

keit" one should examine the figure of the Shah, with \</hom 

Catharina stands in such contrast, in order to ascertain vThat 

55.,.. "'d 
~-~, v, 66-8 0 

t::"'-

..lvIbid. , v, 121-3. 
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vices al1d attitudes Gryphius vias intending to condemn and vJhat 

effect the contrast with Catharina produces. 

1~ Act 11I1 prior to Abas' decision to issue Catl~rina 

the ultimatum, the inconstancy of his passionate love is made clear, 

as his feelings alternate between violent love and hatred; the 

voices of honour, reason and humanity speak in vain and he is 

incapable of reasonable consideration; he glories in his pO\'Jer 

and position, and yet paradoxically is much more a prisoner of 

his fate than is Catharina, as he is unable to control his 

intense emotions; he is a desperate figure VIho seeks happiness 

in forcing a VIoman to love him. The situation itself is 

paradoxical; Catharina is a prisoner and defenceless, yet 

exercises her will to make a free decision, and her death demon

strates the freedom of vJill she enjoys. Abas, on the other 

hand, is tormented by despair and regret; he confesses that 

Catharina VIas stronger than he and becomes a tragic figure, a 

proud, absolute ruler humbled by the strength of his love; the true 

love he felt turns against him, and his impatient, masculine 

passion is defeated: "Doch ist wol herber rach' und die mehI' kan 

betruben, / Als dass, wiI', feilld1n~ dich auch todt stets mUssen 

lieben?II.57 Kierkegaardfs observation. on the difference 
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beh/een the tyrant and martyr figure is very pertinent in 

this regard: 

Der Tyrann1 selbst herrschslichtig, z\"ingt durch die Macht, der 
f.'i£lrtyrer, selbst Gott unbedingt gehorsam, 7..'t/ingt durch eigene 
Leiden. So stirbt der Tyrann und seine Herrschaft ist vorbei, 
so stirbt der Mtlrtyrer und seine Herrschaft beginnt. 58 

The reader may be struck by the interesting parallels 

between this drama and Hebbel's Herodes und Mar;amne, written 

about 200 years later. Both Abas and Herodes are absolute 

monarchs in savage countries It/here little value is put on 

individual life; both are pagan rulers, obsessed by their 

love for women who defy them; Mariamne is prepared to love 

Herodes, but both tyrants are guilty of abusing the women's 

demanded right of free will and free choice; both use women 

as things, as objects possessed, but not respected; the 

absolute Obedience they demand as omniscient rulers is 

opposed and oppressed by the absolute of free choice; both 

victims die, confident that their example will edify others 

and that their beliefs are right and will triumph one day; 

in both instances the tyrants suffer complete breakdowns and 

58s . Kierkegaard, Tagebuch~£, II~ p.216. 
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their doom is forecast; both men are sympathetic figures, 

more prone to 'human' love than the idealistic women. 

'vJhereas l'1ariamne seeks no punisbrflent for Herodes except his 

ol·m remorse and conscience, Catharina (and Gryphius through 

her) has no intention of allowing Abas to go unpunished for 

such a crime. This point leads us to a discussion of the 

conclusion of the drama, \vhich does not end with Catharina's 

death, as \'lOuld seem appropriate for a martyr drama. The 

conclusion ShOvlS first the fate of one who 9 by evil action, 

makes a martyr's death a necessity for her; second, it 

gives another example of the "VergEinglichkeitl1 and "Vanitas" 

themes, and finally, it contrasts, by implication, the 

firmness of Catharina with the worldliness of Abas. 

The spirit of revenge which comes to torment Abas 

does not appear to be very Christian, nor does it fit in 

with Catharina's mood of restraint. Abas has already been 

punished by his strong feelings of remorse and the threats 

of the Russian ambassador to nullify the peace treaty. 

Catha~ina9s spirit does not appear as a heavenly apparition, 

but first of all as the product of his own terrified soul; 

the figure of revenge is already present in his mind and is 
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a natural explanation of the later ~realt appearance. The 

reasons for her appearance at all are dramatic and didactic; 

it increases in the spectator the terror which the drama is 

aimed at producing, and it also drives home the didactic 

message. 

There have already been echoes of the IlRache ll 

motif throughout the drama; the most striking example occurs 

in the "Reyhe der von chach Abas erwtlrgeten ftlrsten", who 

ask God how long he will allm.,r Abas' tyranny to go unpunished: 

Gehn so vieler tausend schmertzen9 

Richter! dir nicht mehr zu hertzen? 
Ul.ssest du auf emes wincken 
Gantze reich im blut ertrincken? 
Ernster richter! Ube rache! 
"Jache! grosser gott! erwache! 
Wache! wache! wache! wache! 
Rache! rache! rache! rache! 59 

In a world where political motivations and passionate feelings 

play such a prominent role, revenge is a necessary corollary 

to the abuse of law and justice. It is evident also that 

God's justice includes revenge upon those who have YJronged the 

innocent; Catharina's spirit is sent by a God who allows no 



mockery. Revenge appears as a result of Abas' general abuse 

of his position as legislator and judge, and also as punishment 

from God for his treatment of Catharina. Gryphius shows him-

self as a man who looks first to God and the truth, and then tries to 

circumscribe the state on the basis of their dictates; he 

'vas unable to recognize IIStaatsraisonll and "Staatsethos" as 

values in their own right. Catharina's spirit forecasts that 

Abas will die, but that before his death he will witness the 

ruin of his kingdom and the extinction of all hope of glory; 

her spirit predicts: 

Tyrann! der himmel ists, der dein verderben sucht. 
Gott l~sst unschuldig blut nicht ruffen sonder frucht. 

Doeh ehir due wirst vergehn~ 
Musst du de in Persen sehn in kxieges-flammen stehn9 
Dein haus dureh seh\vartze gifft der zweytracht angestecket, 
Biss du durch kinder-mord und nechstes blut beflecket 9 

Feind, freunden und dir selbst untrgglich wirst das leben 
Naeh grauser seuchen angst dem richter Ubergeben. 60 

The prophesy and prefiguration of revenge for the martyr figurets 

executioner is a standard feature of Gryphius Q martyr dramas. 

Abas' doom is forecast, and, as we shall see, revenge is also 

60r "d 
~'9 



forecast for Crom\'/ell and Hugo Peter in Carolu~~lardus, and 

for Bassianus in Papinia~~~. Abas the tyrant is justly punished, 

but his deep and very genuine love for Catharina, combined with 

the impossibility of it being returned, makes him somewhat 

sympathetic; the presentation of his love has great power. 

This love is his tragic flmlT which leads him to destruction by 

his inability to discipline it in a situation where he has no 

chance of success. In Catharina von Georgien not only the 

titular heroine suffers; as indicated earlier in this chapter, 

there is a development in the growing passion of the Shah \·/hich 

becomes essentially tragic. The last \'lords of Abas echo the 

prologue that introduced the drama; the fiVerg!l.nglicbkeitll theme 

is invoked by the one character who until then had spoken only 

the praise of the values of this world, of power and worldly 

splendour, and they are thus dOUbly effective: 

Recht so! Prinzessin! recht! greiff unsern siegkrantz an! 
Bekriege Perseus ruh! Reiss, was uns schUtzen kan, 
Hi t starcker faust himlegl Lass, nun du schon erblichen, 
Den wackern hochrnuth aus, dem Abas offt gewichen. 61 

In conclusion, it is necessary to add that Gryphius 

may have wished some patriotic interpretation of the themes of 

v, 441-4. 
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Catharina von ~eorgieEQ Following the usual pattern of the 

Silesian writers of drama, Gryphius looked abroad for his 

material,62 and none of his martyr dramas has a German hero. 

But Gryphius \1aS a genuine patriot i1ho loved his home and his 

country and \.,rho felt much sadness at the fate of his land and 

the Empire. Catharina vol} Georgien could be intended by 

Gryphius to signify an episode from the Thirty Years War, 

reflecting in the miseries of Georgia those of his native 

Germany; Catharina may be viewed as the representative of a 

defenceless Germany~ upholding her spiritual freedom against 

the shows of force of her enemies, perhaps the Jesuits who at 

that time were embarking upon a Counter-Reformation in many 

parts of Germany with the sanction of the HabSburg Emperor9 

a Catholic. Gryphius himself states nothing to sUbstantiate 

such a view, and so there is no real evidence to prove such a 

patriotic intention on his part. k~t is evident is that 

Gryphius? in this Christian martyr drama, is advocating a faith 

in God, a "Standhaftigkeitll and tlGerechtigkeitssinnl1 so necessary 

in his mind to overcome the sufferings of life on earth and for 

the living of a virtuous life, pleasing to God and man; in 
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contrast, the spectacle of the fate of the tyrant who does not 

possess the demanded virtues must be intended, as already stated j 

to cause terror in the reader or spectatoro 

The following chapter of this paper will be devoted 

to a discussion of Gryphius V next martyr drama~ Carolus Stuardus, 

commenting on the rather special position it holds in the 

martyr dramas of the author. Catharina is Gryphius' first 

Christian martyr and truly allegorical figure. As already 

noted, the drama is introduced by the allegorical figure 

'Ewigkeit' and the audience and reader are asked to see the fate 

of the Christian martyr in its wider context; Armenius' fate 

was the tragedy of an indididual, Catharinais that of one 

person, but of all humanity also Q Gryphius is advocating 

"bewhrte bestMndigkeit" as a virtue all should seek to achieve, 

for it is the key to the salvation of not only Catharina, but 

of all mankind. The words "Ermordete HajestMtTl introduce the 

next drama, Carolus Stuardus, and, as we shall see, the 

Christian martyr drama is used by Gryphius in this drama to 

express definite political views on a specific contemporary 

event, thus enlarging the scope of the martyr drama. The 

elaboration of the Christ-analogy and its fusion \>/ith political 

vie\vs \o[il1 emerge in the co't.1rse of the next chapte:::-. 



CHAPTl!:R III 

Only a few days after the first reports of the trial 

and execution of King Charles I of England were received, 

Gryphius began work on a new drama,l and the first draft was soon 

complete. The title of the drama, "Ermordete Hajestlit 09.-~~ 

Carolus Stuardus, KBntg von Grosz Britanien", is in itself a guide 

to Gryphius V feelings: no tyrant has been killed, but 'majesty' 

has been murdered, with the title of the ruler of the kingdom 

of "Grosz BritanienVi not merely of England. The first draft 

was finished in March 1650, but did not appear in print until 

seven years later. A sonnet2 written in early March 1650 

would seem to indicate that the drama 'ViaS presented, or intended 

to be presented, to some important military person; the title 

of the sonnet is "An einen hBchstberlihmten Feldherrn bey 

" Uberreichung des Carl Stuards!l; it is a call to ruling princes 

to avenge the death of Charles, which \'las an insult to God 

Himself. The last three lines, for example, demonstrate 

lAndreas Gryphius, ;'verke, II, op_ cit., p.353. 

2 Andreas Gryphius, j''-':'\-.'il..',,",," 
:~? 
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Gryphius' belief in Charles' innocence and in the justice of 

his own demand for revenge; the last fe\'l words are a definite 

call to arms: 

Die unschuld, die den geist in solchem hohn auffgiebt, 
Erfordert, was gerecht und rechte waffen liebt, 3 
Zu rgchen diesen fall. Heer! schwerdter aus der scheiden! 

This poem offers evidence of the vehemence of Gryphius i views on 

the execution; why this event should have such a disturbing 

effect upon a German contemporary will come under discussion later. 

It is not clear exactly why Gryphius vJithheld pUblication 

of his Carolus Stuardus until 1657; he informs the reader in the 

preface to the fourth Book of Odes, written in 1652, that he 

purposely withheld the manuscript: " ••• das unl1IDgst mein Carolus, 

den ich iederzeit an mich zu halten 
4 

beghr~ ... h "'Jider mein 

vermuthen in vieler ja auch flirstlicher und vortreflicher 

personen h1IDde gerathen ••• 1I5 • Powel16 suggests that he may 

have withheld it because he was conscious of its limitations as 

3Ibid., 11. 12-14. 

\1y underlining - J.S.B. 

(2nd ed.; 

6 H. Po,-:el1 7 

Leicestc~"'; 
l't r: (1 :~. "};-: 21 C:l:"·v·np.~~::~~,, __ 9.~,_r·::2:2:~~~~.:::~~~.!5l~~~ 
:::)." .: , • \ • , ... .~. d" 
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a drama 9 or perhaps because he thought that the distancing 

effect of several years would allm'i less controversy to be 

caused by his own strong Royalist views and his interpretation 

of Charles as a martyr. Gryphius himself offers no evidence 

to prove or disprove such theories. 

He did 9 however, come to revise the drama in 1661-3, 

and the second edition, published in 1663. is very different in 

many respects from the first version. Tittmann7 has the first 

version in his selection of Gryphius t dramas, but Palm prints 

the second version in his "Herke ll
, and this is the edition to 

which we shall refer in this chapter. The many changes will 

be discussed, also the theories put forward to explain Gryphius l 

rewriting. HOVlever, prior to any interpretation of Carolus 

Stuardus, a brief account of the action of the drama in its 

revised form is necessary. 

fifteen hour period. 8 

All the action occurs within a 

At the start of Act I Stuardus has already been 

sentenced and his execution is to take place that very day_ 

General Fairfax' wife is determined to prevent this, and to this 

8Andreas Gryphius, Verk~, II, ~c~~., ? 360. 
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end she enlists, in the first scene, the aid of her cautious 

husband. This "Befreiungsaktionlt contrasts with the next 

scene, in v/hich the plotters 9 determination to execute the 

King is in evidence. Hugo Peter, the calculating priest, 

and a Captain Axtel persuade Hewlett to be the King's 

executioner. 'rne "Chor der ermordeten engellandischen 

kl:lnige ll see the trial and the execution as a challenge to the 

divine right of kings and to God HimselL 

In the first scene of Act II the ghosts of Strafford 

and Laud protest the enormity of the crime and predict disaster 

to a country intent on destroying its ruler, God's representative 

on earth. In the following scene the ghost of Maria Stuart 

appears to the sleeping King; she lists the kings of the realm 

who have also met a violent death and curses a people about to 

commit a terrible crime. The King awakens and reveals, in 

conversation with Juxton, the Bishop of London, his readiness 

to die and his feelings of forgiveness towards his murderers; 

he reflects upon the precariousness of earthly existence, and, 

as if to emphasize his determination to die, even the presence 

of his children and the memory of his dear wife cannot alter 

his decision. The chorus of Sirens, with the gift of universal 
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knowledge, prophesy the end of the world and the vengeance of 

God upon the guilty. 

The third act develops the intrigue which had been 

ru1nounced in Act I. Fairfax seems confident he has the way to 

effect the King's release. To counterbalance these hopes, 

Hewlett announces in the next scene that he has now received the 

full pO\'Jer of Parliament to carry out the execution. The 

intrigue develops further in the next scene >vhen two captains 

discuss a plan to free Stuardus, but when Fairfax appears, he 

seems to be quite undecided and hurriedly breaks off the 

conversation \vith the \.,rords: "S0 sterb er dann! Fahrt vJOl!1I9 

In conversation \vith Croill\vell in the next scene he hotly pleads 

the King's cause, but \'lithout success, and is threatened quite 

pointedly: 

hn '1110 ge • 

1I\'Jer viel von Carlen schwetzt, solI Carles g!tnge 

Hugo Peter reports that the Prince of \tJales has gained 

the support of the Dutch, and advises that the sudden shock of 

the King's death will allow Parliament to dispense with the 

aristocracy, the House of Lords, lawyers and priests. Fairfax, 

alone, reveals Peter's hypocrisy and his own feelings that he 

is nov! being watched with suspicion. 

1°1 "d ~., III, 2~i·O. 

His ineffectuality becomes 
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manifest? as he decides he can now do nothing except resign 

his post. 

The next scenes contain discussions for and against 

the death sentence v and its possible consequences in England 

and on the Continent, first by the Dutch ambassador and the 

Palatine Envoy, then by two English counts, and finally between 

Cromwell and the Scottish ambassador. Hugo Peter appears to 

report to Crorn\vell that all is ready for the execution: the 

scene is now set. The lIChor der engelHindischen frauen und jung-

frauen" reveal that the common folk also deplore the Kin!;'s 

fa te, 1,o1hich they see as closely bound with their O\rlUe 

At the start of Act IV Stuardus is inwardly preparing 

himself for death. He will not open a letter his son has sent 

him from Holland, as he does not wish to disturb his own peace 

of mind; he expresses his regret at the deaths of Strafford 

and Laud, and acknowledges his own guilt, which Juxton and 

Thomblinson seek to alleviate. He is troubled by the fate of 

his people and hopes that they will recognize the falseness of 

. the neVI rulers. Hacker leads him off to the scaffold, and 

Hugo Peter expresses his great delight at the prospect of the 

King's death. In the next scene Fairfax' \I/ife appears, in 



despair, and, expresses her dismay at her husband's indecisiveness 

and ineffectuality; a faithful captain promises to do all he 

can to release the King, but nothing more is heard, and the 

IIGegenaktionll disappears without trace. Act IV marks the final 

collapse of the rescue attempts and the triumph of the conspirators. 

The "Chor der religionen und der ketzer ll , an allegorical interlude 

asswning the didactic function of the chorus, exposes the hypocrisy 

of those factions which had asserted that the King was an enemy 

of religion. 

Act V begins with a discussion of events between one 

of the &Lglish counts and the Palatine Envoy: all attempts to 

prevent the execution have failed. The unidentified figure of 

Poleh appears; he ... ,ould appear to be one of the King's judges, 

whom remorse at his deed has turned mad. He vividly imagines 

the retribution awaiting Hugo Peter, Hewlett, Cromwell and 

other plotters, and foresees the future coronation of Charles II. 

The spirits of Strafford and Laud re-appear to terrify the madman. 

Finally the events leading up to the execution are presented: 

the mOb is assembled around the scaffold. The King protests 

his innocence in a long fare1:,ell speech and prepares himself 

for death. There is a general outcry as the fatal tlo ... ' is strucko 
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An epilogue follows this last act: "Die geister der ermordeten 

kUnige" call for vengeance until the figure tlDie rache tl appears 

on the scene: it describes the terrible retribution that 

Britain must now suffer. This chorus stands as a climax 

to the others; it protests once more the enormity of the 

crime and brings the certainty of divine revenge: 

Ich schwere noch einmal -bey aller printzen kUnig 
Und der entseelten leich, dass Albion zu wenig, 
Zu dllinpffen meine gluth, dass Albion ersfiufft, 
\vo es sich reuend nicht in thranen gantz verteufft. 11 

After portraying a feminine martyr in Catharina von 

Georgien, Gryphius, in this present drama, uses a masculine figure 

as his hero. As in Leo Armenius, a main theme is the fall of 

a mighty ruler, but with a different emphasis. In Leo Armenius 

Gryphius protests the deposition of the lm.,rful ruler by regicide; 

such is the case in Carolus Stuardus als0 9 but v/hereas Balbus, 

although a tyrant, \oJill maintain a rule of princely absolutism 

(or, really, despotism, which is unpleasing to Gryphius), Cromwell, 

Peter and their associates are threatening to destroy the whole 

order of the state, and at the very time at which Gryphius is 

llIbid., V, 541-4. 



writing. Gryphius V own feelings of horror were shared by 

many of his own countrymen, Protestants and Catholic alike. 

Pamphlets, orations, songs and dramas supporting the Royalist 

12 
cause poured forth; Gryphius was not alone in seeing Charles 

as a martyr. Nost of the accounts \'Jhich Gryphius' contemporaries 

read were inspired by the political theory of the divine right 

of kings and the sacredness of the king's person; 13 "'lorks in 

verse often claimed to be the King's own death Chant;14 these 

works usually put into the mouth of the King their authors' own 

thoughts on the event and the occurrences leading up to it. 

There even appeared a German dialogue between Charles and 

Cromwell,15 which showed the fullest sympathy for the Royalist 

cause. 

l2cL R. Priebsch, flGerman Pamphlets in Prose and Verse 
on the Trial and Death of Charles I" 7 in A 14iscellanYi E'~esented 
to J. H. Hackay (Liverpool: University of Liverpool Press, 1914)9 
pp. 181-98" 

l3e • g.: Idea Anglicana oder Politische Erklgrung 
E;nvenTan§.ter Gemll.!hsgedanken 'U~e~"o~s !(!}nigs Caroli Stuardi 
Hinrichtung. Gedruckt im Jahr 1657. 

Gespdtch zwischen dem Englis£llen Pi ckelherring und 
Frantz{3sischen Jan Pota.,gche Hller das SchHnq,liche Hinri;chten 
KHniglicher Ma~stat in Engeland 1 ~s...hott..= und Irlaill!.. 

:~r' '-' :::' } q :". d. 
~":~ .. ~:"'.~ ~1disc~h . 

• "0 _ "._ ."~ ••• s,,,. -___ .......... ~ ...... ~_. __ ~ 
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Gryphius had considerable contemporary material at his 

disposal, and as the copious llKurtze anmerckungen Uber Carolumll to 

the 1663 edition prove? he also dre';J on standard works of English 

history, for example, the works of Camden,16 Polydor Vergill ? and 

B h 18 " d t . d "d h" t " 1 . uc ana...YJ. .• · ~n or er 0 prov~ e a 1:11 e ~s 'or~ca panorama. 

SChtlnle19 has made a study of the sources Gryphius employed, and 

recourse y/ill be made to his work in the discussion of the changes 

between the first and second editions. 

To determine how Gryphius has expanded the martyr theme 

and developed the Christ analogy in Carolus Stuardus, it is 

important to look at the sources Gryphius used for the two versions. 

For the first edition in 1650 and pUblished in 1657, the main 

sources of historical information on the event would seem to be 

the following three works: EngelUindisch Hemoria~9 20 pUblished in 

16 Vi. Camden, The true and Royall History of 6.. Elizabeth 
Queen of ~ngland ••• , l625:9~ 

l7p • Vergil, Anglicae Historiae libri, XXVI, 1534. 

18G• Buchanan, De Maria Scotorum 8egina totaque ejus 
contra Regem conjuratione •.. historia, 1571. 

19G. Schtlnle, Das Trauerspiel 'Carolus Stuardus' des 
Andreas q;:z£1?-iu~: Que.J1~ und Gestalli,~!?; dct§ §};;II¥.i, (Bol1;/iVurzburg, 1933). 



Holland in Dutch and German, \"/hich contains an account of the legal 

proceedinGs leading to the execution of Laud, Strafford? Charles 

and various Royalist nobles; second, Imago Regis Caroli, translated 

in 1649 into German, the authorship of which (Charles himself or 

Bishop Gauden) has never been established; (in connection with 

the theme of this study, it is worthy of note that the frontpiece 

is an engraving of the King on his knees, praying, in the act of 

exchanging his earthly crown for a crown of thorns, with his eyes 

fixed upon a crO\'J'n in heaven); third, the Clamor Sanguini~ Regii~l 

a tract reflecting the horror felt by its Royalist author, Petrus 

Molineaus, at the treatment Charles had received at the hands of 

Parliament. 

In the course of the next few years new source material 

became accessible to Gryphius. In 1661 there appeared in 

Amsterdam a tract by Philipp von Zesen, who had visited England 

and was the author of several works supporting the Royalist cause. 

This tract, Die verschmahete I doch \'lieder erhBhete iv1a,jestaht, 22 

includes many details which were incorporated in the second version. 

Bisaccioniis history of the Civil War in England23 was the source 

23-.. B' .. TT' t . d - 1 G C . .]. d i'l. l.saccl.om., n:tS or1.a ,e1. e uerre l.V1..1. M~"'£'lj~.·_· . .i:_ 
ultimi Tempi, (Ve::ice, 1655-)-.---------
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of the intrigue to rescue the King which was completely absent 

from the earlier edition. The Restoration of the monarchy in 

England in 1660 allowed Gryphius to insert premonitions of events, 

which had just recently taken place, into the new version e 

Historical fact is faithfully reproduced by frequent use 

of this source material, but Carolus Stuardus is not merely a 

dramatic reproduction of contemporary history, a mere political 

drama. Like Catharina's martyrdom, Gryphius sees the fate of 

Charles in a wider context, not only as a personal tragedy but 

as an expression of the fate of mapj~ind in general. This drama 

offers another example of the allegorical form common to Gryphius t 

dramas. The chorus, for example, at the end of Act I cries out 

to God for an explanation of sin and suffering: 

Herr, der du ftirsten selbst an deine statt gesetzet, 
l,',Iie lange siehst du zu? 
Wird nicht durch unsern fall dein heilig recht verletzat? 
Wie lange schlummerst du? 24 

The answer Gryphius gives is that the pains we suffer are God's 

punishment for our sins; yet to cause evil in the world is sinful, 

and so England, by allowing the King to be murdered, has offended 

the divine order of kingship and made herself guilty of a crime 

that will assuredly be avenged upon her. 
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At intervals, Gryphius summarizes through the chorus all 

the impressions the action makes upon him and should also be 

making upon the audience. Chorus and play are welded together'l 

as in Catharina von Georgien. In the 1663 edition the first 

chorus s which in the 1657 version came at the end of Act I, now 

precedes it, as it comes at the end of a new Act 1. The second 

chorus now also precedes the act which it originally followed, 

and the position of the two remaining choruses remains unaltered. 

I would disagree with Powel125 that the whole unity of the 

structure was undermined by this revision, but I think that he is 

right in asserting that the scene between the ghosts of Strafford 

and Laud, essentially a part of the exposition, is rather out 

of place in the new Act 1I. 26 

The first version had been written under the direct 

emotional impact of the event, with a definite moral issue in 

mind; therefore, the plot had been neglected. The opinions 

of the various speakers are of paramount interest to Gryphius; 

he may have added the Fairfax intrigue partly to create dramatic 

2-
~Powell, op. cit., p. lxxxv. ff. 

26T °d ~'? p. xc. 
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tension, after realizing that the political actuality of the 

events and the passionate interest he brought to the sUbject were 

insufficient to keep the drama alive, for Carolus Stuardus is 

primarily a "Parteischrift rt , a diatribe against the crime of 

regicide. But, as Catharina von Georg;en was more than a 

personal vie\v of a suffering princess, so Carolus Stuardus 

goes beyond a tendentious presentation of historical fact bent 

towards a personal view of one king. The engraving in the 

Imago Regts caroli27 presents a picture and bears inscriptions 

which ,,,arrant attention for an understanding of the theme of 

this drama. At Charles 9 feet lies nVanitas rt , the kingly crown, 

ItSplendidam at Gravem"; in his hand he holds IIGratialt , the 

crown of thorns, I1Asperam at Levemll ; on a table before him lies 

a paper with the inscription, flChristi Tracto", and open in front 

of him is a book, with the words uIn Tuo Verbo Spes Mea"; Charles 

has his foot firmly planted on the "'lOrds IIJvlundi Calco", and his 

gaze is intent upon heaven (IICali Spectoll) where there awaits him 

the crown of glory, flGloria, Beatam at Aeternam". The tenor of 

the book is that Charles has recognised the vanity of earthly 

27The engraving is reproduced in the Powell edition of 
Carolus Stuardus opposite the title page to the drama. J.S.E. 
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existence and is anxious to begin his eternal life in heaven. 

In the dra~a by Gryphius the King goes to the scaffold because 

he refuses to betray his divine mission; he is a political 

martyr for a definite concept of kingship9 and as such? as vIe 

shall see, is different from Catharina; Abas abuses his authority 

as absolute ruler by attempting to impose his will and his beliefs 

on Catharina, whereas Cromwell and Peter represent the political 

doctrines of expediency and the sovereignty of the people, to 

which Gryphius is diametrically opposed g Stuardus i bearing is 

Christ-like? as was Catharina's, and he turns his back on the 

world and looks to heaven where eternal life awaits him. 

The vanity theme of the two preceding dramas is restated 

here, through the choruses and through the presentation of the fall 

of a mighty king, who is himself inflexible in his decision to 

renounce earthly existence. The I1Eitelk.eit" and "Verg~nglichh:eit" 

themes are driven home pm'ierfully \oJhen the victims of IIFortuna" 

are noble and admirable human beings as well as mighty rulers; 

hence Gryphius t concern with a fuller treatment of these themes 

in Catharina von Georgien and Carolus Stuardus than in Leo Armenius. 

Hugo Peter and Axtel decide to have a low execution black to remind 

the King of the height of his fall: 

Peter: 
Axtel: 

Der richt-block mag vlohl auch \'/I3.S mehr del"..n niedr~_g seyn9 
Um ihm? \'lie -(;icL~ (.:..' .::;3~- b:.:;:",-J..':"::';;-~ vc:'~-:.s->:;:'l-;)~l. 23 
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The political history of the seventeenth century indeed offers 

many exrunples of the death of highly-placed personalities -

Gustavus Adolphus, vJallenstein, for example 9 and of course 

Charles I of Eneland. Fate rules above the court, the rise and 

fall of political personalities is particularly rapid, and 

Gryphius ' application of the Unity of Time forces events upon 

each other prior to expectation. Stuardus, like Catharina, 

knows that earthly splendour is a great illusion. His first 

words indicate his weariness with life (1Il;fir sind des lebens 

sat ••• 2911 ) and in the same scene he exhorts his children not 

to lay stock by the things of this world: "Der erden pracht 

ist dunst. 1I30 Stuardus does not regret the loss of his royal 

crOvm; he is physically defeated by Cromwell and Peter, but, 

like Catharina, his spiritual victory is assured, and he values 

the gaining of the eternal crown of glory: 

Schaut, wie ich liberwinde, 
Iudem mein scepter bricht! Die erden stinckt uns an, 
Der himmel rufft uns ein. vJer also scheiden kan, 
VerhBhnt den blassen tad und trotzt den zwang der zeiten 

29Ibid. , II~ 2590 

30Ibid • , II, 423. 

31r °d . b:t. ,. , IV, 10-13 .. 

31 
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Stuardus asserts the tlVanitas" theme throughout the drama. 

True to the antithetical form or Gryphius' dramas 9 he is opposed 

by men who live by very different values, revolutionaries whose 

thoughts are fixed upon changing the order of the state. The 

possibilities of development with the 'evil' characters was 

discussed in the Introduction;32 in Catharina von Georgien 

Gryphius had created in Abas a figure torn between his love for 

Catharina and his duty as Shah; hence he is dramatically 

interesting. In C'1rolus L-)tuardus" Cromwell never really comes 

to life, but the figure of Hugo Peter, the cool, calculating 

priest and fanatiC, is finely drawn, and Gryphius has created 

interesting cameos in the figures of the minor conspirators, 

Hacker, Hewlett and Axtel. More individualisation is evident 

in these sketches; they are no mere representations of evil, but 

clearly defined characters. More points concerning the develop-

ment of the minor characters will be dealt with later in the 

chapter. 

First, let us return to the tlVergiinglichkeit tl theme. 

The crown symbol evident in one of Gryphius' source works33 

32cf • Introduction, p.lO. --
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is worked out extensively throughout the drama; the IIFUrstenkrone ll 

is mentioned many times, and the cro\vn symbol overshadows the 

catastrophe; as Stuardus is led to the scaffold, the martyrVs 

crown is mentioned by a member of the mob and the vanity of 

earthly existence is stressed again: 

III Jungfrau: Diss ist die letzte cron. \·Johin verf!illt die pracht! 
\·Johin der erden ruhm! \-lohin der throne macht! 34 

The third and final crown of glory is the relrlard for the firmness 

and strength of his belief; it is a present from Christ, the final 

rlEhrencron ll
• For Stuardus it is God vlho gives and takes away 

the crowns. Thus the crown of life is a "Vanitas lt symbol; it 

leads to a vision of eternal gloryo The image of the three 

crowns is closely bound with Gryphius' presentation of the path 

his hero follows, and the ttKronensymbol ll becomes an image that 

gives structure to the whole play. Stuardus treads the path from 

prince to martyr to saint, from "Vanitas ll through "Gratia lt to 

II;Uoria ll
, and as the drama moves on tOvlards the martyrdom the crown 

of glory is mentioned more and more frequently, as is the crown of 

thorns; the royal cr01rm is referred to less frequently. 

Catharina's dream in the previous drama had already presented in 
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symbolic form her progression from princely crown to the crown 

of glory, but in Carolus Stuardus the motif is "'lorked out more 

extensively. According to Schl:3ne, who discusses the "Kronensymbol" 

35 in the present drama at some length, it is an original image 

and he can find no usage of it on such a scale in the IlJesuitendrama ll , 

or in Vondel's l"iaria Stuart of gemartelde Ha,jesteit (1646). 

Gryphius' views on the position of the ruler towards, his 

people atld to\'.'ards God were considered in the Chapter on Leo 

Armenius, where Gryphius emerged as an opponent of regicide, as 

a firm believer in absolute rule and the divine right of kings. 36 

Gryphius I involvement with poli tical issues is much more apparent 

in this drama, and? in anticipation of the extensive use of the 

Christ analogy in this martyr drama, it is now necessary to sketch 

the expression in Carolus Stuardus of those views which made the 

author see Stuardus as a political martyr~ 

35A SchBne? "Figurala Gestaltung: 
S8.kularisation als Sprach bildende Kraft: 
deutscher Pf~ersohne (Palaestra, CCXXVI; 
Ruprecht, 1958). 

36 vide ante, pp. 32-8'~ 

Andreas Gryphius", in 
Studien zur DichtunE 

Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
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Germany \'las during and immediately after the Thirty 

Years :·,1ar a country of growing princely absolutism. The religious 

basis of the power of the ruler~ as God's represEmtative 9 had not 

been broken since the Reformation and it was strengthened even 

further by the Peace of ivestphalia in 1648. Hildebrandt informs 

us that fldie Reichsgewalt war aus dem Gesichtkreis der Untertanen 

gewichen, und die Herrscher der Einzelstaaten wurden die Erben des 

Staatgedankens. 1I37 Subjects of small principalities were 

submissive to their rulers, also loyal and respectful. Luther 

had also emphasised the divine right of princely pO\1er. All 

of Gryphius' dramas touch on the SUbjects of the sovereignty of 

the ruler and the power of the state. 'mile composing Leo 

Armenius in Strassburg in 1646, Gryphius was aware of the 

conflict of the ideas of the sovereignty of the people and the divine 

right of the king, which vias then a burning issue in Holland. 

In Leo Armenius and Carolus Stuardus he is not dealing with 

legal premises, but with the dangerous consequences which had 

become political reality. Gryphius knew of the struggle between 

Crown and Parliament in England prior to Charles' execution and 

he watched the progress of events with interest. 38 whereas 

33 
cf. I!:-L~. 9 pp. 65-71. 
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in Leo Armenius \Ve witness an intrigue? within the secret circles 

of the cO'J.rt, to depose a monarch who is no ideal ruler, tte 

sUbject of Carolus Stuardus is the revolution of' a \1hole people, 

intent on killing a brave and noble King. There is an extensive 

presentation of the doctrine of the sovereignty of the people, 

from whom the King receives his right to rule, but this is 

counterbalanced by a faction which maintains that Stuardus is 

not sUbject to the will of the people, parliament or judiciary, 

as he receives his mandate to rule from God alone. Catharina 

von Georgien had also contained many thoughts on similar 

qUestions,39 but Carolus Stuardus receives the fullest treatment 

of all of Gryphius' political Vie1l1s. 

The complaints against the King and arguments that 

,justify his execution are expressed ,vi th as much vigour and as 

extensively as the King's own defence. Cromwell and Hugo Peter, 

his two main opponents, claim that he has disregarded the welfare 

of his country and the binding laws of Parliament, broken his oath 

and therefore forfeited the right to expect obedience from his 

people; he has waged war on his own land and threatened God's 

39vide ante., pp. 38-40. 
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law; the trial and the verdict are in accordance vIi th the 

customs and the IIGrundgesetze fl of the country. 

Fairfax' wife, a strong Royalist supporter, admits that 

Stuardus has ma.de mistakes, but for her the execution of the King 

is a criminal act: 

Zr hat 
Er hat 
Er ist 

der lMnder heil, der h~user recht versehrt, 
der Brittenruh durch grimmen krieg verstl.kt, 
nicht werth das schwerdt und reichs-stab mehr zu fUhren. 

Es sey! ich steh es zu. Er soll den hals verlieren, 
Nein hertz! das ist zu viel, hier, hier.. 40 

The conspirators maintain that justice and God support their 

causei hence Hugo Peter's comments on the order of execution from 

Parliament: 

Diss ist des herr en wort! Hier, hier ist gottes finger. 
Er strafft nach heiligem recht den recht-und land-bezwinger. 
Diss ist der grosse schluss, der in der w~chter schar 
Einhellig abgefasst und ausgesprochen war. 41 

The King's supporters assert that even Parliament has no 

right to judge and execute a king who rules through God; the army 

had broken its oath of allegiance and because the country had 

40 Carolus Stuardus, I, 135-9. 

411 'd .J:2.L. , III, 69-72 • 
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resisted its rightful king, civil Har has come to cause endless 

misery. The Palatine Envoy expresses the view of the divine 

nature of a ruleris position in his conversation with the Dutch 

ambassador in Act III: IlNein! seine macht verfiel, als man 

das heilige schHerdt, / Das gott den printzen gibt, ihm aus 

L~2 
der faust gedrungen; II Stuardus t 0\1n words answer the accusations 

levelled against him: 

Er Heiss, Her athem zeucht, und was nach uns Hird wandeln, 
Er Heiss, der alles weiss, der well und vlel t be\vegt, 
Und der schon tiber mich ein grosser urtheil hegt, 
Dass wi!' zum erst en nicht das grimme schwerdt erwischet, 
Dass a~f die frey-heit uns kein eyver angefrischet. 
Der parlamente macht ist nie durch uns verletzt, 
Sie haben sich vorher uns grimmig widersetzt. 
Sie suchten aus der faust das kriegsrecht uns zu winden, 
Die sich doch tiberzeugt durch ihr gewissen finden, 
Dass es das meine war. Gilt unser wort nicht hier, 
So red an Carlen statt so mein, als ihr papier. 43 

For the Stuardus faction brute force has overcome law and justice; 

the verdict is contrary to English lml and custom, and the name 

of the revolution is concealing criminal intent and deceiving the 

people; the murder of the King is disrespectful to God, who can 

be the only judge; to kill a king is to reverse the order of the 

world, and God will be avenged. Stuardus denounces the hypocrisy 

421 'd ~., 

43r 'd 
.:..~., 

My underlining J.S~Bo 

v, 294-304 • 
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of his accusers in conversation with Juxton in Act II: 

Sa Vle:~s wir angethan vorn lUger uns erheben, 
So saUbel' wird der geist vor gottes richt-stuhl schvleben 
Und zeugen wider die v die mit geschmincktem schein 
Auf ihres k5nigs hals selbst part und richter seyn. 44 

The opposing viewpoints clash in the third act in the tremendous 

verbal duel between Cromwell and Fairfax; Gryphius ' usage of 

stichomythia at this point is very effective: 

Fairfax: Auch kommt der Britten reeht nicht mit uns Uberein. 
Cromwell: Der Britten reeht mag recht fUr schlechte Britten seyn. 
Fairfax: Der volker recht verbeut erb-kl)nige zu tl)dten. 

Cromwell: Man hert die rechte nicht bey drommeln und trompeten. 45 

Fairfax is particularly hostile tmvards Hugo Peter, the militant 

priest, whose hypocrisy he condemns: 

Scheinheilger bub! Ieh beb, ich feur, ich schau mit schrecken, 
\~ie sieh die boshei t k5nn ins kirchen-kleid verstecken, 
Was vor ein feuer sie im heilgen schein auffblas, 
\~ie Ubergrimmig sie in solchem schmucke raas, 
Der, der neu Albion zu lehren ausgesendet, 
Het sein vertrautes amt ohn scheu und scham geschMndet. 46 

It is "der insel art ll47 to kill its kings, but this 

execution \'lill bring eternal shame upon the country. 

4h 
'~.t II, 281-4. 

4-5 
l-b~., 1119 203-6 9 

46~.t III? 385-90. 

471 'd ~., II, 196. 

The ghost 
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of fvlary Stuart appears to Stuardus to inform him of the events 

that will befall the country, and of the precedents to this 

royal murder: 

(Das immer frische b1ut •.• ) 
••• treufft milder auf das land 

Des rasenden gebrUts, das die entweihte hand 
Gewohnt, in fUrsten-b1ut Oml unter1ass zu baden 
Und konigs-1eich auf 1eich und mord auf mord zu laden. 48 

Bondage, not freedom, will follow this unnatural crime, and Po1eh's 

ravings foresee the deaths of Stuardus' enemies and the coronation 

of his son as Charles II of England; God will gain the final 

victory. 

The Reformation had been a hindrance for the emancipation of 

political thinking, for Luther himself had preached the absolute 

power of the territorial princes and the divine right of kings~ 

and the effect of Nachiavel1ian political theories in Germany had 

been slig~t; the German princes had ruled by religious rules, 

and Machiavelli, as an atheist, was attacked by the Jesuits, for 

example. But the religious viewpoint had retreated somewhat 

with the Thirty Years War, and the ideas of political f1fvjachtwille fl 

began to assume larger proportions in Germany.49 The reflection 
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of this new political thought occurs in Gryphius V dramas~ 

particularly in the last two, in the figure of Hugo Peter in 

Carolus Stuardus, and, even more emphatically, in Laetus in 

Papinianu~. They represent a flStaatsklugheit fl that Gryphius 

found hard to accept. Hugo Peter and Cromwell wish to destroy 

the basis of the old state and build up a completely new one, 

and for them, all means, force)deception, murder, justify the 

end. Both men are fanatics,bent on power and ruthless in 

their desire to achieve it. Cromwell says to Fairfax in Act III: 

flS t kommt auf z\vey, drey nicht an, wenn man den stat t versetzet,II50 

and a few lines further on declares his fanaticism: 

Ich schwere bey der macht, die mich so hoch erhaben, 
\Venn auch mein nechstes blut, ja meiner heyrath gaben 
1m \vege wolten stehen, sie solten fUr mir seyn 
Als der geringste kopff der wUtenden gemein. 51 

Hugo Peter, in conversation with Fairfax and Cromwell in the 

same act, asserts his belief that completely different foundations 

will have to be laid for the new secular state: 

50Carolus Stuardus, III, 246. 

51Ibid., III, 257-60. 
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Del' feldherr glaub es fest, es wird nicht besser stehn 9 

Bis rechtsgelehrter nam und stand wird mrtergehn. 
i1ir hab0n kraf'f"c des siegs macht, satzungen zu stiff ten; 
Drum weg mit dem, was stets fusst auff vefaulte schrifften! 
Del' kirchen macht ist tod. 52 

Dramatists at this time seldom assumed a critical stand-

point on political issues, but the choruses point to Gryphius' 

views of the events: Gryphius condemns the execution, and Laud's 

words in Act II indicate Gryphius t ovm thoughts: 

Ich schau in Engelland nur wilde thiere wohnen. 
Del' mit der insel schertzt, wird nicht del' crone schonen. 
Des flirsten heilig blut treufft auf den greuel-cand , 
Und sein gesalbtes haubt ist in des henckel's hand. 53 

The figure of "Die rachel! appears in the epilogue to predict all 

manner of torment, plague, famine and vial': !lIch komme tod und mord 

zu r~chen / Und zieh diss schwerdt auf euch, ihr hencker und eur 

haus.,,54 Gryphius is condemning regicide and upholding the 

doctrine of the divine right of kings. The words of the I Graf 

reflect Gryphius ' own view of Charles' death: 

Mit ihm stirbt unser gllick. Bedencke den gewinn, 
1;!enn uns nach seinem fall wird ted ten und verbannen 
An eines printzen statt ein gantzes heer tyrannen! 55 

52
1 "d ~., 

55Ib " , 
~., 

II9 117--20. 

III9 644-6. 
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In Leo Armenius the division between tyrant and 

martyr was hazy and undefined, but in Carolus Stuardu~ Gryphius 

portrays a royal martyr almost without a blemish in his character. 

If the charges brought against Stuardus had been well-founded, 

there would have been an excuse for the execution, but Gryphius 

demonstrates in the chorus of Act IV how religion has been made a 

pretext for political motives, and he takes a firm stand against 

a militant church. 

The question of the KingVs guilt is therefore of some 

importance. Temptation and even guilt in the execution of 

Strafford and Laud were apparent in the sources; Stuardus 

confesses his guilt in the execution of Strafford in his last 

speech, yet at the beginning of Act II the ghosts of Strafford 

and Laud forgive him and absolve him, so that for Gryphius 

his innocence can be established and his death viewed as a 

travesty of justice. Stuardus is presented as a victim of 

vicious powers, a man who sacrifices his life for his people and 

the cause of right and order, a martyr to his kindly vocation. 

In this connection, SchBnle has some interesting views. 

Stuardus' m·m weakness does not cause him downfall, as is the 

Case with Leo Armenius, but he is martyr in a slightly different 
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sense from Catharina, and also, as will be demonstrated in the 

next chapter, frOl"Cl Papinianus: 

Catharina stirbt, Heil sie ihre Keuschheit, ihren Glauben nicht 
verlieren will, also fUr die Grundlage ihres Seins. Stirbt 
aber Karl nicht fUr eine Form der Bet1itigung, fUr ein Amt? .56 

In accordance with his vie\.,rs, he insists on his regal position and 

his divine rights; like Catharina, he is inflexible and immovable, 

but he dies more for an earthly interest, for the divine right of 

kings on earth. As Sch6nle states: "Catharina von Georgien und 

Papinianus leiden ffu: etwas, fUr eine Tugend, Carolus Stuardus 

als etl;Jas, als rechtm!:issiger Monarch von Gottes Gnaden. n57 

Catharina always had the POSSibility of avoiding death 

if she so chose, but she preferred to sacrifice herself freely 

rather than betray her principles. Stuardus lacks this freedom 

of choice, another aspect of his martyrdom different from 

Catharina's. He has been brought to trial by men who now have 

themselves complete control of the state and who are determined 

that he shall die. He is no tyrant in the mould of Abas, 

or Bassianus in Papinianu:;:" whose downfall would seem to be 

God's punishment for a sinful abuse of power; St~ardus' tragic 

56" h" 1 . t 30 1 ~c on e, op. c~ ., pp. -. 

571 ., 31 d l" J S B ~., p. • - my ~~ er ~n~ngs, •• ~ 
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fate calls for another explanation: God graces those he loves 

by this u:timate trial. He believes that, under the circumstances, 

his death is unavoidable and he sees it as a protest against the 

egoistical intentions of the revolutionaries~ There is no 

simple way out for Stuardus, but he does not protest at his fate, 

rather he accepts it quietly. Stuardus is much more resigned 

than Catharina; he has no hope from the start, and his very first 

words reveal that he is ready, in fact quite determined, to die. 

He displays the I!constantia l! already familiar in the figure 

of Catharina. Like her, he feels the duty of responsibility for 

his own honour and for his suffering country. He possesses the 

heroism in suffering and the courage to overcome his fate, and 

maintains this steadfastness of purpose from first to last. 

He dies composed, at peace, even joyfully. His belief in 

Christ and the justness of his c aVSe are, as they vlere for 

Catharina, the sources of the inner strength with which he accepts 

his fate. In this way he proves his worth and gains eternal 

bliss. His innocence is finally demonstrated in his own 

confession before his death; he asserts fl ••• dass ich sey ein 

man ohn arge list, / Dass ich ein guter printz und unverf~lschter 

christ. 1158 The confession is particularly credible as it is 

58 
_C"",a_r_o_l_~_s __ .~.,tu~rdu_.s~.i V, 291-2. 
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made, as Gryphius himself says in the l1Kurtze anmerckungen ll
, 

II ••• in dem anblick des todes, da 2.lle SChf(lincke und gleissnerey 

ein ende ·':· ... :t t:.nd als dt;,l1S-C ve::schvJindet. ,,59 Narrative, 

not action, prese::..~s ·cL..e i\ingts character. 

As Sch~nle demonstrates,60 Gryphius has stylized the 

Stuardus he found in the Imago Regis Caroli to conform to his 

concept of the martyr hero. He has played down the guilt of the 

Stuardus of the source work and turned his repentance of his 

crime against Stafford into an act illustrating his Christian 

humility. The desire for revenge, present at some points in 

the source Vlork, is also toned down; Gryphius t Stuardus knO\vs 

God will punish his enemies and he does not desire their death. 

The King in the Imago Regis Caroli is pompous, vaingloriuous 

and proud, desirous of an assured place in history; Gryphius 

has fashioned a figure illustrating Christian humility. 

Sch~nle has this to say about Gryphius ' Stuardus: 

Der Kenig im Trauerspiel hat keine ungel~uterten Naturelemente, 
er ist in hoherem Grade durchgeistigt. Aber doch nicht so 
weitgehend, dass er sich zur blutlosen Idee wie Catharina von 
Georgien und Papini anus verflUchtigt. 6le 

59Andreas Gryphius, Werke, II, op. cit., p. 439- note to 1. 285. 

60S htl lOt· 31 h c on e, Ope c~~., pp. -" 

61r °d .J!.:L.. , p. 34 • 
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Carolus :_tuardus is acutely aware, as was Catharina, of his 

duty to God, to the state and to himself; he has selected a 

course of action, and, with the determination characteristic of 

Gryphius ' martyr figures, never falters. But he does not have 

Catharinais freedom of choice and he does not have to continually 

assert his firmness. He has become resigned to death. The 

availability of detailed historical evidence permitted Gryphius 

to present a much more human figure, but, as already indicated, 

Gryphius was not always true to his source material, as he 

wished to idealize to some degree his martyr hero: Charles 

appears with his family, for instance, as a devoted father and 

husband. 

The writer transmits a very real sense of the King's 

nobility through the moving language in 1;Jhich he speaks. In 

the three single instances where he appears, his \'lords, his 

bearing, and above all, his steadfast refusal to let himself 

become involved in any form of active resistance, offer proof 

of the tranquillity with which he has accepted his fate, of his 

inner dignity and his spirit of forgiveness. True humility, 

love, even for his enemies, repentance and rejection of the world's 

pleasures for the sake of eternal life - all these are Christian 
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virtues which Gryphius carefully depicts in his hero. Catharina's 

stubborness and rigidness seem admirable, as the circumstances of 

her imprisonment are different; yet 'I in comparison, she appears 

colder and more inhuman. The simplicity and sincerity of 

Stuardus I farewell \.Jords to his children, the beauty of the 

lyrical passages in which he expresses his deep love for his 

':life, the simple precision of his confession and the fevl symbolic 

gestures and commands on the scaffold comnunicate, in a way not 

evident in Catharina von Georgien, Gryphius t own conviction of 

the nObility of the martyr figure. 

But it is not Gryphius' intention to give a realistic 

portrait - it is in accordance with the whole tendency of the 

period, the martyr dramas included, to see tragic characters not 

as individuals but as types~ stressing and symbolizing one 

characteristic. To underline his own idea 0f the King's 

acceptance of suffering~ Gryphius models Charles on the prototype 

of all martyrs - Christ. The development of the Christ analogy 

in Gryphius' dramas has been mentioned in the two preceding 

chapters as one of the features of Gryphius i martyr dramas: 

in Carolus Stuardus the analogy finds its fullest expression; 

it reflects Gryphius t deep involvement in the problem of regicide 
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and his desire to present Stuardus in as favourable a light 

as possible. The IlKronensymbol" has already been demonstrated 

to be a feature giving unity to the play; \1ith r'egard to the 

related and often connected Christ analogy there are points at 

which Stuardus aSSW1ieS the role of the suffering son of God, 

and yet without harmin~ the desired historical credibility. 

Stuardus' bearing and behaviour are reminiscent of 

Christ. In the scene in Act II in Hhich he takes leave of his 

Children, he expresses a fear of death that Catharina never 

experienced; characteristic of the difference between the two, 

this fear adds to Stuardus' humanity and is true to the Christ 

model. Like Christ 9 he has no chance of escape, but his 

"Todesentschlossenheit" and determination to be a sacrifice 

for his people make him reject the rescue attempts; these 

attempts ensure no release, but this is irrelevant as he 

desires none. Like Catharina, he goes to his death physically 

bound, but spiritually free. A member of the mob spits in his 

face but this gesture does not anger him as he remembers Christ 

had to endure a similar indignity. The English count reports 

the event: 

Ieh schreck, ein toller bub spie in sein angesicht 
Und blgrrt ihn grimmig an. Er schwieg und acht es nicht~ 
JE~ schUtzt es ihm VOl' ruhm, dem fll:::.stcn 210:'.(:11. zu \"o:..~cler., 
D0r nichts donn spott und creutz und s::;;3i(;L",~, ::;.~;.".d ::.~u: croen. 62 

6-' 
'-Carolus Stuard~~, V, 55-8. 
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Stuardus is intent on going the way of Christ, as numerous 

examples in the text of his preparation for death indicate. 

There are parallels vIi th the Passion of Christ in the chorus of 

,"/eeping women, Stuardus' forgiveness of his executioners and 

his last words asking to be welcOl:'1ed into the Kingdom of Heaven. 

Stuardus' death is also seen as a cosmic event, as the IIchor 

der engelltlndischen frau en und jungfrauenrl, Poleh's visions and 

the rlchor der Syrenen!l, for example, testify; the end of the 

\I/orld is near and the vengeance of God is about to fallon the 

guilty: 

Himmel! ist das ziel del' dinge, das des h5chsten hand gesetzt, 
Durch das schnelle rad der zeiten zu dem letzten zweck gerUckt, 
Da der weite bau del' erden, durch die strenge glut verletzt, 
ivird in asch I und nichts vel' fallen? ¥Iacht del' richter sich geschickt, 

Die grosse schuld zu rechen 
Und alles einzUbrechen? 63 

In his first few words Stuardus himself draws the parallel beh/een 

the circurnatances of his death and that of Christ: 

Vlir sind des lebens sat 
Und schaun den k5nig an, der selbst ein creutz betrat, 
Verhasst von seinem"volck, verlacht von seinen scharen, 
Verkennt von lMndern, die auf ihn vertr5stet waren; 
Den freund wie uns verkaufft, den feind wie uus verklagt 
Und krMnckt urn fremde schuld und bis zum tode plagt. 6L~ 

63Ibid., II, 533-8. 

641 °d bl ., II, 259-6l~. 
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On the morning of the KingOs execution Bishop Juxton 

reads to him the Passion of Christ, the passage designated for 

that day, and Stuardus gains comfort and determination for a noble 

death from the reading. This particular event Vias incorporated 

into the 1663 edition from an account included in Karls leben 

lind rep;ierung,65 a work of whose title Gryphius is uncertain, 

or which he will not reveal, as it appears variously titled 

in the "Kurtze anmerckungen". As will be mentioned later, 

SCh~nle66 doubted that there was only one pUblication. Powe1l67 

believes that the article in question may be one of a series of 

t · 1 G d' h' , . 68 ar ~c es on ermany an ne~g bour~ng coun~r~es Q 

The "Nebenfiguren" add to the Christ analogy: the 

conspirators are paralleled with the high priests who demanded 

Jesus v death, and at one point Hewlett states this explicitly: 

lIIch sch~tz es hoch, dass ich vor reich, kirch und gemein/ 

65Andreas Gryphius, Iverke, II, 012- cit., p. 491 - note 
to 1. lOOd 

66SChonle, 012- cit., p. 41. 

67Powell, OP. cit., p. cxxxvi. 
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Bey dem sChuld-opfer solI der hohe priester seyn. 1I69 The 

figure of Poleh is difficu:.t to identify as Gr"r-~' . -~s' O\vn 

note reveals no name: l1\ver c..:. '.,-' s,:,-- :_;~',:. \rislen unverborgen. 

Ich schone noch des eigenen namens; er hat bereit sich selbst 

abgestrafft und seine richter erlitten. 1l70 This strange figure 

has been interpreted as one of the King's judges, appearing 

lli~der a pseudonynm to hide his identity, suffering acute pangs 

of remorse at having executed an innocent man and being driven 

to suicide. This scene is also nevl in the 1663 edition. A 

parallel with the figure of Judas Iscariot suggests itself. 

The Fairfax plot, whose addition in the 1663 edition 

occasioned massive re-writing (a ne\-l Act I, the movement of the 

old Act I into the new Act II, the combining of the old Acts II 

and III into a ne\-l Act III, and ne\.,r scenes in Acts III and IV) 

introduces a rescue attempt into the existing action, where 

before none had been evident. The attempts of Fairfax and his 

wife to effect Stuardus' release would seem to correspond to the 

efforts Pontius Pilate and his wife made to free Christ from 

prison. In the 1663 version Cromwell exchanges roles 

69Carolus Stuardus, I, 267-80 
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with Fairfax~ who is now the figure demanding mildness and 

clemency, as Pilate did before the Jews. Fairfax, like Pilate~ 

does what he can; his monologue in Act III reflects Pilate's 

symbolic washing of his hands as he outlines his' own position 

wi th regard to Cromlofell and Hugo Peter: 

Ich war und w1:ir, ach! stUnd es nur in moiner macht, 
Sein haubt von stock und beil zu retten noch bedacht; 
Und doch wird mir, was mir zu wider, hier betrieben, 
Ja dieser mord-schlag selbst von meisten zugeschrieben. 
ivar nah diss unheil sieht? wer fern diss traurspiel hClrt, 
Glaubt, dass ich selbst mein ehr auffs gifftigste versehrt? 
Und legt mir dieses zu, was ich doch hClchst verfluche. 71 

These additions are a result of papers which became 

accessible only after the publication of the first version in 1657, 

and full reference is made to them in the copious notes. For 

example: Gryphius found Stuardus' rejection of the offer of escape 

in von Zesen's tract;72 Peter's and Cromwell's discussion on how 

to bring Charles to trial in the indictment brought against 

Peter; the Fairfax intrigue in Bisaccioni's history?3 The Poleh 

episode seems to be Gryphius' O\1n invention. 

7lCarolus Stuardus, III, 423-9. 

72vide ante., p. 98. 

p,,99. 
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SchC3nle suggests74 that the neVI sources occasioned 

the re-writing of 1661-3 in order to add to historical authenticity" 

but consideration of the use of Gryphius put them to and the 

fo110\1ing lines at the start of the "Kurtze anmerckungen" 

suggest that Gryphius employed a principle of selection: 

:ieiter zu gehen und weitUlufftige auslegungen zu schreiben 
ist nicht meines thuns, nicht vorhabens, nicht der nothdurfft. 
Ein ieder siehet, dass ich, \'Ienn mir derogleichen be);ie bet, 
bey diesem reichen zeuge sehr viel und mehr denn viel hHtte 
zusammenschreiben kennen. 75 

Flemming suggests that Gryphius took advantage of the new sources 

in order to increase the dramatic effect; for exrunple, the 

Fairfax episode became "die Anregung zu dem notwendigsten Mittel 
It 

dramatischer Okonomie: zur Intrigue. 1176 Gryphius himself says 

nothing to support Flemming's view, but it certainly is true that 

the addition of this intrigue introduces an element of dramatic 

tension into the drama, although it is not maintained to the very 

end, for Gryphius, in writing a martyr drama, has no intention 

of saving the King; the figures in this intrigue are Royalists, 

.£".<' 
ii. 

75Andreas Gryphius~ Werke, II, £Po cit., p. 471. 

,...,(" 

10
", Fl " \'. ....c:nm~ngi 

1921), p. 236. 
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who contribute to Gryphius ' defence and add to the elaboration 

of the Christ analogy; dramatic tension is not of prime if.1portance. 

Sch(jn3 ~ s thesis 77 is that the new sources provided material to 

sUbstantiate "die UbergeschichtlichxlOrmativ orientierte 'dahrheit 

der Geschichte Karls 1" ~ 78 Hany features of the Christ analogy 

were present in the 1657 version) and the ne,." sources offered so 

much to confirm Gryphius' basic idea of the Christ analogy that 

a revision became necessary. Acknowledgement and lengthy quotations 

from the sources in the notes are Gryphius ' defence against those 

who dOUbted the reliability of the historical facts presented in 

the first version. 79 80 Some notes make reference to the Passion 

of Christ in more explicit terms than the text itself and Sch~ne 

suggests81 that some of Gryprdus ' quotations may be fictitious, 

inserted in order to add historical authenticity to the events he 

describes. There is, in particular, the variously titled work 

79Andreas Gryphius, Werke, IIg op. cit., p. 471. 

8o~~, p. 490 - note to 1. 55. 
p. 491 - note to 1. 1000 

81~ h U .~ c~ 
~c vne, 9~~P_. __ ~_~~., p. o~. 
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already mentioned82 whose pagination as Gryphius gives it does 

t d t t1 J • th J.. 1 83 d P 11' no corro..3pon 0 10.. C J.n • e ar "J.C e assume by owe 'co 

be the one he used. Certainly it is true to say that to verify 

the extension of the Cl1 . .rist analogy so important for him in the 

presentation of his martyr hero, Gryphius quoted at length from 

his new sources, and even perhaps from a fictitious one. 

The characters are divided into two factions, those 

supporting Stuardus, and those opposing him. There is a 

repetition of the alternation of scenes between the two parties, 

as in Catharina von Georgien, but not on the same scale. Some 

tension is produced in Acts I and III by the contrast of scenes 

in which Fairfax and his wife work for a release and Hugo Peter 

and Cromwell force the action to a quick end. But Act II 

is taken up with a presentation of the bloody history of the 

kings of England and the attitude of mind of the King; tha 

action does not advance, nor in Act III does it appear that 

Fairfax will take positive steps to prevent the King 9 s death; 

the weak counter-plot falls a'iJay as the execution approaches; 

82vide ante., p. 1230 

83Ibid., footnote 68. 
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the King is determined to die, CromHell and Hugo Peter are 

equally determined that he shall not escape noVl, Fairfax V lack 

of pmver becomes more apparent, and little reliance is put 

upon the threats of the ambassadors from abroad. There is 

little development of action, and therefore little dramatic 

tension. Gryphius is more concerned with the presentation of 

the steady progression of an invincible and just figure towards 

an inescapable death and his preparation for eternal glory. 

Interest lies in the antitheses of character and construction. 

The conspirators believe that the death of the King is 

justified as the will.of God. There is ample evidence to 

indicate that Gryphius portrayed Stuardus as a Christian 

figure. True to the antithetical nature of his dramas, 

Gryphius makes the plotters see Stuardus as a IIGegenbild", 

as a Barabbas figure. Peter states this explicitly to 

Hacker in Act III: 

Hacker: 
Peter: 

Hacker: 
Peter: 

Der priester schaar macht una das volck nicht "lenig irr. 
Nan zeige mir, was nicht der priester schaar ver"/irr! 
Sie sch&tzt vor schuld illld fluch, auffs kBnigs blut zu wlitten. 
\vie? sucht sie abermals Barrabas los zu bitten? 84 

84 
'Carolus Stuardus, III, 43-6. 
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A few lines later Peter refers to .stuardus as "den abgott fl85 and 

the note for this line is significant for my point: "Diesen 

namen, abogtt und Barabbas, hat Hugo offt dem k5nige zu geben 

pflegen. Besiehe den 10 klagpunct wider Hugo Petern. 1I86 

Peter especially is convinced of the justness of his cause and 

has a sense of mission: 

Der Barrabas verfi:ut und muss, die schuld zu bUssen, 
Durch den verfluchten tod sein grausam leben schliessen. 
Dein allmacht, spUr ich, herr! wUrckt itzt zu unserm heil 
Und waffnet straff und rach mit dem gerechten beil. 87 

It is the plotters who force the action; the King 

suffers passively, as does Catharina. The tension is purely 

rhetorical as Gryphius reveals through his suffering hero his 

Christian-stoical "Vveltauffassung", and debates the problematic 

reality of the absolute state. Opposing views are stated in 

scene after scene until in Act III the crucial scene witnesses 

a tremendous clash of opinion between Fairfax and Cromwell over 

the rights and wrongs of the King's execution, similar to the 

great verbal duel between Imanculi and Catharina in the previous 

86 Andreas Gryphius, W~l~~, II, OD. 9it., p. 484 - note to 1. 53. 

8'7 'Carolus Stuardu~, IV, 229~32. 
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drama. In both dramas the conflict reaches a climax at this 

stage and from then on the hero is doomed. In Catharina von 

GeorEie~9 as already noted, Gryphius uses the principle of 

contrasting scenes, the action progresses and the result is 

more dramatic movement than in Carolus Stuardus, where the 

secondary action of the Fairfax intrigue is not as prominent 

as the lIBefreiungsaktion" is in Catharina von Georgien 7 where, 

in the various scenes, the characters' arguments clash; in 

Carolus Stuardus the scenes themselves do not contrast and 

the resulting drama is more static than dramatic. In Carolus 

Stuardus~ in fact, the whole of the third Act is taken up by 

arguments between two or three characters, and the underlying 

question of guilt or innocence is carefully scrutinized. 

Gryphius unfolds the pros and cons of the case in dialectic form. 

The stylistic use of stichomythia heightens the intellectual 

tension of the discussion scenes as thrust follows thrust and 

God opposes God: 

Gesandter: 
Cromwell: 

Gesandter: 
Cromwell: 

LEl.sst gatt, der printzen gatt, so grimme blut-spiel zu? 
Der unterdruckten gott schafft durch diss spiel uns ruh. 
Der himmel wacht ja selbst fUr diese, die er krenet. 
Und bricht den thron entl-/ey, der rechtes recht verhenet. 88 

88Ib , , 
~., III, 755-8. 
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Intellectual conflict is an important element in this 

drama, , .. ,here the moral problem of the justness of regicide links 

the scenes. l;Jhereas Schiller in his drama on Charles I grand-

mother, Haria Stuart~ introduced intrigue and counterplot to 

sustain dramatic tension, and concentrated on the psychological 

development of the two main characters, Gryphius neglects plot 

and counterplot and portrays an exemplary hero, representative 

of all the best Christian virtues. In this drama he is very 

much interested in arguing his moral case fully and conclusivelyo 

The speakers in Carolus Stuardus are pegs on which to hang 

certain political and religious views, which, taken together, 

constitute a view of the issue in its entirety. The general 

tendency in seventeenth century drama was not to invent but to 

retell, but some characters, as mentioned already, do have more 

than a representational function, Fairfax, for examp~e, dominated 

by his wife, cautious until it is too late, a \veak man caught 

up in a chain of events beyond his powers to deal with, and 

Hugo Peter, the zealot, cruel and fanatical, who stands out 

against the rest of the villains. The group of figures 

surrounding the martyr Stuardus add to the presentation of 

suffering and to the praise of the sufferer o As Lunding says, 
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when discussing the richness of Carolus Stuardus in "Foliefiguren": 

Diese Reihe von Beispielen mHga genUgen, um zu zeigen, wie 
selbst das scheinbar Nebens~chliche im Mtlrtyrerdrama tief in 
seiner Strukturi'orrn begrUndet ist, \Vie es sich um die tragende 
Nitte, die lechtende Idee organisch aufbaut. 89 

The "Bildungstendenzl! is then apparent in these figures. 

As a drama, according to modern standards, f~olus Stuardu£ 

is a \>leak play, indeed weaker than Catharina von .G~rgien. The 

passivity of the hero, the lack of development and action and 

hence dramatic conflict, the numerous ghosts, the preponderance 

of narrative and reflective elements over dramatic ones, and the 

rhetorical style, all detract from its effect. But Gryphius i 

aims and intentions were different from those of today, He 

selects and reflects and uses various means to express his own 

intentions. The IIReyhenll epitomize the undramatic character 

of his dramas, which are of an essentially meditative type_ 

Their revelation of the inner meaning behind outward incident, 

the principle of contrasting scenes and the effective use of 

stichomythia are the fitting forms he found for the intellectua1 9 

argumentative character of his dramas. 

89L d" "t 21 un lng, ~. Cl _, p. • 
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As has been demonstrated already, dramatic tension is 

unnecessc.ry in the portrayal of a hero "/ho has decided on a course 

of action from the start and remains inflexible throughout the 

drama. Perhaps because of this reason, Leo Armeniu~~ 

Gryphius t first experiment with a martyr figure, is more dramatic 

than Catharina von GeoD.~ien and much more so than Carolus Stuardus~ 

where the action is virtually non-existent and the various 

characters participate in an endless debate. Yet there is 

evidence in other directions of a development in Gryphius V 

dramatic teChnique, not merely towards a more intellectual drama. 

The excellent use of stichomythia~ the IlReyhen", the principle 

of contrasting scenes has already been mentioned: to these may 

be added a slow development of characterisation, particularly 

among the minor figures, from representation of simply 'good' or 

'evil' figures towards a more individual and ultimately more 

interesting treatment. ~vi th each succeeding drama the 

spectacular scene, so characteristic of the Baroque age, is 

used more frequently: in ~eo Armeniu_~ the execution is reported 

in true classical fashion; in Catharina von Georgienthe heroine's 

tortures are reported, but her burning is performed in full view 

of the audience in Carolus Stuardus the King has no torture 
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to which to sUbmit~ and his progress to the scaffold is 

reported, but the lengthy scaffold scene takes place on the 

stage; the Poleh episode represents the fulfilment of the revenge 

and retribution usually presented in a prophecy. ~pinianus~ 

as will be brought out in the next chapter, represents a 

further stage in Gryphius t dramatic technique. There ItJOuld 

also seem to be evidence of a development towards a freer inter-

pretation of the Unity of Place; .Q,atharina von Georgien is 

90 enacted in !Idie kl:)niglichehoffhaltung zu Schiras in Persenll ,7 

Leo Anlenius in "Constantinopel u-l1d vorneh..mlich die kEtyserliche 

burg". 91 In Catharina von Georgien the place varies from act 

to act, Carolus Stuardus is played in "Landen und den ktlniglichen 

hoff,,92
, and Papinianus is enacted in two different places: 

!IDer schauplatz bildet ab die kUyserliche burg und Papiniani 

vlohnung ll •
93 The number and frequency of stage directions also 

increase with each succeeding drama. ivith a discussion of 

90Andreas Gryphius, \Verke, II, oP. cit., p. 148 0 

91Ib 'd -2:- 8 , p. 17. 

92Ibid., p. 360e 

93Ibid• 7 p. 511. 
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PaI?inianus VIe now turn to the last of Gryphius ' works 1 to 

measure the full achievement of his martyr drama. ivith 

Stuardus, the Christian martyr gains its fullest expression 

in Gryphius ' dramas. Gryphius' last rr~rtyr drama, Papinianus 9 

to which we now turn, is perhaps his finest drama considered 

with a view to successful staging, and it also points, as we 

shall see, to a secularisation of the martyr drama, in both 

form and content. 



ClLlPTER IV 

Q~:,ossmUthiger Rechts-gelehrter. oder Sterbender Aemil; us 

Paulus Papinianus \oJas written in 1659, ten years after the previous 

drama 9arolus Stuardus; Leo Armenius, Catharina von Geo..£gi~J;! and 

Carolus Stuardus had all been written within a three year period v 

although pUblication had not been until later, 1650 for Leo 

Armenius~ 1657 for both Catharina von Georgien and the firs'!; 

version of .Carolus Stuardu~~ and 1663 for the last mentioned 

drama's second version. 
1 . 

Palm suggests that Gryphius took up 

his pen to write a serious drama again as a result of the encour-

aging applause several performances of his works had received on 

the school stages of Breslau, ru1d that the dedication of this 

last play to the tow~ council of Breslau may result from a 

feeling of gratitude for their encouragement and approval of his 

dramatic works. The dedication indicates some degree of gratitude 

and what also may be a show of flattery to the elders of the tovm, 

137 
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but there is no explanation offered by Gryphius for the breaking 

of a ten year silence; perhaps no suitable material had offered 

itself before, or he simply had had no inclination for dramatic 

writing, or perhaps no time. But this is merely conjecture; 

\vhat is apparent, however? as the EntwUrfe of the rector Arletius 

relate, is that ~inianus was staged seven times in Breslau 

immediately after its completion, and with huge success
2

Q 

Palm suggests3 a connection between Gryphius' drama and 

Vondelis Palamedes of Vermoorde Onnozelheid g written in 1625; 

he notes several common features, e.g. the innocence of the hero, 

the envy of the tyrant; Palm does, hm'/ever, admit that the 

course of action in the two dramas is quite different; he refers 

the reader to his own contemporary Kollewijn's study of the 

influence of Dutch drama upon Gryphius previously mentioned in 

4 
this paper ? a study now generally held to be unreliable in its 

conclusions. 

2Arletius, EntwUrfe Uber die verdienste der evangelischen 
gymnasiorl@ zu Breslau urn die deutsche schaubUhne, 1762. 

3P.ndreas Gryphius, Vierke, II, op. cit., p. 498. 

\ride ante., pp. 17-20 0 
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For this last completed drama Gryphius has turned back 

from the field of contempo!'ary history to the field of Roman 

history where his dramas began, to an even earlier date than 

his Byzantine drama, Leo Armenius9 For the first time in his 

serious dramas (for the purposes of this study we can discount 

Cardenio Lmd Celinde from this category) his hero is not the 

familiar royal figure, but a man standing next to the throne, the 

trusted statesman, lawyer and general, Papinianus; this choice 

of hero marks another step in which Gryphius frees himself 

gradually from the drrunatic conventions of the time. Perhaps, 

as Palm suggests, Gryphius fo~~d the choice of material and hero 

suitable for a drama dedicated to a town council, "dessen stand-

haftigkeit und weisheit die berUhmte hauptstadJc Schlesiens bei 

dem ruine des gesammten deutschen vaterlandes unversehrt erhalten 

hatte.,,5 

Gryphius fo~d the historical sources of his drama 

primarily in the works of three authors: Herodian, a Syrian, 

who wrote, in Greek, a history of the Roman Empire from the death 

of Marcus Aurelius to A.D. 28; Dio Cassius, the author of a 

Roman history in Greek, in eighty books, of \.,hich Books 36-60 

and Book 79 survive, and of which Book 56 is the source of 

t:: 

..IAndreas Gryphius, VJ(';rk~'i II, :~'\') ";i t., p. ~:'98. 



Gryphius' information; finally Spartianus j one of the authors 

of the collection of biographies with the general title of 

Vitae div0rsorum principum et tyranorum a divo Hadriano usque ad 

NumerianwTI a divers is compositae, and who had I:lritten the bio-

graphies of Geta and Caracalla. From Spartianus' biography 

Gryphius obtained the information that Caracalla had ordered 

Papinianus to pUblicly condone his murder of his own brother 

Geta and that Papinianus had refused. The "Kurtze anmerckungen ll 

make constant reference to these three principal sources for 

historical authenticity, and also to an amazing range of works 

for general information on Roman customs, a tribute to the 

erudition of the older Gryphius. His ironical remarks towards 

the end of the notes indicate that his knowledge may by no means 

be exhausted: "Und so viel vor diesesmaL \'Jarum aber so viel? 

Gelehreten wird dieses umsonst geschrieben, ungelehrten ist es 

noch zu \venig. ,,6 

The historical setting is the rule of the Emperor Caracalla 

(A.D. 211-217.), who murdered his brother and co-regent Geta in 

6Ibid ., p. 635. 
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order to have sole authority in the Empire. To protect himself 

against possible revenge he had many of GetaVs friends put to 

death, amongst them the famous soldier and la1tJyer Papiniam~s7 

whose involvement in the affairs of state is given extensive 

coverage by Spartianus. 

Gryphius v drama \.,ras first printed in 1659 in Breslau~ 

The Latin dedication was preceded by two brief quotations from 

Roman authors, i.e. two strophes of an ode by Horace, and a few 

lines from the end of the last book of the Annals of Tacitus.7 

Their general meaning is that times are bad and that it may be 

useful to fortify the mind with examples of firmness; they would 

seem to be chosen to encourage the reader to face present mis-

fortunes vlith equanimity and to point to the fine example of the 

hero to be depicted. 

Before sketching the outline of the plot of the play, one 

should note that the dedication reveals8 that Gryphius ' dramas 

had been staged; the more extensive use of stage directions, the 

detailed information on the location of each scene,9 the express 

mention D1 this dedication, plus the existence of a print from 

p. 5010 

8~. " 3 2 ;:D~d., p~ 50 . cf. note • 

9-1 "d .....2?.:.-' , pp. 635-6 .. 
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the year 1681 9

10 
indicate that this drama at least, was intended 

for stage performance. The "'lOrds of the dedication are the only 

evidence that Leo Armenius and Catharina von Geo£Eien were staged, 

but there is ample evidence, as Palm notes 9

11 that Gryphius V 

Felicitas.2 die Gibeon;te!:? Cardenio l..mq Celinde and Papini anus 

had been successfully staged. From the above we may deduce that 

PapinianuE}, will probably be more dramatic than its predecessor; 

a consideration of this point will come later in this chapter. 

The very title of the drama and the author's own summary 

of the action in the initial IIInhalt des trauer-spiels" revea1 9 

before the outline of the bare plot act by act, Gryphius' opinion 

of the drama's protagonist, and immediately incline the reader 

towards Gryphius V viewpoint; the murder of Geta is "diese 

12 
hochschfuldliche unthat"9 Papinianus vJill forfeit worldly 

honour and rank magnanimously - " ••• selbst grossmUthig verwidert, 

1113 _ and ",Jill meet his death; II ••• und sein wolverdientes 

haupt mit bestUrtzung des gantzen hofes und der welt dem verfluchten 

richt-beil zu unterwerffen gezwungen ••• 11.14 

lODer sterpende Ae~~~i1~~~au~us Papinianu~, Trauerspiel, 
Von einer Jungen BUrgerschaft der Statt St. Gallen etliche mahl auff 
offentlichem Schauplatz gehalten ••• St. Gallen~ GedrUckt durch 
Jacob Redinger, 1681. 

l:~A 0 G 1- • na.reas ry:~.:h!:\'us, 

l3Ibid • 

14Ibid• 

503. note. 2~ 



Hov/ever ~ prior to any discussion of the hero of the drama~ 

let us br:~efly consider the action of the play. Act I is devoted 

to a depiction of the circumstances of Papinianus' life and the 

virtue of his characte~. The first scene is a monologue by . 

Papinianus revealing much expository material on the integrity 

of his character and the standards of conduct he exemplifies, also 

the slanderous opinions levelled against him. He denies favour-

ing Geta oefore Bassianus and assures the Empress Julia of his 

impartiality towards the two brothers. His wife Plautia stresses 

her husband's righteousness and the difference between him and 

the slanderers at court who are defaming him. Papinianus warns 

his wife to be ready for a change of fortune and a possible 

disgrace. The act is concluded by a chorus of his servants 9 

who revile life at court and praise Papinianus v virtues. 

Act II introduces the very different world of the court. 

Laetus, a courtier, incites the Emperor Bassianus against his 

brother, who, it is suddenly reported, has refused to sign an 

edict Bassianus had sent for his signature. JUlia attempts 

unsuccessfully to reconcile the brothers, but, goaded on by 

Laetus, Bassianus fatally stabs his brother. A chorus of 
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of ladies-in-waiting join Julia in mid-act to bewail Geta's 

death. Julia is set upon revenge, but Thrasullus, Julia's 

astrologer, persuades her to hide her grief and desire for quick 

revenge in order to avoid death and eventually win the throne 

for herself. To Cleander, a courtier come to collect the 

corpse and note Julia's behavior for Bassianus, she appears 

composed. The figure of Themis, the goddess of law and 

justice, gives Bassianus over to the Furies, and Papini anus is 

exhorted to be strong. 

The scene of the action now alternates between the court 

and Papinianus' home. At the start of Act III Bassianus is 

already regretting his hasty deed and decides to condemn Laetus, 

the instigator of the crime, to death. As Cleander informs 

him of Julia's accusations against Laetus, he decides to give 

the treacherous courtier over to her for revenge. Meanwhile 

Laetus is now planning to topple Bassianus from his throne; 

he is taken by the Captains and brought before Julia. Papinianus 9 

in the meantime, cannot be persuaded by Cleander to pUblicly 

condone the murder of Geta. In the next scene Julia avenges 

the death of her son by killing Laetus, who dies unafraid and 



defiant. A chorus of cOill~tiers declare that crimes may escape 

punisb.i1len"~ on earth, but \'lill surely be avenged in eternity. 

At the beginning of Act IV Cleander reports to Bassianus 

Papinianus l refusal to excuse the murder, at which Bassianus 

suspects that Papinianus may be considering treachery. He 

demands obedience but Papinianus will not be moved and Bassianus 

suspects treason. Plaut"iabe\vails the probable disaster but is 

comforted by her husband and their son, who gives his father 

full support. The inSignia of Papinianus ' office are taken from 

him and his son is called to attend the Emperor. Two army 

captains vainly exhort PapiniallUS to lead the dissatisfied armies 

against the tyrant. A chorus of Furies and the spirit of 

Severus, Bassianus v father, appear to the sleeping Emperor; they 

prophesy his death and the triumph of justice. 

Act V begins with a scene in which Papinianus is informed 

that Julia is ready to offer him marriage and the throne if he 

v/ill join with her to depose the Ernperor. His parents also 

attempt to dissuade him from his lofty idealism, but both attempts 

are in vain. Papinianus is summoned before Bassianus, but 

still remains stubborn, and, for his stUbbornness, has to bear 

the death of his own son. Even this vlill not break his spirit, 
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and so he too dies. As predicted 9 Bassianus is tormented by 

his conscience, in the form of the Furies. The last scene is 

devoted to a singing of the praises of Papinianus by his parents, 

servants and chorus, as the corpses of father and son are displayed 

before the weeping, silent Plautia. The final words are that 

justice cannot be obtained on earth, only in eternity. 

The hero of Gryphius t last drama iS 9 then, also a martyr 

figure; as Catharina had died for her faith, and Stuardus for 

his concept of kingship, so Papinianus suffers and dies for his 

ideal concept of justice, which will not allow him to excuse a 

criminal act under any circumstances. This last drama contains 

elements of content familiar from the earlier plays: from Leo 

Armenius the involved palace intrigue; from Catharina von 

Georgien the strength of mind and resistance to temptations; 

from Carolus Stuardus the presentation of innocent, dignified 

death. Gryphius V depiction of the courtly personages demon-

strates, as shall be discussed later, an increasing curiOSity in 

such characters, perhaps suggesting an actual experience of such 

people in his own life, particularly in connection \'lith his 

position as syndicate in Glogau. 

The period of history in which the drama occurs is the time 

of the Ror.1an Empire before the vlide-s}?reE,d ado?t:":J:1. of Ch:.~i-atianity. 



Papinianus is a heathen hero and consequently without the faith 

in God and the hopes of salvation of the tvJO Christian martyrs. 

We concluded in the chapter on Leo Armenius15 that Leo Armenius 

vlaS a martyr figure in a very limited sense, as he lacks the 

exemplary virtues, high idealism and trust in God of both 

Catharina von Georgien and Carolus Stuardus. Despite Papinianus' 

stoical and non-Christian viewpoint, he does die very definitely 

as a martyr figure, for his own integrity, and his belief in 

eternal truth and justice; he is, as will be indicated, a very 

different character from the weak, indecisive Leo Armenius 9 and 9 

despite his lack of Christian faith, much more like the Christian 

martyrs in mental make-up. Papinianus is also an exemplary hero, 

pointing to a vJay of life and a standard of values that all should 

seek to adopt. \~ithout a belief in ultimate salvation, Papinianus' 

sacrifice would seem to be more difficult than that of Catharina 

and Stuardus, but in this drmfla Gryphius has developed the quasi

stoical outlook already present in the t\vO Christian martyrs in 

their acceptance of the misery of life, and particularly appropriate 

in this Roman setting; Papinianus is also glad to leave the vain 

world behind him. He does, however, believe in powers beyond 

l5vide ~n~., p. 35-8. 
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life, not in a Christian God, but in the pm1er of the ancient 

Gods to avenge the evils that go ul1punished on earth. It is 

difficult to decide whether Gryphius himself had moved away from 

Christian beliefs since his last drama, or whether the Roman 

tale simply did not allow a Christian treatment; it would seem 

that the latter is the case, as the Gods and the figure of Themis 

often seem to be the familiar Christian God thinly disguised o 

Certainly, however, this drama is of another order from the 

two previous ones; in place of "pietas victrix ll we are presented 

with the spectacle of Ilmagnanimitas victrix", and this drama 

prepares the way for the secularisation of the drama by Lohen-

stein. As Heckman observes: 

Der gute \ville, befreit von eigenml3.chtigen Absichten, ganz 
auf das Gute selbst beschrfulkt, kennzeichnet den grossmtitigen 
Helden lild verleiht seinem Handeln jene Ausschliessliclu~eit, 
fUr die auch ein himmlischer Lohn keinen Impuls mehr scbafft. 16 

Without hope of heaven, there can be no ulterior motives for desiring 

death; Papinianus, as well as Laetus, maintains a fidelity to 

himself, and has one cardinal principle - to be steadfast in his 

16H• Heckmann, El~t,e (:1~ELrocken Trauerspiels (a.!!! 
Beispiel ~es 'Papiniant von Andreas Grynhius), Darmstadt: Gentner, 
1959, p. 84. 



fidelity to the code of values to which he ascribes. 

As the content indicates novi a certain secularisation 

of the martyr figure! so the form also indicates an increasing 

freedom from conventional restraint. The secondary action is 

more extensive than in the previous dramas~ the traditional 

messengerVs report of events occuring offstage almost disappears, 

and violence appears on the stage more than in the preceding 

martyr drama. This trend towards a presentation of the 

spectacular, already noted in the previous chaPter~7 would seem 

to reflect the public's delight in the spectacle of horror. 

The locale of the scenes changes from act to act, and also within 

the acts, from scene to scene, much more than in the two previous 

dramas; Gryphius is concerned to explain exactly \vhere each 

scene takes place: 

Diss einige wil ich noch erinnern, das zu besserer bestellung 
des schauplatzes in acht zu nehmen, dass in del'" I abhandelung 
durch und durch die auffzUge oder scenae in Papir..iani gemach 
vorgehen~ del'" reyhen aber in dessen vorhof oder lust-gar ten 
vorgestellet "'Jerde. 18 

The quick changes between the two very different environments, the 

world of the court and Papinianus' home, underline the differences 

17. "d t 13L- 5 v~ e an ~. 1 p.. :., Q 
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between two opposed standards of values. \tIe have met the principle 

of contrasting scenes already in our discussion of the previous 

dramas; the different locations of the contrasting scenes 

emphasize the different standards even more clearly. The 

presentation of the world of Papinianus alone in Act I, and of the 

court alone in Act II, and thereafter the meeting of the tvlO, 

the rapidly changing scenes from one to the other and the quick 

turn of events serve three purposes: first, they provide a 

lengthy introduction and exposition, and second, they evoke 

thoughts on the familiar "Eitelkeit" and IlVergMnglichl<eit" 

themes, and third, they build up the dramatic tension. 

Act I takes place at Papinianus f home - the hero appears 

in every scene, first by himself, then in conversation with a 

servant and his wife Plautia. The "Eingangsmonologll of fully 

156 lines introduces .a paragon of virtues, proud and self-

assertive in the Baroque mould, a man who has already reached 

the heights of worldly honour and power - "Was ists, Papinian! 

dass du> die spitz erreicht, ••• 11
19 - whose fortunes are now at 

a criSis, ready for a fall. In Catharina von Georgien and 

Carolus Stuardus the heroes are already imprisoned as the action 
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starts; here Papinianus is still free, but prepared for the 

worst. The initial situation is then tense and potentially 

dramatic. In conversation with the servant and his wife, who is 

timid, understandably afraid for her husband and family, and 

not in the heroic mould of her husband, Papini anus also reveals 

indirectly something of the life at court with its very different 

atmosphere of intrigue and collusion. 

As Act I presents the virtuous Papinianus, a strong 

believer in eternal truths, so in Act II, by way of contrast, the 

scene switches to the court of the Emperor. The characters 

of Bassianus, Laetus, Julia and Cleander exist on a very 

different level; their world is circumscribed by the temporal 

concepts of the ego, power over one's fello\>/s, vanity and greed. 

They are at odds with each other and live in an atmosphere of 

jealousy and hatred. None have, at this point, the resoluteness 

and peace of mind of Papinianus, and this contrast is very 

marked. Laetus, the cunning opportunist, incites Bassianus 

against his brother Geta so as to win the Emperor's crown for 

himself; his persuasiveness and Geta's stabbing start the 

action that leads to Papinianus l martyrdom. vIi thout Laetus I 

ambitions, Papini anus would not have .been placed in a position 

\>lhere he has to choose between life and death. Thus, it is 
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apparent that dramatic movement and art of presentation are 

more pronounced in this last drama; Laetus' "Staatsintrigue" 

leads to a IIStaatsaktionll which itself leads to Papinianus i 

death. Julia's cry for vengeance and the \'lords of the Furies 

at the end of the act hint at sUbsequent action and look forward 

to Papinianus' martyrdom~ 

Act I had been mainly expository, and the Laetus 

intrigue and Geta's murder in Act II had advanced the action; 

in Act III the conflict ensues between the bw sets of values 

as Papinianus is called upon to condone the murder. Papinianus 

himself appears only once in Act III,but at a particularly 

Significant place, as will be discussed below; there is 

mention in other scenes of his situation and he is not lost 

from sight. The major part of Act III, however, is taken up by 

the ItGegenhandlungll, i.e., the conclusion of the Laetus intrigue, 

\·Jhich parallels Papinianus t own sUbsequent fate. These 

parallels are not expressly drawn, but in Laetus' sudden change 

of fortu~e9 his triumph and death within the course of an act, 

the "Fallhl:lhe" and "Verganglichkeit menschlicher Sachen" themes 

are carefully sketched out. His fortunes do parallel those of 

Papinianus on a minor scale, without his possessing Papinianus i 
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worthiness of character however. His fate is an example of 

the transient nature of the world and the unpredictability of 

hu.rnan fortune. The structure of this third act helps to 

underline the superiority of Papinianus v ethical standards. 

At the beginning of Act 119 Laetus V control over Bassianus 

seems assured, his success iwninent. At the start of Act III 

he is thinking of the throne and hoping to enlist the aid of 

Julia, Papini anus and the army to overthrow an Emperor noV! 

seemingly unfit to rule. A grave miscalculation of Bassianus v 

character costs him his chance of success, and in the very next 

scene he is offered noble suicide or a violent death. T,:!o 

scenes later his heart is torn from his still living body. 

The Lqetus intrigue also indicates the rash, violent 

character of the Emperor, i.e. in his stabbing of his brother, 

his sudden turn from dependence on Laetus to hatred of him~ 

his intolerance of opposition to his own authority_ Death is 

the fate of those who cross an absolute ruler of Bassianus' 

nervous character, so prone to violence. vIe can now only 

wonder how Bassianus will react to a refusal by Papinianus to 

execuse Geta's murder, for such a refusal seems possible, given 

Papinianus ' righteousness and integrity as revealed in Act I. 



As Bassianus sends Cleander to ask Papinianus to declare his 

faith in the Emperor and pledge his support, it is already 

apparent that he does not illlderstand Papinianus. His words 

are: 

Hiel' dient Papinian 1 

Das wunder unsrer zeit. Cleander zeig ihm an? 
Dass er (auf des sen treu wir einig uns verlassen) 
Uns bald die redo an rath und l~ger woll' abfassen! 20 

As Bassianus does not understand Papinianus, so Laetus also 

miscalculates Bassianus' trust and thinks Papinianus will aid 

him to gain the throne. All concede that IIFortuna" plays a 

major role in their lives, but the courtiers are able to credit 

Papinianus only with their own values, and so they miscalculate 

badly his reaction to events; we gain an impression of characters 

vainly struggling against "Fortuna II , and out of touch with one 

another. 

Cleander's conversation with Papinianus in Act III sho\>/S 

that Papinianus will not bow to Bassianus and sacrifice his 

principles, and so it points to the tense confrontations between 

Emperor and subject in Acts IV and V. The placing of this 

conversation within the act points to Papini~!usi likely death, 

2°1 "d ~·9 
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for it comes immediately after the revelation that Laetus is 

to be h~1ded over to Julia for punishment and ir.~nediately before 

the scene in which his heart is pulled from his body. La.etus 

has fallen foul of the absolute ruler and dies a horrible death; 

Papinianus is bound by his beliefs to disobey the Emperor's 

order, and the arrangement of the scenes in Act III suggests 

the way that Papinianus will meet his fate Q 

At the start of Act IV, Cleander reports Papinianus' 

refusal, and the confrontation scene between the two protagonists 

now arises, The gradual build-up to a verbal conflict beb/een 

the representatives of two opposed vie1tJpoints is a technique 

familiar from Gryphius' previous martyr dramas. As the clash 

of opinion between Imanculi and Catharina had prepared for the 

verbal duel between Abas and Catharina, so Papinianus' clash 

with Cleander raises expectation of the dramatic results of the 

confrontation bet1tleen him and Bassianus. The use of stichomythia 

in this scene and the one in the preceding act between Cleander 

and Papinianus is particularly effective; the two protagonists 

attack and counter, the conflicting absolutes of obedience and 

justice meet head-on; Papinianus is immovable? and Bassianus~ 

as ruler, must have complete command: 



Bassianus: 
Papinia:ltls: 

Bassia:'lus: 
Papinianus: 
Bassianus: 

Papinianus: 
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Hat Geta nichts versehn 1 nia sich auf uns erkUhnet? 
Sein irren hat, mein fUrst~ die straffe nicht verdienet. 
Nicht? da er tillS nach stand lLl1d cron und leben z;Lelt? 
Verl~umbdung hat allein diss traur-stUck abgespielt. 
Es sey nun \·!ie es sey! man ist uns gleich verpflichtet. 
Doch nicht zu 10ben, was mit keinern ruhm verrichtet. 21 

Like Cat harina, and unlike Stuardus, Papinianus is not a 

prisoner; he can escape death by a simple act, an act, however, 

that runs contrary to his conscience. There is no plot to 

rescue Papinianus as there had been the IlGegenhandlungen" of the 

Russian ambassador in Catharina von Georgien and of the Fairfaxes 

in Carolus Stuardus. The "Staatsintrigue" of Laetus and its 

sUbsequent events provide enough action to make an interesting 

escape plot unnecessary, for Papinianus is faced with the ultimatum 

only in Act III. Much of the final two acts, however, is taken 

up by a depiction of Papinianus' stoical acceptance of, even 

deSire for, death, through a series of temptations used with 

skilful dramatic technique; these temptations, aimed to deter 

him from death, are doomed to failure as the presentation of his 

character in the very first act made clear, but the interplay of 

argwnent creates a certain tension and allows Gryphius to air his 

vievJ'S on his hero and life in general. As in Catharina von Georgien, 

the rejection of these temptations to escape emphasises the total 
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freedom the heroic figure possesses. Both Catharina and 

Stuardus~ as \vell as Papil'2ianus 9 are so convinced that higher 

powers 2...re guiding their destiny that they do not presume to 

interfere; because they feel that their sacrifice is right9 

they assume the approval of powers beyond this earth. 

Family ties do not bind Papinia~us, ar.d he resists his 

wife's complaints; the loss of the insignia of his office 

cannot harm his pride; the two captains offer him the throne 

with the support of the army, but they are ignorant of Papinianus l 

feelings on regicide and deposing the legel Emperor, even if he 

is a tyrant; for Papinianus a ruler is answerable to the Gods 

and the voice of his own conscience o Indeed the chorus at the 

end of Act IV predicts justice's revenge on Bassianus. 

The first two scenes of Act V may also be seen as 

temptation scenes; Julia's offer of marriage and the throne is 

surrmarily rejected by Papinianus, for she too cannot appreCiate 

his idealism; his father Hostilius offers him a piece of worldly 

advice, a compromise that would allow him to effect good in the 

world eventually, but at the price of concealing his own rigorous 

standards until the time viaS ripe. This suggestion is perhaps 

the most entiCing temptation; it climaxes the attempts of the 
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various characters to divert him from a course that leads to death. 

The tempt.ations and his conflict \I/ith Bassianus indicate just how 

much his idealism is at odds with the world. To balance the 

forces of the world, the voices of the chorus and of his son 

support his action. Papinianus' ideas have been outlined and 

seen in conflict with others enough to permit an acceptance of 

his readiness to let his son die rather than sacrifice his 

beliefs, particularly as the son is the complete, if younger 

image of his father, already tired of life and ready to die. 

As even his son's death cannot move Papinianus, Bassianus has 

no alternative but to kill him, for he still suspects treachery, 

and now believes Papinianus wants to avenge his son, ignorant, 

as he is, of Papinia.l1us v vietl/s of regicideQ 

Papinianus makes a majestic final speech; he declares 

again his belief in justice, and makes it clear he sees his death 

as a sacrifice for the peace and justice of the state. The 

conflict is finally settled; as in Catharina von Georgien and 

Carolus Stuardus, the hero dies and the tyrant lives on; but 

as Abas vend is predicted and he is tormented by reg:cet, and as 

the deaths of Cromwell, Hugo Peter and their associates are 

foreseen? so Bassianus' triumph is quite hollO\I/ and only on a 

physical plane; divine revenge follO'."8 his cr::.:::1.n2.1 act as surely 
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as it folloVls Abas and Stuardus 9 executioners; Catharina 9 

Stuardus and nOvl Papinianus maintain their spiritual integrity? 

and all three suggest, by the vlay they die, the eventual triumph 

of their beliefs. Bassianus is tormented by his conscience in 

the form of the Furies, whereas Papinianus enjoys eternal peace. 

As previously mentioned, Papinianus is, unlike Gryphius 9 

other martyr heroes, not a royal ruler. He is a lawyer and 

general, and the members of his family, his parents, his wife and 

his son, are good, but weak, characters, with the notable exception 

of the last mentioned. The aristocrats, Bassianus, Geta, Julia 

and those around them are presented in a much more unfavourable 

light, al'ld it is perhaps true to say that a contrast betweGn 

aristocrats and flBUrgerll may be Gryphius 9 intention; Papinianus 

may be intended as a model of behaviour for the members of the 

tOvJn-council to whom the drama was dedicated. 

To conclude this assessment of the structure of Paninianus, 

mention may be made of remarks by Lunding on the elements of the 

'dramatic' in Papinianus; he observes that: 

In C~ari,~_von Georgien und Carolus Stuardus wirddas 
geschichtliche Geschehen in epischer Form mitgeteilt, 
dramatisch ist nur die \;liedergabe der I1Katastrophe ll • 

In PapiniaD;us bevorzugt Gryphius weitgehend die dramatische 
Veranschaulichung. 22 

22L d" ". un ~ng, £J,?~.:E.., p. 3L 
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Papinia."lus finds himself in a position where he has to choose 

between the dictates of the state and his oVJn moral feeli::l.gs as 

a result of a flStaatsaktionf17 dramatically presented s itself 

caused by a flStaatsintrigue". Catharina von Georgien and 

Carolus Stuardus present heroes after the event, at the moment 

of truth; in P~Binianus we see the hero becoming enmeshed in 

events which he cannot prevent. It is no surprise that 

Paninianus, of all Gryphius V dramas, should have been presented to 

the travelling players on make-shift stages; there are scenes 

of courtly splendour, a convinCing presentation of life at court, 

interesting, well-defined and contrasted characters locked in 

a conflict that is not only verbal; there are spectacular scenes 

ruld murders before the eyes of the spectators; this last 

feature marks the culmination of a trend already remarked upon, 

that is, a gradual movement in Gryphius ' dramas away from the 

reporting of death by means of a messenger towards an actual 

presentation of violence and horrible death upon the stage. 

The theatrical mourning scenes after the death first of Geta, 

and then of Papinianus and son, bring the action nearer the 

experience of a middle-class audience. The !lReyhen" provide 

the spiritual framework for the material events and reveal the 
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meaning of 'tJhat has happened, and they also suggest what is to 

come. In line with the tendency to grea tar realism, the chorus 

is in close contact with the people in the drama and the events 

on the stage; for example, a chorus of ladies joins Julia in 

mid-act to mourn the death of Geta, and at the end of the drama 

all the choruses unite ltJith Papinianus i parents to offer a 

paean of praise to PapinianusQ 

The arrangement of parallel scenes between the Laetus 

intrigue and the fortunes of Papinianus had brought out the 

IIVerggnglichkeit" theme in the dramavs structure. Following 

the now familiar pattern of Gryphius 1 martyr dramas, the 

"Unbestgndigkeit menschlicher Sachenll is contrasted with the 

"BestEmdigkeit" of the hero; Papinianus i moral outlook is 

viewed more favourably than that of the courtiers, and his 

lofty position allows him to reflect upon the narrowness and 

transience of life, a fact of which the other characters are all 

too acutely aware. 

Hany examples bear out this awareness of the unreliable 9 

fleeting character of life. Papinianus i first monologue reveals 

that he realizes how quickly and unexpectedly human fortune may 

change; he is speaking about rulers: 
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Ach! aber ach! wie leicht nimmt ihn der schvJinde1 Gin 
Dnd blendet unverhofft sein zitterndcs :·~:.-~vv 
Das er durch gahen fall wird, ehr .. io.n o.enckt, zu r:'.icht0! 
\vie leichte bricht der fels, auf "lem er stand gefass'~~ 
Und reisst ihn mit sich ab! Badl wird der gipffe:'. l~~-::J· 

Dem abgrund selbst zu schl:!er, dass berg und thaI ",:.':"': .. ·C,·:.:.0:..··,; 
Und sich in staub und dampff in weite brUche splittert; 23 

He speculates that the cause of this fall from such a height is 

2h 
tldie ungeheure pest, / Die man verlaUmbdul1g heisst." r Through-

out the drama the insidious slander at court recurs frequently 

and a composite picture of court intrigues and shifting patterns 

of power is built upo The portrayal of the great man about to 

fall, or already fallen, as in Carolus Stuardus and Catharina 

von Georgien, is familiar; as in Leo Armenius, the suspicious, 

conspiratorial atmosphere of the court makes the protagonist 

despair of ever gaining reward for his virtues and recognition 

of his services to Rome. Papinianus closes his monologue with 

these words: 

\;las kUnt ich andel'S hoffen? 
Ein schatten-reicher baum \<Jird von dem himmel troffen; 
Ein strauch steht UIl'Versehrt. 'vier die gemeine noth 
Zu lindern sich bemliht, sucht nichts als eignen tod. 
Wer sich fUr alle \oJagt, \oJird auch nicht einen finden, 
Auff dessen rechte treu er konn in schiffbruch grUnden. 25 

241 ., I 
-~., ~ 18-19. 

? .... 
~::>1 'd ~., I, 151-6. 



In Act II, after GetaOs murder, J~lia giv03 eloquent expression 

to the changeability of human fe :une and the vanity of worldly 

splendour in court surroundings~ 

h'ir si tzen d01;:a,~;:'-';:'(;ste? 

Umringt mit glantzem stahl, vervlahrt mit taus end \ve~lren, 
Umschrenckt mit strenger macht, beschlitzt mit taus end heeren, 
Bis sich das schnelle rad mfiwendet, 
Und ein schneller augenblick 
Die herrligkeit in nichts, die cron in hand und strick9 

Die ehr in schmach, die lust in tieffste schmertzen endet. 26 

The structure of the drama allows Gryphius ample opportunity to 

repeat these familiar themes; Cleander's report to Bassianus of 

Julia's reaction to her son's death is another example: 

\Vorldly 

leichte 

Die erde 1llird be,.leget. 
Das stirnen-band zureisst. Man bringt die todten-bahr 
FUr kinder, fUr gemahl. flir freunde. Ja die schaar 
Der liebsten \'Jechselt offt und freut sich zu verletzen. 
Vor die sie vor den hals entschlossen auf zu setzen. 27 

honours are to Papinianus "du verblendend ehr! / Du 

28 
hand voll dunst! 11 vJith her SOIl'S death imminent~ 

Eugenia Gracilis voices her thoughts on the wretchedness of 

life 9 in which everything is mutable and hope turns to despair: 

261 °d .....!?L. , II, 334-40 • 

III, 116-20. 

IV, 317-8. 



Was sind die lal1S8::1 jahr 9 

Als staffeln zu der angst, c~·_.; ;:.., .. ;;; gek:cfulckte leben 
r!ach so viel rauher qual (",m abbrund Ubergeb(c::~, 
In welchem elll' und rul~,:1 '.d stand und glUck vr,rsinckc 
Und unser hoffen selbst ~.::1 tieffstc.::' Ev~ ,~".-inckt! 29 

Papinianus' son, faced Itlith death, exp:c0ci.c..v,., :...:. simple, 0., :nified 

lines the apparent purposelesness of life, in which man is born 

to die; his mention of f'tugend" hints at the solution \'/hich 

Gryphius offers to the problematic nature of life, and which 

\dll be discussed shortly. These lines are worthy of a full 

quotation: 

Es ist ein mensch geboren 
Und als ein mensch dem tod in der geburt erkoren, 
Geboren in die welt, doch von Papinian! 
Geboren, who man nur durch tugend leben kan, 
Erkoren von dem tod, als mich die welt empfangen, 
Erkoren von dem tod, der stets mir nachgegangen, 
Noch an der mutter brust. 30 

Papini anus comforts his son with the \-Jords that, although chance 

rules on earth, the manner of his death is noble and worthy, a 

positive stand against the world: 

Der grimme zufall raubet, 
Mein sohn! dir jahr und stand, und ivas die erden schiitzt; 
Doch schenckt eI', was kein beil noch sturm des glUcks verletzt. 
Mein sohn, stirb unverzangt! Diss leben ist ein kriegen 
Voll angst, ein solcher tod das allerhBchste siegen. 31 

?9 
~ IbicL? V, 38-42~ 

-'0 
~. Ib~~., V, 239-L;5. 

31 Ibid. , V, 26o-L~. 
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As the initial situation and the turn of events allows 

the characters opportunity to reflect upon the transient character 

of human affairs, in this drama as in the others, Gryphius 

presents a hero, who, by his very nature, cannot accept normal 

worldly values, and who, in his facing of his tragic situation, 

reveals an attitude of mind that rises above purely temporal 

considerations. Papinianus, as much as Catharina and Stuardus, 

is a model of behaviour, perhaps more for the lawyers and town

council of Breslau than for a more general public, for Papinianus 

himself is a lawyer and the dedication of the play is to the 

to\:Jn-couucil. 

Act I revealed a character resplendent with great virtues. 

The lengthy IIEingangsmonologll and SUbsequent scenes with his 

wife and a servant depict a man of integrity and righteousness. 

Because he cannot flatter and lie and is by nature open and 

honest, Papinianus has already suffered from court intrigues y 

yet he still dispenses common justice and no-one is turned away. 

In conversation with his Wife, he foresees that he may die soon 

(as did both Catharina and Stuardus, early in the plays) and in 

line with the assertive personality of Baroque heroes he lists 

the virtues he hopes to be remembered by, and in so doing points 
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to his magnanimity, his fearlessness and steadfastness in the 

face of death, his honesty and love even for his enemies - IlJa, 

die mich unterdrlickt, bis in den tod geliebt? ••• ,,32 
Magnanimity 

is the special distinguishing mark of Gryphius ' last martyr hero, 

as the title of the drama indicates; with regard to the Christ 

analogy discussed in the previous chapters and with regar~ to 

Gryphius' concept of the martyr figure in general~ it is interest-

ing to note that Papinianus, although not a Christian Hero, asks 

his enemies to be forgiven as he dies, as Christ had done on the 

Cross. 

Humility is, however, not as marked a feature of Papinianus 

as of Stuardus. He is very much concerned to clear himself of 

suspicions brought against him? and is conscious of a need to 

uphold his pride and honour, arid to maintain his self-respect. 

As he says in answer to the accusations of favouritism towards 

Geta: 

Denn dass ich seitwerts ab von ihm mich trennen sollte, 
~venn Antonin durch mich was schlidlichs suchen wolte, 
Kommt meiner ehr und eyd und redlich~eit zu nah. 33 
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Later in the act~ speaking to his ';life, he states that l1Durch 

schmeicheln ward ich nie, durch pochen nicht gewonnen o 11
34. 

He realizes that, in his environment, fortunes change quickly; 

he has no great faith in others, and has a stoical outlook on 

life. Yet he is not indifferent to the problems of humru1 

life, and does not stand to one side. He has a deep, gel:uine 

concern for justice, as he reveals vJhen he affirms that the 

state is wrong to condemn and kill Christians for beliefs 

different from its own; this issue concerns him directly. 

If that is justice, then, he says, justice is "/rong: "1st; 

das die rBmsche zucht? / 1st diss ein neues recht, so sey diss 

recht ve:cflucht. ,,35 

Papinianus is clear-sighted and a realist; he is 

quite conscious from the very beginning of the possible sequence 

of events and the probability of his own death; in common 

with Gryphius i other martyr figures, hovlever, he is ready to 

accept death "/ithout fear, whenever it should come: 

Ich schau des trudern faust im brUderlichen haar, 
Die grosse staudt in noth, die l~~der in gefahr, 
Die flott in lichtem brand, den hohen thron zustUcket 
Und mich durch eines fall (doch ohne schuld) erdrlicket. 
Doeh klag ieh Rom, nicht mieh. Ieh seheue keinen tod 9 

31.:·.,.. , 
':':P2-d • , I? 320 .. 

351 'd b:L .', --' I, 97-8. 
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Den mil' von langer hand die eisen-feste noth 
An diese seiten gab. Han liess VOl' vielen zeiten 
Zu meinem untergang den werkzeug zubereiten; 
Verlaumdung schliff dE,s beil, das durch den hals wird gehn~ 
~venn mil:' del' heisse neid vlird. tiber haupte S'Gehn. 36 

Papinianus i clarity of mind is appropriately demonstrated by his 

reading of his present critical situation and his predictions as 

to its development. 

The chorus of IIhofe-junckern Papiniani" add to the 

portrayal of this exemplary hero by giving Gryphius l own views on 

his excellence in a more direct way than revelation of character 

in conversation and monologue. The chorus restates his fearless-

ness, integrity and honesty: 

Er weiss nicht, was verHtumdu.l1g sey ~ 
Und ist von furcht und zagen frey; 
Man halt auf seinen leib verrather nicht in sold 
Und kaufft sein haus nicht urn mit neugepregtem gold. 37 

Like Catharina and Stuardus, Papinianus displays his personal 

excellence through self-sufficiency and his keeping faith with 

his own standards of conduct. For him this truth to self is 

all-impo:ctant - IIEr lebt VOl' sich ihm selbst zu gut, •• 0,,38 

36Ibid • , 19 49-58. 

77 
;J ~~., I~ Ll-11-4. 

381 °d ~., I, ~·2L 



Gryphius voices through the chorus the now familiar thought of 

the inner strength of the hero to overcome his trials: tiEr findet 

sich in sich und, \vas noch mehr, die noth / Liegt unter seinem 

fuss, er pocht den grimmen tOdo tl39 The first act has now been 

examined for its revelation of Papinianus' character. Given 

this character, it is unlikely that he will obey an order that 

runs contrary to the dictates of his conscience, for "Gewissenll 

is a key-word in the drama, used many times by various characters. 

By the end of this first act the "constantia", strength and 

integrity of Papinianus i character have been amply brought out. 

In his firm reso'lve, Papini anus is as inflexible as Catharina, 

and in his acceptance of death as ready as Stuardus. 

Papinianus does not therefore find thechoice betltleen 

life and death a hard one to make, for to choose life Itlould be to 

betray himself and live with a bad conscience. He is a non-

Christian figure, yet he does appear in this drama in the 

secularised form of a saint; the historical setting does 

not allow a Christian martyr, therefore he is modelled more 

upon the transcendent; Papinianus is a "Rechtsgelehrter" 

who dies for his concept of justice; this is not simply the 
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justice of Rome? but rather his own vision of a perfect and 

eternal justice. For Catharina and Stuardus the sources of 

the strength with 1tlhich they fight the impermanence of every-

thing mortal, are the belief in God and hope of eternal salvat-

ion; for Papinianus it is his belief in the eternal values of 

truth and justice. Hence his words in conversation with Cleander: 

lI\ver vor die warheit stirbt, pocht aller zeiten noth,1140 and a 

fe\1 lines later: 

warheit feil. liLa 

IIMir is"/; diss haupt vors· reich? mehr vor die 

He sees his death not as an exemplary sacrifice 

before a Christian God, but for the values of the state. He 

offers himself to Themis, the goddess of law and justice? as 

Stuardus and Catharina had offered themselves to God, to suggest 

by the manner of their death an atonement for the sins of the 

world, and he prays for forgiveness for sinful people. An 

analogy with Christ's sacrifice is again apparent; consider 

how Papini anus addresses Themis: 

Ganne, dass ich dir zu ehren 
Dir? die ich jetzt sterbend grUsse? 
Die ich annoch sterbend liqbe 9 

I'·lein nicht schuldig blut vergiesse 
Und (who ich 'VIas bitten kan) 
Schau diss reich heilwertig an! 42 

1..;·1_ . 
~bld., III, 504. 
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VJithout the expressly Christian background of Carolus 

Stua:C'du8 and Catharina von Georgien, there is much mO:C0 

"SchicksalgefUhl ll reminiscent of the Byzantine drama Leo 

Armenius. The rise and fall of characters is mo:ce incompre-

hensible \vithout a Christian God; in His place they bow to 

the figures of fate and chance; in such a world, the criterion 

is, fo:c Papinianus, the manner in which he takes leave of the 

world, as heroic as possible, in defiance of "Fo:ctuna"; 

Papinianus makes death his own, in his choice lies his freedom 

and his independence of chance, his opportunity to assert his 

egoi Flemming says of the death of Gryphius' martyr heroes that 

it is a "Sprungbrett zur Icherhl.:lhung und Verewigung kraft eines 

heroischen Sterbens ll •
43 Papinianus is very much alive mentally; 

the dictates of his reason prevent him from escaping death, and 

he stands in pointed contrast to the Emperor, who, though he 

does act~ does not have the calmness and clarity of mind, nor 

the peace of soul of the hero. As Flemming again says of 

Papinianus: 

43vJ • Flemming, "Die Auffassung des Menschen im 17. 
Jahrhundert", QY§" VI (1928), p. 427. 
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Als Vertreter des Geistes steht er dem eigenmachtigen 
AffektnrenschGn gegenUber, ?.':Iar voll ::mrde und Gehaltenheit 9 

doch nicht als weiser :2rz.:Leher oder schlau lenkenL3r 
3eichtiger. Ganz erfUllt von del' \vucht ethischen Gebotes 
ist auch er aktiver Willensmensch, impulsiv sc!n'lillt das 
Pathos seiner Rede. Lt~· 

Papinianus dies and the &aperor lives, but the manner of Papinianus ' 

death de:;lOnstrates the victory of moral values, and there is never 

any doubt in the spectator 9 s mind tInt Papinianus vJill overcome the 

temptations that are offered in the last two acts. 

The restrictions of the martyr genre, originally determined 

by theology, are loosened with this presentation of a secular martyr 

figure, who nevertheless reveals a character similar to the two 

Christian martyrs. Papinirulus cannot conceive of a glorious 

meeting with God in heaven, but he can imagine the impact of his 

example upon others and the praise of his name for having willingly 

left the world. Papinianus utters these thoughts to his wife 

Plautia as he attempts to reconcile her to his death: 

\"ler hier bestlindig steht, trotzt fleisch und fall und zeit, 
Vermlihlt noch in der welt sich mit del' ewigkeit 
Und hUnt den Acheron. Nein hertz! es heisst nicht sterben, 
I'ienn wir durch kurtze qual unendlich lob erv/erben, 
Das nach tms, weil die erd' auf ihren stUtzen liegt, 
Tod, grufft und holtzstoss pocht und Uber alle seigt, 
Die zwar auf blut und leib, nicht auf die seelen wUtten. 45 

1.5 
..... €,apird.auns, IV s 233-9" 
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Papini anus is as much a martyr figure as Catharina and Stuardus, 

only without their Christian beliefs. A direct analogy with 

Christ, as in Carolus Stuardus v is not brought out, but the 

sacrificial nature of his death, his attitude of mind, the almost 

Christian conception of the Gods and divine justice are reminiscent 

of the preceding dramas. The conflict between eternal order and 

temporal order is viewed on a cosmic scale, and Papinianus fore-

sees the clash with its terrible repercussions: 

iler wachend um sich schaut, beobacht, was geschehn, 
Und spUrt, wie hoch die lufft von donner-wolcken schwanger, 
Schleusst leichtlich, dass die glut erhitzt auf hof und anger, 
Und bergt sich, wo er kan. \ver auf der wache steht, 
Muss stahn, ob schon der strahl ihm durch die adern geht, 
Solt auch auf ihn allein sich gleich der blitz erheben. 46 

The fall from honour and glory is, antithetically, a triumph and 

cause for celebration for Papinianus: Hlrler meinen fall beweint,/ 

Sieht nicht, wie hoch ich sey durch diesen fall gestiegen. 1l47 

Papinianus wants to promote his concept of eternal truth and justice 

and also maintain his own integrity. Under pressure of out-

ward events, he has to sacrifice himself to remain true to these 

concepts, but he does uphold them and so is triumphant. The la1tlS 

are seen as ideas in their perfect state, and virtuous behaviour 



as a necessity to adhere to these eternal lay/so Individu3..1 

and genel~al virtue guarantees and safc;guards the order of the 

state, and yet individuals will come into conflict with the 

state if the affairs of state, as in Pa-pinianus, are badly 

managed. The political importance of this drama, like all 

the others, is considerable and will shortly come under 

discussion. 

On the topic of Papinianus' excellence of character, 

one should note that of the many temptations he resists, there 

is only one that could possibly make him hesitate in his deciSion 

to die. This is the practical solution his father Hostilius 

offers, which is that he should obey the Emperor's wishes, and 

then unobtrusively and gradually contribute to the general good 

and eventually effect much that his death now would never allow. 

Hostilius says: 

Sch8n ists, mit einem '<fort, den geist vors recht hingeben: 
Doch schBner, recht und reich erretten durch sein leben. 
\:1er vor die tugend fgllt, thut wol; der noch veilmehr9 
Del" VOl" die tugend steht. 48 

Hostilius is suggesting a compromise, a move to one side to avoid 

direct conflict, the 'usual' solution; it is, as Heckmann says, 
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flnur der Ausdruck nattirlichen Unbchasens an der lebensfrer:!den Form 

des dramatischen Helden. H49 Papini anus does condemn this 

suggestion because it touches his concept of justice and would 

give to injustice a temporary validity as justice; for 

Papinianus justice supports the state as an absolute quality, 

and "'her ever injustice prevails it is the duty of the sUbject 

to stand up for what is fundamentally right; Papinianus' 

conscience will not allow him to condone a murder. He replies 

to Hostilius with the following "lOrds: 

\1enn aber soleh ein stUck, ob dem die welt erzittert, 
Ob dem, was nah und fern, bestUrtzt und hochst erbittert, 
So sander scheu verUbt,. stehts keiner seelen frey, 
Dass sie so schnCldes \'lerck vor schon und recht ausschrey. 50 

Not only his conscience, but everything in him rejects such a 

compromise, no matter what the price: 

Solt ich denn solch ein stUck trotz sinnen, trotz gewissen 
Ausstreichen und die faust, die noch blut-trieffend, kUssen? 
Nein! Nein! es koste stand, es koste was es wil! 
Nein vater! wer verleurt, gewinnt auf dies em spiel. 51 

For Papinianus, as for Catharina, the purity of the idea must not 

be tainted at all and if the reconciliation of the temporal with 

49 Heckmann, 0Eo cit., p. 72. 

50papinia~us, V, 123-6. 
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the eternal is not possible, then death is a welcome way out. 

The Hheel of fortune turning threatens to damage his own tuman 

worth and take away his self-respect~ so he can only find 

I.?atisfaction in a radical break from the world. Hostilius 

can doubt the value of his son 9 s sacrifice - liN an nennt diss 

leiden schen 011
52 , he says ironically - but Papinianus must 

reject the suggested compromise. Papinianus' vain fight 

against corruption has left him tired and sceptical of success; 

the world can offer no re\1ard for his virtues, and his stead-

fastness can only be appreciated in death. He says towards the 

end: filch bin des lebens satt, / Das so viel krummer gling und 

wenig rechter hat. 1l53 As in qatharina yon Georgien and Carolus 

Stuardus, acts are viewed in the light of an eternal, sup~eme 

judgement; the maintenance of individual "Tugend ll is the ultimate 

human value, and the form of punishment for betraying this value 

is the voice of conscience, in the form of the Furies. Both 

Laetus and Bassianus commit acts that run contrary to the ideal 

concept of the right; Laetus is punished by death, and Bassianus, 

the Emperor, and hence a more important figure? is plagued? 

Significantly, by the Furies. Papinianus does not clamour for 

53Ibid ., V9 229-30. 
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a "Jenseits ll
, his stoical outlook does not permit the impulse 

towards a heavenly reward for his righteousness. He would 

like to live to a ripe old age if conditions were different; 

he dies more purely for the idea alone than Catharina and 

Carolus 9 who have the hope of salvation. 

From the discussion of the preceding works, it has 

become clear that Gryphius V dramas demonstrate an interest in 

political behaviour. Audiences and courtly SCenes are numer-

ous, and problems of state have been discussed. As in the 

previous drama CromvJell and Peter had opposed a very different 

ethical standard ,to that of Stuardus, so in this drama tho 

intriguer Laetus and his Machiavellian views are contrasted with 

the high ethical standards of the lawyer Papinianus to bring 

out the personal excellence of Gryphius ' martyr. On a political 

level, P'§::piniaJ1US is a drama that investigates the relation 

of "Staatsraison" to justice and the la1l1 , and the problem of the 

Obedience of the sUbjects to their ruler. Gryphius t pUblic 

was the circle of civil servants, who, as trained lawyers, were 

themselves familiar with problems of state in both theory and 

practise, and who would find in this drama an expression of their 

own interests and of an ideal standard of conduct. 
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J?apinianus i vievls on the obedience of the sUbjects 

follow lines of thought already familiar from the earlier plays. 

His refusal to accept neither the offer of Julia nor that of 

the tHO Army captains to ascend the throne demonstrates his 

"grossmu";;higkeitlT and is in line Vlith Gryphius i technique of 

outlining through the medium of his martyr figures his vievlS on 

political matters. The captains maintain that Geta's murder 

has broken the oath of allegiance binding them to serve the 

Emperor; Papinianus answers that the Emperor creates his 

sUbjects, and not the reverse, and that although he has committed 

a grievous crime, only the Gods may cast judgement upon him? 

not his sUbjects; and that his own conscience will punish him4 

The captains claim that mortals protect the laws of the Gods and 

must punish transgressors themselves; again Papinianus counters 

that sUbjects are bound in trust not to the ruler personally~ 

but to his throne and House. Rather than overthrow a tyrant, 

Papinianus suffers his ovm death and that of his son, and as he 

dies he prays for the Emperor who is executing him4 

Papinianu6 contains an assessment of the ruler's position 

with regard to law and justice; the laws do not impose the same 

restraint upon a ruler as upon his sUbjects, and'yet they are 
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not simply the rulers' whims, as Abas sees them. The barriers 

to his a:)solute power are ethical in nature, and boundless tyranny 

is rejected. The courtier Laetus offers to Bassianus a concept 

of limitless freedom, but the E:nperor is a\.,are throughout the 

drama of the limitations of his pO\ver and hence suffers emotion-

ally after his murderous act. The following lines from the 

first scene of Act II illustrate their different points of 

view: 

Laetus: Ein flirst ist von dem recht und allen banden frey. 
Bassianus: Ihn bindVt der getter furcht. Diss band geht nicht entzwey. 54 

The power of the voice of conscience is such that even tyrants must 

heed it. Gryphius seems to be suggesting that Bassianus also has 

a concept of the eternal good,. but, lacking Papinianus v firmness 

and integrity, cannot apply it to his actions. Certainly 

Pa:einianus takes a\vay from the Roman laws their historical-

political context and setting, and imposes Gryphius V O\'1n ideas of 

the right upon them 9 Papinianus is convinced that the eternal 

justice of the Gods is manifested in these laws, and his decision 

to die a martyrVs death rather than betraYL~is belief indicates 

to what degree Gryphius lends to the law a transcendental idea; 
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even if a protest against the ruler's abuse of the law is 

warranted, his special position makes the oath of allegiance 

all-binding. 

Papinianus needs a background in which to functiou. 

Lunding says rightly that nPapinian eine zeittypische, anti

machiavellistische Abwandltmg des abstrakt-dogmatischen 

N~rtyrers darstellt. 1I55 Consequently the figures that fill 

the background represent the "Hachtwille", and the conflict 

becomes one between powel~ and right. Papinianus ' martyrdom 

represents the temporal triumph of power over right. Laetus, 

Cleander, Bassianus, Julia are all materialists, avid for power 

and worldly honour, and yet all are made aware by the turn of 

events of the impermanence of things and thus are in a state 

of nervouS tension. As in the other plays, the intellectual~ 

argumentative .character of Gryphius 1 drama encourages these 

personages to put forward their views. Taken as a group 

opposed to Papinianus i high ethical standards and unable to 

comprehend those other than their own, they may be seen as 

'evil' characters. The trend towards a more detailed depiction 

of the characters contrasted with the martyr hero has been 
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noted already. The portrayal of human evil, envy, hatred. and 

calumny is given its fullest treatment in this final drama. 

Gryphius seems to exhibit, as Gundolf says, "eine seelische 

Neugier fUr die Macht des Bosen.1I56 Geta's murder leads to a 

clash betvJeen the interests of power politics and the truth. 

Papinianus cannot accept expediency; for him the means cannot 

justify the end, as truth before the Gods is the statesman's 

ideal. So Papini anus is favourably contrasted with the 

various courtly figures, for whom power is right, the Emperor 

himself expected. The study of the various types of individual 

to be found at court seems to interest Gryphius in itself9 

not merely to depict them as foils of his martyr Papinianks. 

The sympathetic treatment of Chach Abas in Catharina von Georgien 

has been noted earlier; Gryphius' own emotional involvement in 

the execution of Stuardus had led him to present the represent-

atives of the idea of the sovereignty of the people in a most 

unfavourable light in Carolus Stuardus, but the last drama is 

again in line with the trend in Catharina von Georgien tov!ards 

a more understanding view of the vevil' characters, especially 

in the c~se of Bassianus, the Emperor, The two Emperors Leo 

56 n F. GundoL:, Ar:.c:coeas G:r:yyhi~, (Heidelberg, 1927) p. 45. 
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Armenius and Bassianus are both weak and indecisive? prone 

to self-pity because of their isolated pos::.tion betvleen mc,n 

and the Gods. The loneliness of the monarch is emphasised 

in all four dramas under discussion, but especially with 

regard to the two rulers mentioned above, who have little 

pm'ler of decision. In Leo's case this fail~ITe leads to 

his downfall, and in Bassianus' case to his openness to a 

suggestion to commit a murder already contemplated, which 

results in his being tormented by his conscience. Armenius 

was the tfTitelheld" and Bassianus an V evil' character, so there 

is a difference in their function in the dramasQ 

The two chief representatives of 'evil', as well as 

being contrasted to the martyr figure Papinianus, are also dif-

ferentiated from one another. Laetus is the type of unscrupulous 

and ambitious politician, similar to Hugo Peter in Carolus 

Stuardus, who advocates the expedient approach to power politics 

and does not judge an act according to the law. His viewpoint 

is seen in the following lines from his conversation with 

Bassianus at the start of Act II: "Man sieht nicht brUder an, 

wenn man 

doch nur 

um cronen spielt. tr57 

als flirsten ehren. f158 

57papi '''''' ~nus . .. -...1 ... 1.0.. '1 

"Ein fUrst muss eltern zwar, 

Laetus is a cynical realist 7 
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the type who figures prominently in Lohenstein's dramas, but 

to whom Gryphius is ethically opposed~ as his contrast with 

the martyr Papinianus demonstrates. Laetus brerucs Bassianus' 

mel?-ncholic lethargy, which his awareness of the difference 

between his power and his lack of decision has caused; his 

intrigues influence events as long as the decision has not been 

made, but once reached, his influence is short-lived. Laetus V 

argument with Bassianus reveals an attitude prevalent in the 

seventeenth century, that knowledge is power and that man now 

stands above ethical considerations, free and independent -

IIV/er offt das meiste weiss, gibt wenig auf ge\1issen. 1l59 

As Laetus' fortunes turn and death approaches, he does gain some 

insight into the meaning of resoluteness and courage. In line 

with his views, he feels no guilt or regret, only that, although 

chance has deterred him, he will choose to die and defy fickle 

"Fortuna II ; 

Kit kurtzem, Laetus muss nur stUrzen oder fallen. 
Kein langer ra thschlag gilt! 'vIas schadets, \Olenn versucht, 
\'Jas noch zu wagen steht? Dafern es sonder frucht, 
Hab ich die schuld dem glUck und mir nicht zuzuschreiben. 60 

59:r:bid~ 9 II, 99. 

6°1 'd ~., III, 35~·-7. 
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His psychological state parallels that of Papinianus; Papinianus t 

charactel~ is already fully formed from the start, but Laetus 

comes to an ~~derstanding of the trarGience of life and tho 

necessity of a nOble death. Here are his VJords to the 

captain \'Iho comes to take him to Julia: IISchaut, die ilu~ nach 

stand und \'/Urden steht9 / Die ihr durch dienst und blut wolt 

fUrstengunst erwerben, / So laufft die freundschafft aus! 

\vir suchen nichts denn sterben, 1,61 The scene with Julia 

is thema;;ically parallel to the final encounter of Bassianus 

and Papinianus: Laetus displays great courage v he refuses to 

bend and so lose his self-respect and be other than what he is. 

His fearlessness as the servants come to bind him is reminiscent 

of Papinianus i courage and self-assertion: 

Ulli.6thig! lasst mich ste~~; 
IJasst aller marter macht auf maine glieder gelm! 
:8s zeuge, \'Ier es sieht 9 dass ich mehr qual zu tragen 
Behertzt, denn Julie gefasst mir vorzuschlagen! 62 

Laetus is a man possessing Papinianus i rIconstantia" and strength; 

oriented towards the world, he is guided by materialist values. 

He takes his own death as fortune's judgement upon him for having 

allowed the opportunity to depose Bassianus slip by; his 

Sl- "d l.bJ.. _. , 

III? 611-4. 
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chance has gone, and '-'lith it, in a 1tlorld where such. oppor',:;unities 

do not come t\vice, his position of pOHer and his hopes of success. 

"Stirb Laetus! stirb! weil nichts vor dich zu hoffen stcht, / 

',"e~l vorsatz, anschlag, ehr unO. stand zurlicke geht. 1163 

Punishment folloltls the action in a very short time; the v/ay in 

which Laetus faces death is reminiscent of Papinia"'lus i defiance 

of the world; his death, too, he makes very much his O\..rn: 

Ein nicht erschreckter muth9 
Der nicht mehr dienen kan? vergeusst das frische blut 
Mehr freundig den..l1 die feind f erbittert ihn zu pochen 
Geht! Laetus hent die qual lli.d stirbt nicht ungerochen. 64 

Laetus i fate parallels that of Papinianus, both are examples of 

courage and steadfastness, yet to very different causes. Laetus 

is Bassianus' evil angel, his other self, a figure subsidiary to 

the tyraat, one who sets the action moving with his power over 

the Emperor and who indirectly causes Papinianus v martyrdom Q 

Laetus V views of the fickleness of IIFortunat! raise the 

question of determinism. Geta's death had been predicted as 

Cleander's report to Bassianus on Julia's reactions to her sonis 

death makes clear: 

Als der die welt erblicket, 
Um den man ietzund traurt, \-lard ihm der too. beschicket. 
Es wusste schon Sever, eh ihn der Gott,"",:;'" Be:'2-:::'&':'''' 

A us unsern armen riss. dass G0.'Ca kt:,~"'tze jf'''.~;" 

Zu herrschen angesetzt. 65 

63 Ibid. , III, 319-2C~ 

"'4 o I ., III, 411-L~. ~., 

65 . IbJ..d., III, 99-1030 
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Papinian~s suggests that his own fate has been decided for him, 

as he caJ.ls his imr:Jinent death fides himmels schlussli. 66 In 

the HEingangs!!lonoloGIt he seems to foresee all that is to p3..SS, 

as if the characters are puppets responding to the force of 

events in a pre-determined vJay. Papinianus i speech, it is 

suggested, is perhaps more a tribute to his clear-sighted reading 

of the initial situation than a manifestation of some powers 

beyond man. Chance or fate may determine events, bttt Papini anus 

asserts the now familiar idea of manls freedom of choice between 

life and death, a small area of decision in which man can live 

fully. As Catharina and Stuardus have faith in Godls purpose 

for them~ so Papinianus also believes in the powers of the Gods 

and a cosmic approval of his sacrifice~ 

The notion of some power c~ntrolling destinies is 

brought out in the use of dreams and the appearance of spirits? 

vJhic h is a f ea ture of Gryphius I martyr dramas. Laetus has a 

moment of insight and feels that the letter from Bassianus cannot 

auger well; Papinianus realizes he may be heading for a fall, 

but himself has not time to listen to a dream his wife wishes to 

relate, as he is concerned only to face actual events, what 

he can perceive, not what can be imagined: liEs ist nicht zeit 

CST 'd V 13'" _b~ • 'J ~ - ';;. 
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auf traur] anietzt zu sehn. / \'}er wachend um sich schaut, 

beobacht 9 \'las geschehn, In line vdth the trend towards 

a more realistic drama, only one spirit appears in this play, 

and then only in the chorus at the end of Act IVo 

As the tyrant Abas r...ad been contrasted with the martyr 

figure Catharina in Cat)1arina von Georp;ien, and Hugo Peter and 

Cromwell \vith Stuardus in Carolus Stuardus, so the \'leak tyrant 

Bassianus is contrasted with the martyr Papinianus in the present 

drama. Papinianus is a man without guilt.; and Bassianus is a 

man with innocent blood on his hands. The Furies represent the 

conscience of Bassianus. Immediately after stabbing his brother, 

Bassianus no longer feels secure, but rather threatened by his 

surrou.'1.dings. A feeling of isolation forces on him the idea 

of personal guilt, and he does reveal that, despite his revenge 

against Laetus, he really does consider that he himself must 

also bear the guilt: 

Verzeih betrubeter geist! es war nicht unser schuld~ 
Es war zwar unser schuld, doch Vlurden wir getrieb0~'l 
Dureh die? die eigennutz mehr denn den flirsten lieben; 68 

Gryphius emphasizes Bassianus ' personal guilt when his end is 

671 °d 
~·7 I~ 365-6" 

III~ 30-2. 
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announced to him in his sleep by the Furies ru!d the spirit of 

his fathor Severus. The triumph of justice and its revenge 

upon Bassianus is forecast. After J?apinia..'1u's! death Bassianus 

does imagine he sees actual apparitions, but these ghosts are 

purely sUbjective 9 a product of his own conscience. Hec}:mann v s 

remark upon spirits in Gryphius' drama deserves mention: trim 

Trauerspiel Gryphius ' treten sie als antreibende und bestimmende 

G ewal ten auf 9 die das Ureigene des menschlichen Gewissens nUl:' 

bekdl.ftigen und ans 'I'ageslicht zerren. 1I69 

3assianus himself is a type of individual very different 

from Papini anus ; he is an. example of the man with power and 

authority who does not live by the high standards Gryphius is 

advocating through the martyr figure alongside whom he appears; 

he is without drive and dynamism, a man finding it difficult 

to reach decisions and, more important, unable to find himself; 

he exudes a feeling of ~~happiness and lack of interest in the 

1:lOrld; he is the anatomy of a melancholia that leads to a 

feeling of persecution and finally insanity? a sorry pictu:-:"C 

of man O'ut of touch with the i'JOrld around him, surrounded by 

lies; the Furies recognize his state of mind: "Er sinck in 

laster ein / Und aus laster in mehr noth, / Dud flihle sich stets 
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lebend-tod;1l70 The historical Bassianus Caracalla \vas a 

tyrant \11::0 played with lives as with so many dolls and committed 

many atrocities. This I1GrauengemEilde" has been softened by 

Gryphius into a man \'Jho is certainly no unproblematic immoralist 

but who v in such a shifting, uncertain world, with such a lo·fty 

position? has a melancholic disposition, an inclination to brood 

and a povlerful conscience; he is, in fact, as prOblematic and 

ultimately as sad a figure as Abas. The martyr figt~es cannot 

be really seen as tragic figures, for they are superhuman, unbend-

ing and free v happy to die for their beliefs. Abas and Bassianus~ 

despite their despotism, are recognizably human figures, at the 

mercy of strong instincts which they are unable to control, guilty, 

and yet, because of their awareness of their sins and the torments 

of remorse, quite sympathetic. As in Leo Armenius, there is a 

marked contrast between the Emperor's ne8d to exercise firm 

control of the state and his ability to do so. He is painfully 

aware of his own weakness and the reality of the world, and yet, 

because of his position and desire for pO\ver, he feels 

compelled to disobey the voice of his own conscience. Bassianus 

is an example of the individual who dOE:s ::lot follow the dictates 
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of the i~ner voice, in contrast to Papinianus. He is endowed 

wi th absolute po\.,rer on earth and yet exceeds the limits of his 

power by offending against the eternal latvs. 

Both the virtuous central figure and the two 'evil v 

SUbsiduary figures become acutely a\vare of the impermanence of 

worldly goods and tired of living. Papinianus and Laetus 

actively welcome death, but Bassianus is a prisoner of his 

way of life and cannot break out by an act of will of which he 

is incapable. He would like to be virtuous, but the necessity 

of maintaining absolute power in the state does not allow it, 

as, it is suggested, in present circumstru1ces virtue at court 

is condemned to death. In this respect Heckmann observes 

that IIDie Last des Regierens liegt nicht so sehr in der Ver-

antwortung als in der Not\o/endigkei t des Ha.YJ.delns: nUmlich im 

Henschlichen, das ihn trotz. seiner Auszeichnung aufhaftet. 1I71 

His fear of defamation and Laetus' slandering of Geta to suggest 

defiance to his ItJill can make him act. As Papinianus remarks: 

lIVerHtUmbdung hat allein diss traur-stUck abgespielt. ,,72 

Bassianus does not deny this, but counters that it is still 

Papinianus l duty to Obey his Emperor. 

IV, 166. 
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All the characters have some degree of melancholia in 

their character in the world of the court~ an optimistic view 

of life is hardly possible. The martyr rejects life if he 

cannot live by his own standards, and his sadness and mag-

nanimity combine to lead him to a serene resigi'1ation: flDie 

Grossmtitigkeit erhebt die Trauer gleichsam in den Stand del' 

Einsicht? in del' ~ensch auf alles vergfLlgliche'Geschehen mit 

Gleichmut antwortet'. IT 73 This thought gains expression in 

the words of the chorus at the end of Act I. The changeability 

of human fortunes upsets Laetus l plans to usurp the throne, and 

he sadly reflects upon the nature of the world before he decides 

to assert his own ego and die as a scarifice to his fate. 

Melancholia affects Bassianus? the victim of inactivity and intro-

spection.; and Laetus, the man of action who did not seize his 

chance and ~'1hom fortune has deserted. Bassianus is passive 

and introverted, Laetus active and extroverted; they represent 

the two :faces of the coin, two types of courtier, both of whom 

are eventually defeated, as the martyr triumpt~. 

In conclusion, we may say that 'Papinianus 1 passive 

resistance to tyranny had, to quote Szyrocki 9 "einen ganz besonders 
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beispielhaften \vert fUr den Landessyndikus Gryphius und fUr den 

Breslaue:..~ Stadtrat? dem das vlerk des Dichters gewidmet war ll ,74 

and. that it had? as its background? according to Flemming? "die 

vJucht und Schwere eines Lebens, da.s der Bewahrung der verbrieften 

Rechte und Freiheiten seiner Heimat gagen den habsburgischen 

Absoluti.:3mus geweiht war. ,,75 Papinianus, like all the other 

dramas, does not betray any open opposition to the Habsburg 

Empire and the "Reichspolitik", and this is no more than specul-

ation on Flemming's part, although it is readily admitted that 

Papin~anus does seem to allude to the political and religious 

conditions of the years after the Thirty Years \var. However, 

that may be, as a drama, Papinianu~ rates as perhaps Gryphius ' 

finest achievement; the drrunatic movement and the art of 

presentation are more effective than in the preceding dramas, 

the \>/hole concept of the martyr drama has undergone a secularising 

process to produce a drama that is, as already outlined, free 

from many of the restraints of the dramatic conventions and 

much more an expression of Gryphius V O\</n dramatic genius. 

74
t1 • Szyrocki? Andreas Gryphius: Sein Leben und Herk 

(TUbingen, 1964), p. 94. 



CONCLUSION 

As we have seen~ Gryphius Has concerned in his 

martyr drMr.as, Catharina von Georgie~? CarolEs Stuardus and 

Papinianu.s, with the phenomenon of constant change? generc-,lly 

in the sense of decay. His acute altlareness of the effect of 

Time on human existence dictated a need in him for the immutability 

associatad with the promise of a heavenly life; he was thoroughly 

convinced of the "Vanitas" of the world. Gryphius t gaze, then, 

became directed towards the spiritual union of the individual 

with God? and a peace and a comfort that only death could bring. 

The absolute value of material pleasures was therefore rejected. 

A lesser man than Gryphius might have been broken by 

the personal disasters he endured during his life. His bearing 

to\>Jards these misfortunes must be studied in association with 

his Christian creed, and Christ he regarded as the supreme stoic .. 

His hero:.c martyr figures, Catharina, Stuardus and Papinianus, 

demonstrate that human beings are capable of overcoming the 

onslaugh-cs of fortune; their bearing suggests that "Fortuna" 

is sUbject to the will of God and is)in the last analysis? a 



positive force that helps to shape man's destir.YQ The r;.arty.!." 

figu.res embody and proclaim tho poet's religious ethic and are 

unmoved by physical suffering; they accept death calmly and 

gladly, for death means union with God in eternity. Death not 

only brings this lli~ion of the isolated, menaced individual with 

the Eternal; it also dissolves the personal problem of Time. 

Gryphius wrote his drama.s on the figures of martyrs 

at a time in which it was the literary fashion to write such 

plays; this fact can easily be explained when one considers 

the fears, anxieties and obsessions of that period. The 

courage displayed by Seneca's heroes was associated with the 

exemplary bearing of Christ, and this development of the cult 

of stoa acted as a bulwark against the despair and confusion 

which threatened to overrun Germany during and immediately after 

the Thirty Years \var. Gryphius' martyr dramas may be said to 

be repre.sentative of the age in which they appeared, in that they 

embody the hopes and wishes, the fears and despairs of his 

contempo:caries. Running through all his martyr dramas are these 

three factors - the "Vanitas mundirt theme, the Christian ethic 9 

and stoicismQ 

In Gryphius' close adherence to historical fact in all 

his mart7r dramas there is evidence of a belicf that a 1'e<:,l 
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relationship existed bet"Jeen worldly events and higher trlithsQ 

It was ti::.is belief that determined the allegorical form of his 

martyr dramas. The form does not arise from a conflict of wills 

bet\veen the principal characters, for the dramatic impulse is the 

Christian moral, which is then given visible shape. Gryphius V 

dramas, as we have noted, lack on the __ thole action and tension, 

for considerations of dramatic technique are subordinated to the 

ethical convictions which form the central idea. The techniques 

Gryphius did use for the expression of these convictions in the 

martyr dramas were an extensive use of the monologue, a chorus 

employed to reinforce the dialectics? contrasting scenes and 

personages, and stichomythia, which vlaS vIell suited to the 

intellectual, argumentative character the martyr dramas asswned. 

\4e have, however, noted a development in the form of the martyr 

dramas to\1ards a greater realism, i.e. in the increasing use 

of the spectacular scenes (which do not reach the fantastic heights 

of the later Baroque dramatists, Lohenstein, for exruaple, but 

which do move away from mere reporting of action to presentation 

of the martyrdom on the stage), a more liberal concept of the 

Unities of Place and Action and, in the last drama, Papini~9 

increased motivation and more dramatic action and movementq It 

.')- ~ . --. ~ , 
01 C', .. _:".:C.·.: ... :; ":":':I~'::\;. 



'I'he ,silesian "Kul1stdrar;1a1i ~ as "de have noted, attr<:~cted 

spectators from the middle and upper classes. A less cu~_tured 

audience might not have been as patient VIi th the l~hetoric and 

dialectics of Gryphius v dramas and might have demanded mor-e 

action? more sensation. The martyr figures are static and 

immovable, fully formed from the start, representative of an 

ethos and therefore immutable. The figures contrast with the 

'evil t characters, \'1ho, as we have observed, could be given a 

much more individual portrayal, a~d made into interesting 9 

sympathetic people capable of development. The refinement of 

form and the secularisation of content in Gryphius i marty£' 

dramas reach a high point in his last drama, Papinianus y as VIe 

have see~1. 

Among German \"riters earlier in the century? Opitz had 

been able to translate and encourage dramatists to follow certain 

rules; it was Gryphius V task, however, to realize Opitz' ideas 

and create a German drama. Gryphius strove to bring meaning 

into the world and invoke in his audience fear, steadfastness 

and a se~se of the right, in martyr dramas set in a historical 

frruuewor~ and proclaiming a high ethos. The martyr dramas 

reveal,by their very nature, i.e. characters of royal rar.k 

involved. in a lIStaatsaldion" y Gryphius' political views; VIe 

have already discussed his monarch:Ls·;;-absoL.t::"si; idea of the 
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state~ and his opposition to the concepts of the sov0re~~Gn~~:y 

of the people? of the pact bet'..,reen ruler and subjects~ of th0 

right to the people to resist a criminal ruler, of "Staats:.~aison" 

and of expediencyo The major dramatist of the next gener-

ation 9 Lohenstein, introduces a new theory of state with rational

political tendencies, and his Ibrahim Sultan (1673) shows the value 

of reasonable.statesmanship. In Gryphius V martyr dramas the 

ruler owes allegiance to God? who avenges Himself criminal acts? 

whereas i~ Lohenstein's dramas, although the dynasty's ruling 

power is still intact 9 it is not untouchable and is without God's 

protection. The above mentioned d:cama criticises the irr'os-

ponsible 9 sensual tyrant who loses his throne on the considered 

decision of his subjects. 

Indeed a comparison of Gryphius ' dramas \vith those of 

the representative of the yOQ~ger generation demonstrates the 

gradual replacement of T1G laube II by rlVernunft ll as the keystone 

of dramatic writing; it explains in part the reason for the 

decline in the number of martyr dramas written later in the 

century. The secularising process already mentioned reaches 

the point where one finds that Lohenstein does not write martyr 

dramas at all. His plays emphasize that the "BestI:lndigkeit der 



VernU:;:lft Il1 is lacking in man, especially the great men of t~1is 

\'/orld, ar..d this causes their downfalL 

more active than Gryphius O
; they are directed by politic",::' 

guile? and they attempt to escape a do\'lnfall they thernselvcs 

have occasioned. When their suffering beCOllles too great CQ1d the 

strength to resist is exhausted? their dynamism is lost and only 

then is t~ere a turn to faith, in order to alleviate their suffer-

ing. 10henstein vs drrunas contain a condemnation of hwnan vices 9 

and they praise the virtue of a lofty spirituality 9 but for 10hen

stein 'delectareO is as important, perhaps more important, than 

o prodesse I 9 for he belongs to a younger generation moving 8.\·lay 

from the Christian ethic of his ascetic predecessor and more 

interested in spectacular drama. His dramas emphasize psychology 

and intri0ue and are full of life and passion. They appeal 

more to t:'le heart, whereas Gryphius I martyr dramas present heroes 

who comma~d respect and admiration and appeal more to the mind 

and the conscience. The two dramatists seem to symbolize the 

gradual transition from "Gottesmenschentum" to f1Sinnenmenschentum". 

1ohenstein's tragedies, due to their dynamism, are much mor3 

dramatic than the martyr drrunas of Gryphius, but they have lost 
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the ethical standpoL:t that charactel~ized the latter. The 

interprete_tion of catharsis by the tvlO poets~ for example, is 

very different. For Gryphius tLe \'lord becomes id.entified with 

purification; a moral purpose is discernible in his drruaas 

and both pity ~~d fear should be overcome by a supreme love of 

God. On the other hand, Lohenstein's spectacles of vice and 

debauchery must certainly have purged the good citizens of 

Breslau of all their pent-up sensual desires! 

~"e may indeed speculate that the grovlth of rationalism 

and the receding memories of the Thirty Years ivar were factors 

contributing to the decline of the martyr drama. Certainly 

Gryphius did not establish a tradition of serious religious 

dralna in this form. The goal of dramatic writing turned from 

the iprodesse v of the early seventeenth century to the Vdelectare' 

of the late seventeenth century; perhaps Gryphius ' dramas were 

too seriolls and too much an individual means of expression for 

the personal prOblems of a serious-minded man to establish a 

strong tradition. Powell blames the social and cultural 

conditions prevalent in Silesia, which prevented the growth of 

a popular and native theatre and a wider frame for Gryphius ' 

aChievement,2 but there seems to be no final answer. 

G7: .. ....... ---.-.... 
LXXVIII, :::0':1 
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Hartyr dramas ItJere a mediaeval form for \vhich 

later gen~rations had little US0.
3 l';artyr figures 1JJere clearly 

inimical to the thea-~re of the rlAufkUlrun.g f' and Lessing was 

concerned with a sympathetic~ psychological portrayal of 

characters. The Romantic movement spoke against psychological 

drama and was deeply interested in the Middle Ages, but still 

the form did not experience any nevI "Bllitezeit". Goethe, 

however, inspired by a passion for Calderon, the Spanish author 

of martyr dramas, did conceive the plan of a martyr drama from 

the time of Charles the Great. 

Schiller also expressed an admiration for the Spanish 

Baroque dramatist. \-Je have already mentioned Schiller v s 

4 
psychological portrayal of his heroes, but there are some 

interesting parallels between the heroes of Gryphius and those 

of Schiller that Rehm outlines in an article on Schiller and 

the Baroque drama. 5 He asserts that Schiller may be compared 

with Calderon in several respects: both dramatists portray the 

victory of an idea. a belief, and the triumph of free wilL 

Rehm suggests that a closer and earlier contact with Calderon 

3cf • Lunding, £p. cit., pQ 66. ftD 

5\'1. Rehm, "Schiller 'X:ld d8.S de1..ctsc::.: :~:--::"G :;~;:\:'i·:..·.:.;;:~11 £Y~'I 
XIX (194-1) 9 311-53. 
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could have lead Schiller towards an even higher Romantic 

idealism. Thingr:; BaroqCJ.e certainly exe:r<;ed come influenco 

upon him; Karl Eugen \'las a potentate in the Baroque mould 

and at tho time of Schiller's birth tho Buroque tradition v.'as 

still strong in Swabia~ as could be seen in church architecture 

and operatic scenery? for example. Schiller took the figures 

in his plays from the Baroque IIGeschichtsrawa ll and his plays 

were "Ste.atsaktionen" as much as Gryph.:i.us i 9 as they were concerned 

with the rise and fall of heroes. He shared with Gryphius and 

Vondel an interest in the House of Stuart. But no wri tel' ? 

certainly not Schiller 9 has ever really exploited the martyr 

drama genre so thoroughly in German literature as Gryphius. His 

treatment of this type of drruaa and martyr hero is exhaustive and 

quite unique in the history of German literature. 
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